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Given the deleterious effects on students and teachers caused by ever-expanding neoliberal 
approaches to K-16 English Language Arts and literacy education policy, this dissertation argues 
effective policy advocacy and reform absolutely depends on collaborations among secondary 
ELA and postsecondary composition and English education teacher-scholars. Borrowing from 
the traditions of participant action research, this project traces the experiences of a small group 
of secondary and postsecondary English educators across the span of a 16-month collaborative 
advocacy project. By examining a range of data including recordings of group meetings, 
interviews, and written reflections through the lens of activity theory, this study seeks to better 
understand the barriers to and possibilities of this kind of cross-level advocacy. Findings 
specifically suggest that approaching cross-level collaborations with activity theory in mind can 
help us better anticipate and mitigate the way participants’ involvement in diverse teaching and 
professional contexts can pose challenges to cross-level advocacy efforts. The study’s findings, 
however, further suggest the ways in which participants’ diverse experiences also function as an 
asset to this work, enabling richer conversation and more effective advocacy efforts. Based on 
these findings, this dissertation concludes by offering several recommendations for cross-level 
collaborative advocacy efforts, including the increased development of informal advocacy-
centered cross-level teacher-scholar communities. 
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MINDING THE GAP: A CALL TO COLLABORATIVE CROSS-LEVEL ADVOCACY 
 
In answer to the evidently timeless question he poses to his reader in the title of his 
opening article of the 1912 inaugural issue of English Journal—“Can Good Composition Teaching 
Be Done Under Present Conditions?” —in his one word first paragraph, Edwin M. Hopkins 
responds with a resolute “No” (1). Going on to explain his otherwise terse answer, Hopkins 
argues, 
If good teaching can be done under present conditions, it is passing strange that so few 
teachers have found out how to do it; the English composition teacher as a class, if 
judged by criticism that is becoming more and more frequent, are so abnormally 
inefficient. For every year the complaints become louder that the investment in English 
teaching yields but a small fraction of the desired returns. Every year teachers resign, 
break down, perhaps become permanently invalided, having sacrificed ambition, health, 
and in not a few instances even life, in the struggle to do all the work expected of them. 
Every year thousands of pupils drift through the schools, half-cared for in English classes 
where they should have constant and encouraging personal attention, and neglected in 
other classes where their English should be watched over at least incidentally, to 
emerge in a more or less damaged linguistic condition, incapable of meeting 
satisfactorily the simplest practical demand upon their powers of expression. Much 
money is spent, valuable teachers are worn out at an inhumanly rapid rate, and results 
are inadequate or wholly lacking. From any point of view—that of taxpayer, teacher, or 
pupil—such a situation is intolerable (1). 
 
Now, with over a century separating us from Hopkins’s writing, it is difficult not to find his frank 
assessment of the troubling conditions facing the nation’s English teachers and students at the 
turn of the 20th century simultaneously amusing and depressing. While perhaps a bit 
melodramatic, both the humor and the despair that we, as contemporary readers, find in 
Hopkins’s words likely stem from the same truth: his assessment of English Language Arts 
Education over a hundred years ago continues to ring true today. Hopkins’s accounting of the 
ever-increasing public criticism lodged at English teachers and the perception that students 




meeting satisfactorily the simplest practical demand upon their powers of expression,” does not 
fall far from contemporary public rhetoric surrounding the American public education system 
and its teaching of reading and writing (1). Just as the echoes of Hopkins’s sentiments can be 
heard in the “Why Johnny Can’t Write” so-called literacy crisis of the late 1970’s and 80’s, so too 
do they persist in contemporary discourse (Berlin 182; Gallagher 21, 2007). In her 2015 
Washington Post article, “Why Americans Can’t Write,” Natalie Wexler opens with the assertion 
that “it is no secret that many Americans are lousy writers.” Like the critics of Hopkins’s day, 
Wexler blames the school system and teachers for this perceived deficit, writing, “one reason so 
many Americans lack writing skills is that, for decades, most U.S. schools haven’t taught them.” 
As Margaret Marshall explains in her 2003 Responses to Reform, in the critical public rhetoric 
that surrounds education it is often not a far leap from “worrying about education in general to 
a criticism of teachers and teaching” (3). That is, what often starts with criticism of the 
“products” or outcomes of the public education system, quickly evolves into criticism of 
teachers in particular and their presumed faults, lack of training, and/or lack of skill.  
One does not have to listen long to the contemporary public conversation over 
education reform to find evidence of this leap in logic. In a relatively recent episode of 
Freakonomics Radio, host and author of the wildly popular book by the same name, Stephen 
Dubner (2014) begins the episode’s exploration of “Is America’s Education Problem Really Just a 
Teacher Problem” by reminding listeners that “We’ve all heard the depressing numbers: when 
compared to kids from other rich countries, U.S. students are also a little bit below average — 
especially in math — even though we spend more money per student than most other 
countries.” From this concern over American student performance, within the same breath 
Dubner suggests that the root of the problem may be “that our students aren’t getting very 




York Times article, Elizabeth A. Harris highlights only one of the many effects this kind of logic 
(and rhetoric) has on education policy, describing the increase in standardized testing for 
preservice teachers. “Concerned that education schools were turning out too many middling 
graduates,” she explains, “states have been introducing more difficult teacher licensing exams.” 
While reporting on the political trend of linking perceived poor student performance to bad 
teachers, she goes on to remark that since the introduction of these “more difficult teacher 
licensing exams, ...perhaps not surprisingly, passing rates have fallen” (emphasis added). Here, 
while ostensibly just “reporting” the story, Harris also underscores the assumption that “bad,” 
unintelligent, or ill prepared teachers are the problem by making the assumption that it is 
unsurprising that as tests get harder, naturally teachers will do worse on them.  
These few illustrations, along with countless others, exemplify the fact that in spite of 
this centuries old concern for the quality of America’s teaching force and attempts to reform it, 
a national rhetoric of crisis around public education, specifically language arts education, 
persists. In fact, it is this sense of crisis—fears of falling short—that has come to shape current 
American education policy. In many ways, these fears have emerged from the modern rise of 
neoliberalism—a world view which assumes, “human progress and development is best served 
through economic systems based on free trade, deregulation of markets, and individual, 
entrepreneurial freedom” (Au 2016, 316). Based on this mindset, a society must be concerned 
with whether its schools are producing “quality” workers who can contribute to the free market. 
Wayne Au (2016) suggests that within the realm of education neoliberalism then fosters a fear 
of falling short within the global marketplace, leading to “a set of market-based reforms that 
[will presumably] breed innovation and improve systems of public education” (316). According 
to Au, this neoliberal approach to policy has led to the “reconstruction of public education as a 




teachers’ unions and calls for dismantling or subverting teacher education programs in favor of 
quick-certification programs (316-17). Moreover, this neoliberal ideology has brought with it the 
“marked increase in the use of high-stakes, standardized testing as a market metric for 
evaluating schools, teachers, and students,” thereby spawning an intense focus on 
accountability (316). Pence and Platt (2007) then argue this obsession with accountability is 
based on the underlying assumption that “schools are not doing well because they are not 
afraid enough. They need a threat to help them achieve” (332). Thus, through the creation of 
standards—the achievement of which high stakes test scores purport to measure—policymakers 
can “develop a system of sanctions and rewards to hold districts and schools accountable” for 
teacher and student performance (Pence and Platt 332). Then, as Marshall points out, when 
students fail to reach these standards in objectively measurable ways, cries erupt for schools, 
and particularly teachers, to be held accountable for the “failing” system at large.  
In her 2000 book, Teachers Organizing for Change, Cathy Fleisher argues that literacy 
education and its students, in particular, have suffered from the increasing focus on 
accountability and standards. Providing context for Fleischer’s work, which proposes how 
teachers might work together to advocate for change in literacy education policy, Patricia 
Lambert Stock in the text’s forward outlines many of the problems created by current policy, 
arguing, 
Tests constructed to assess the measurable if not the meaningful have proliferated, and 
in too many cases, sadly, they have driven competent and creative teachers to set aside 
instructional practices that promise to prepare students to become lifelong readers, 
writers, and learners. In too many cases teachers have replaced these practices with 
test-preparation drills that enable students to reproduce tomorrow what they will 
forget the following day. A focus on short-term results has replaced long-term goals 
[which is] hardly the foundation for educating a citizenry prepared to thrive in an 
information era and in the global economy (viii). 
 
Echoing Lambert Stock’s point that this accountability model leads to test-driven teaching, Chris 




performing schools” loom large, it is often the most disadvantaged students who suffer most 
from this reductivist teaching. He writes, “high-stakes testing is making it all the more likely that 
students who need the most rich, engaging instruction—particularly kids living in poverty and 
racial minorities—will in fact get little more than test-prep” (7). Even with reforms to the No 
Child Left Behind Act of 2002, the Obama administration’s 2015 Every Student Succeeds Act 
continues to rely heavily on “accountability, interventions, and support for struggling schools” 
all of which are first measured by test scores and achievement of standardized curriculum like 
the Common Core (“Every Student Succeeds Act”). 
Moreover, not only does the neoliberal drive to hold teachers accountable have 
significantly adverse effects on student learning, but it has also severely threatened the 
sustainability and efficacy of the nation’s teaching force. In their extensive study of early-career 
teachers which they outline in their book, Supporting Beginning English Teachers, McCann et al. 
(2005) found that first-year teachers often enter the field with a strong sense of hopefulness 
and idealism and find themselves disappointed by the realities of the classroom and limits 
placed on them by the system of standards and accountability. Among this group of first-year 
teachers who McCann et al. identified as most likely to leave the profession, concerns were 
consistently expressed about the “futility of any efforts to correct the problems they see as 
inherent to teaching” and “how the workload is unsustainable and hopeless" (35). Similar to 
McCann et al.’s findings, in her summary of a 2015 report by the National Center for Educational 
Statistics, Stephanie Aragon (2016) suggests that many new teachers “go on to report overall job 
dissatisfaction, a loss of autonomy, and limitations in feedback, recognition, advancement and 
reward” (3). Much of this loss of autonomy and the subsequent frustration experienced by 
teachers, argues Gallagher, is a product of the tendency of researchers and policymakers to 




the design of remote ‘experts’” which results in the feeling by teachers that they are “made to 
feed the system” (6). These experiences and their subsequent frustrations have led many new 
teachers to leave the field altogether. While reports of teacher attrition rates are highly varied, 
the most recent estimates from the National Center for Education Statistics’ report suggests 
that from 2003-2012 17 percent of new teachers left the profession entirely within the first five 
years (Aragon 3). Earlier and oft-cited studies suggest attrition rates among early teachers may 
potentially be as high as 33 percent of teachers leaving within their first three years of teaching 
(McCann et al. 55). In addition to this relatively high attrition rate, a 2016 study by the Chronicle 
of Higher Education found that only 4.2 percent of college freshmen intended to major in 
education, compared to 11 percent in 2000 and 10 percent in 1990 (“Background and Beliefs”). 
Together these high attrition rates among beginning teachers, an aging existing teaching force, 
and the decrease in college students’ setting out in the field, represent a real concern for the 
future of the field and more importantly for the education of America’s students.  
Given the deeply troubling problems created for both teachers and students by 
neoliberal and accountability-centric education policy, it is critical that we find a means by which 
to effect change in these policies—change that favors theoretically sound, socially just pedagogy 
that is deeply informed by the expertise of practicing secondary English language arts teachers. 
However, in the face of the powerful neoliberal forces currently shaping education, advocating 
for such reform is not and will not be easy. In order for effective advocacy to occur, we, as a 
field of English educators—at both secondary and postsecondary levels—will necessarily need 
to work together, collaborating across levels and institutions.  
In order for positive education reform to happen, secondary ELA teacher-scholars need 
both the opportunity and the means by which to become researchers in their own classrooms 




et al. (2004) argue, teacher-researchers need “opportunities for collaboration,” “time,” and 
“support for writing and publishing” (4-5). In many ways, partnerships with university teacher-
scholars can help to provide these necessary resources. By joining forces, secondary teacher-
scholars bring with them deep classroom knowledge and pedagogical expertise, and 
postsecondary teacher-scholars can offer the research skills and methodologies, specialized 
theoretical knowledge, and expertise in publishing needed for teacher voices to be heard more 
loudly. Additionally, while teacher-scholars at both levels suffer from a deficit of time, for many 
postsecondary teacher-scholars research and publication are necessary requirements of their 
work and as such they have the potential to share this time (time that is already required of 
them) with secondary ELA teacher-scholars. Together, then, both secondary and post-secondary 
teacher-scholars are able to combine their knowledge and resources in order to conduct 
research—research that then offers them, as a collaborative team, the ethos necessary to 
effectively advocate for improved education policy.  
While on the surface, the neoliberal policies affecting secondary ELA education may feel 
less pressing for postsecondary teacher-scholars, as Keith Gilyard (2011) argues, especially for 
those in the fields of Composition and English education, “all language arts issues [are] college 
concerns because the education and discursive shaping of further undergraduate populations 
unfold largely in the K-12 world” (540). That is to say, postsecondary teachers have a vested 
interest in improved secondary education policy as they necessarily inherit students whose 
secondary school learning was shaped by these neoliberal policies. In addition, if not inheriting 
these students through the traditional first-year composition (FYC) model, the rapidly growing 
prevalence of AP and dual-enrollment courses means more and more students are receiving FYC 
credit within the context and confines of these secondary education policies. Furthermore, as 




are undeniably trickling up the educational ladder. “With the expectation of a new level of 
literacy, and a concomitant level of schooling [a postsecondary degree of some kind],” writes 
Marshall, “higher education has received increased attention and criticism in the public 
discourse” (3). Furthermore, Shari J. Stenberg (2015) suggests that it is these neoliberal forces 
within postsecondary education that has encouraged students to understand themselves as 
“consumers of education,” further constructed students as the commodifiable “products” of 
universities, and led to the drastic increase in “use” of contingent teaching faculty who can be 
paid less and let go almost at will (5-6). Therefore, as the forces of accountability and 
neoliberalism creep into colleges and universities, postsecondary teachers share with their 
secondary colleagues a common concern and a subsequent need for collaborative efforts 
toward advocacy for reform. 
Ultimately, the urgency I feel for fostering meaningful policy change through cross-level 
and cross-institutional collaboration became the driving force behind this project. Moreover, 
while existing scholarship (which I will explore in greater detail later in this chapter) provides 
rich narrative accounts of various advocacy-centered collaborations, missing from this body of 
work is scholarship that not only recounts the story of a collaborative advocacy project, but also 
seeks to propose a theoretical framework for conceptualizing the factors that inhibit and foster 
this kind of work. With this in mind, the goals of this study are threefold: 1) to attempt to 
engage in collaborative cross-level and -institutional advocacy, 2) to provide a rich account of 
this experience from the perspective of both the secondary and postsecondary teacher 
participants, and 3) through careful analysis of this experience, to propose one theoretical 





To this end, across the span of 16 months, I conducted a qualitative study designed to 
closely examine a small group of middle and high school ELA teachers and my own experiences 
engaging together in a collaborative advocacy project. During the course of the study, the 
secondary teacher participants and I explored our individual concepts of what advocacy looks 
like and worked together to develop a multifaceted shared advocacy project. Through this 
collaborative project and the process of this study, I sought specifically to explore the following 
questions: 
● What might cross-level collaborative teacher advocacy look like in practice, particularly 
when developed and enacted outside of larger programmatic or institutional structures 
(e.g., the National Writing Project, etc.) and with group members as “expert” leaders? 
● What are the structural, logistical, and interpersonal challenges of this kind of work? 
How can we better conceptualize and understand the roots of these challenges and 
consequently work to mitigate them? 
● Conversely, what structural and interpersonal factors promote this kind of cross-level 
teacher advocacy?  
● What value do participants find in engaging in cross-level teacher advocacy? What is the 
relationship between what participants value and their understanding of what counts as 
“successful” advocacy? What role do these feelings of success play in the sustainability 
of this work?  
Before describing the study in greater detail in the next chapter, including the methods 
by which I attempted to answer these research questions and the actual advocacy work our 
group accomplished, in this chapter I argue that effective ELA policy absolutely depends on 
secondary and post-secondary teacher-scholars working collaboratively to research and 




teacher advocacy for policy change, particularly in light of the cultural and systemic challenges 
that often pose obstacles to this kind of collaboration, ultimately arguing that collaboration 
among secondary and post-secondary teachers is necessary for this advocacy to occur 
effectively. I suggest, however, that a barrier to this kind of collaborative research and advocacy 
is the often unspoken disciplinary divide that exists between secondary ELA and postsecondary 
composition English education teacher-scholars. Acutely aware that our contemporary 
professional relationships are strongly shaped by our disciplinary past, I then attempt to outline 
the complex web of historical, disciplinary, professional, institutional, and cultural factors that 
have led us to our currently divided state. Finally, before emphasizing the necessity and benefit 
of cross-level and cross-institutional research and advocacy for teachers at both levels, I 
highlight several contemporary efforts at the kind of collaborative work I call for, suggesting 
they might be our jumping off point for greater collaborative work.  
TEACHERS AS ADVOCATES 
 Historically, teachers—due in great part to the gendered nature of the field—have rarely 
been constructed as agents of knowledge making within their fields, and even less often as 
experts (see Au, Marshall, Gallagher, Mohr et al., Stenberg, Sizer 2013, and Jones 2007). In spite 
of their intimate knowledge of their students, effective teaching practices, and sound pedagogy, 
teachers at all levels, but particularly those at the elementary and secondary level, are 
understood not as professionals—like a physician, attorney, or business person might be—but 
rather as practitioners and administrators of pre-packaged material. As Marshall so aptly 
explains, criticism of schools often rapidly shifts to blame of teachers for the perceived failings 
of schools. This move to blame teachers rather than the system, argues Marshall, occurs 




necessity to respond with financial or material support, is lessened. If teachers and not school 
structures are the failure, then teachers who act, think, and/or believe differently from those 
who exist at present must be created” (30). The goal then becomes to create these “better” 
teachers—to “fix” the existing “failing” teachers (rather than the failing systems and institutions) 
—through teacher reeducation. This reeducation, though, does not typically occur in a way that 
enables teachers to “assume the independent decision making essential to claiming the status 
of professionals” (Marshall 3). Moreover, these calls to “fix” the teachers also often rely on a 
rhetoric that “marginalize(s) their work” and only serves to “further distance teachers from the 
power of professionalism” (Marshall 3). By creating this distance between teachers and the 
power implicit in being able to claim the identity of professional (both in their own self-
perception and their perception by others), it makes it difficult for teachers to find their voices 
in discussions of education policy and even more difficult for their voices to be heard and valued 
by those making the decisions.  
 Fleischer (2000), whose work explicitly seeks to help develop teachers as advocates for 
change, builds on this logic explaining that as teachers feel increasingly powerless in the face of 
these rhetorical challenges to their professionalism, they begin to teach more separately from 
the surrounding communities they serve, and when “certain individuals and groups raise 
objections, the media jumps on the controversy, school boards respond and issue edicts… and 
teachers go on teaching, the more informed ones continuing in the practices they are convinced 
work, the less certain changing practices to satisfy these edicts” (5). Based on her interviews 
with teachers, Fleisher identifies three primary reasons teachers may be prone to do this, rather 
than engaging in public advocacy for the value their work has for their students. The first of 
these barriers to teacher advocacy involved teachers’ concerns over their own ability to 




(7). Secondly, Fleisher reports, the teachers in her study often felt so overwhelmed by the 
perceived enormity of the problem that “they imagine the forces that object to their work as so 
strong and organized that they don’t even know where to begin” (7). Finally, and perhaps most 
relevant to my argument, most commonly these teachers cited lack of time and resources as the 
greatest barrier to their attempts at advocacy (3). These latter two barriers certainly proved true 
for me and the other teacher participants in my study, at least as we began our work together.  
The problem we face, then, is truly a wicked one: the public and policymakers view the 
education system as failing, attempt to “fix” it through neoliberal means, blame teachers for 
producing students who are apparently unable to achieve neoliberal standards as measured by 
high-stakes tests, and then decide teachers—who must be ill-trained or lacking in commitment 
to their work—must be held accountable for these failings and thus be either better educated in 
their content material or instructional methods. Meanwhile, frustrated by what they experience 
as the restrictive nature of this accountability model of education, rhetorically stripped in the 
public eye of professional agency, and left feeling powerless in the face of the large system that 
shapes their and their students’ everyday lived experiences, teachers can sometimes feel 
overwhelmed by the prospect of advocating in the face of this education policy.  
Then, in spite of and because of the wicked nature of this problem, if we are to develop 
education policy that is more theoretically sound, socially just, and locally controlled, the voices 
of teachers and their expertise must both be heard by policy makers and begin to shape policy 
itself. I would agree with Fleisher who passionately argues, “As classroom teachers and English 
educators, we cannot sit back any longer and let those who are not knowledgeable about 
classrooms and kids and the complex contexts that are our schools set the tone and the 
language for public discussions [and I would add, policy]…[ultimately,] “we must become 




support in having their voices heard by policymakers. In their most recent “Guidelines for the 
Preparation of Teachers of English Language Arts,” the National Council of Teachers of English 
(NCTE) suggests that one key means of providing this support is through creating teacher 
education programs that encourage the development of teachers who are able to “use their 
critical, intellectual, and academic abilities to participate in democratic society” and have 
“opportunities to write and speak for multiple audiences” (11). In so doing, teacher education 
programs would be laying the groundwork for ELA teachers who are both more explicitly aware 
of the theoretical underpinnings of their practices and more comfortable expressing these 
rationale. Additionally, the Guidelines suggest that professional organizations are also key in 
providing this support for teachers in their advocacy work (78)1. Underpinning both of these 
means of support, however, is the notion of collaboration. 
 In order for effective teacher advocacy to occur—in order for teachers’ voices to be 
heard and their expertise used to impact policy—we need greater collaboration between 
secondary teachers and post-secondary teachers (both those in English Education and 
composition), engaging together in research, scholarship, and policy advocacy. Both of these 
groups share a vested interest in more theoretically sound secondary ELA education policy, but 
given the barriers secondary teachers cite for not engaging in advocacy (theoretical background, 
knowledge/the ethos to engage in the conversation, resources, and time), they “require the 
support, opportunities, perspectives, and knowledge [that] university instructors … can offer” 
(Mohr 158). Moreover, post-secondary scholars, particularly of composition, share a vested 
interest in this improved policy for both practical and theoretical reasons. However, in spite of 
 
1 Both of these ideas—the role of teacher education and professional organizations in supporting teacher 




the value of such collaborative research and advocacy, this kind of work remains relatively 
limited.  
A CRACK IN OUR DISCIPLINARY LANDSCAPE: THE DISCIPLINARY, CULTURAL, AND INSTITUTIONAL 
DIVIDE BETWEEN SECONDARY ELA AND POST-SECONDARY TEACHER-SCHOLARS 
Unfortunately, however, both the historical factors which have shaped the development 
of secondary education and ELA teacher development and postsecondary Composition as 
academic and professional fields, and the contemporary realities faced by these fields, have 
made collaboration among the two groups of teacher-scholars difficult at best and at worst, 
occasionally unimaginable by members of both fields. As a result of these historical influences 
and the contemporary practical realities of both secondary and post-secondary teachers, not 
only has collaboration among the two groups been limited, but a veritable divide has formed 
within our field at large. Joseph Jones (2007) identifies this divide, arguing that “within the 
discipline of English, always tentatively, provisionally—and often contentiously—defined by 
those who teach it, the relationship between college English and high school English has been 
marked by disputation and dismay” (n.p.). While there seems to persist a vague sense by both 
ELA teachers and college teachers that our work has some relationship or consequence for the 
other’s work, a felt and real separation seems to prevail. This divide is sometimes exemplified by 
the passing comments shared among college English department colleagues who lament that 
“these students never learned to write in high school because all their teachers taught was the 
5-paragraph essay, personal narrative, or three-part thesis, etc.” (n.p.). In other words, as Jones 
would characterize this view from the university side of the divide, “Those in college often feel 
under-served by the efforts of their colleagues in the high schools.” From the other side of the 




These sentiments are often echoed by ELA teachers after the latest round of university 
researcher-led professional development, as they share concerns and complaints about “those 
people who have never been in a high school classroom coming down to tell us how to teach.” 
This divisive perspective taken by members of both groups on their relationship with the other is 
not, however, a new phenomenon, but rather is one that has grown from the roots of a long 
disciplinary history. 
Forces of the Past Carving the Early Divide  
Over the past two centuries, as the nature of secondary education, teacher 
development, and the discipline of English has evolved, institutional structures, professional 
organizations, and cultural conceptions of teaching have all come together to sculpt the ways in 
which secondary ELA and post-secondary teacher-scholars interact with one another today. 
Though at various times in our larger disciplinary history, there have been calls for greater 
collaboration among instructional levels, since the shift toward more widely spread US public 
education around the middle of the 19th century, institutional forces have pushed back to 
prevent these collaborations. While in the early decades of the 19th century teacher training and 
certification was “for the most part a local responsibility,” as Stephen M. Koziol (2007) explains 
in his brief history of teacher accreditation systems, by the second half of the century 
institutions designed to support the development of teachers began to emerge and “some 
universities began to have faculty from traditional academic disciplines offer special courses in 
historical, philosophical, and psychological foundations in education—a move that eventually 
led first to departments of education and eventually to more broadly conceived colleges of 
education” (308). This emergence of normal schools and 2- and 4-year programs designed 




development from within the disciplines to educational specialists—a shift that began to 
distance scholars in the content areas from their colleagues in secondary schools. By the 1930s, 
as departments of English began to grapple with concerns over how to develop their own 
Teaching Assistants report Betty Parsons Pytlik and Sara Liggett (2002) in their Preparing College 
Teachers of Writing, this division between “educators” and “academics” had become so 
entrenched that scholars began to argue that “departments, not ‘educationalists’ from schools 
of education, should be responsible for preparing teachers” (9). In the end, in spite of occasional 
calls by groups like the 1951 Ford Foundation’s study of General Education in School and 
College, which argued “the responsibility for training in the use of the English language is a joint 
and continuing responsibility of the school and college” (qtd. in Jones), institutional structures 
have persisted in constructing departments and colleges of education as responsible for the 
pedagogical training of future teachers and departments of English as responsible for their 
development of content knowledge (Koziol 310).  
Adding to the disciplinary divide created by the separation of labor in the preparation of 
teachers (which persists today), has been the curricular relationship between high schools and 
universities. Beginning in the middle of the 19th century, as preparatory and high schools 
became more common and served as a consistent predecessor to entrance in US universities, 
along with the implementation of entrance exams like that made famous by Harvard, secondary 
school curriculum, especially in writing, was heavily influenced by that of the college curriculum 
(Jones n.p.). While the establishment of the National Council of Teachers of English in 1911 was 
intended, in part, to provide a space and a means by which secondary English educators could 
more autonomously develop their curricula and disciplinary identities, with the heavy influence 




have been more willing than resistant to take their lead from the colleges, particularly in the 
teaching of English” (Jones n.p.).  
Though high school curricula, however, may in part be taking its cues from 
postsecondary curriculum, communication and collaboration among the levels on the 
development of this curricula remains extremely limited. As Tiane Donahue (2007) finds in her 
study of high school teachers, this leaves them wondering “whether they are preparing students 
most effectively for college work, while being required to prepare them to succeed on national, 
state-wide and local assessments.” Moreover, as both Donahue and Jones point out, because of 
this limited communication across levels and institutions, and because many undergraduate 
English major curricula do not focus heavily on Composition as a discipline, and because large 
numbers of students who become English educators themselves are likely to bypass at least one 
requirement of first year Composition (through dual-enrollment or Advanced Placement credit), 
“teachers in the schools can’t really know what they’re preparing their students for,” especially 
in terms of writing, and “by default, high school teachers’ own experiences, coupled with 
anecdote and lore” become the basis for connections between high school and college (Jones 
n.p.). From the opposing bank of the divide, while college faculty may experience what they 
perceive as gaps in their students’ pre-collegiate writing education, many may have little 
knowledge of or experience with the state- and district-mandated ELA curriculum from which 
high school teachers are teaching and limited understandings of the instructional context and 
working conditions of secondary teachers. Donahue’s findings confirm this, suggesting that 
college faculty “are often unaware of the deeply different experience of high school teaching” 
and “seem to know little about what high school teachers are asking students to do and why, 
and less about what high school students bring with them to the college writing classroom.” 




which have led teacher preparation to be a parallel but separate venture between departments 
of English and Education, along with the historically top-down relationship between colleges and 
secondary schools created by curricular structures, have worked to slowly erode the ground—
like a narrow but persistent stream—between secondary ELA and post-secondary composition 
teacher-scholars.  
Deepening the Divide and Branching the Discipline with Professional Organizations and 
Publications 
In addition to the power of institutional structures to carve out the shapes of a discipline 
and the relationships among its members at various levels, as Erica Lindemann and Leila 
Christenbury point out, fields are, in many ways, shaped and reshaped through the 
conversations held in disciplinary publications and through the formations, interactions, and 
activities of professional organizations. Lindemann, in her 2010 College Composition and 
Communication article, “How Well Are We Listening? Lessons from the Founding of NCTE and 
CCCC,” suggests that the very existence of organizations such as NCTE serve to help “establish a 
discipline and maintain its validity,” and through such organizations “‘individuals in community’ 
create intellectual, social and material spaces for their work” (504, 520). In the case of our 
field—from kindergarten to graduate education—moments of disciplinary struggles for 
credence and sites of identity formation have, in great part, emerged with and through NCTE. As 
both the seminal professional organization of English teachers and as publisher of many of the 
field’s most important journals, the Council—comprised of a multitude of smaller nuclear 
families (sections and conferences) who both work with and sometimes quarrel with one 
another—plays a critical role in the maintenance and growth of our discipline. As such, its 




division among instructional levels in our field and the possibilities for bridging this gap. With 
this in mind, I offer a brief overview of the key historical moments across the formation of our 
discipline’s professional organizations that have contributed to this divide.  
The first decade of the twentieth century proved to be both a tumultuous and 
revolutionary time in American English teaching. With the 1894 establishment of the National 
Conference of Uniform Entrance Requirements, which strove to standardize expectations for 
students entering US universities, also came increased concern by teachers over how and with 
what to prepare their students for these standardized exams (Lindemann 507). This mounting 
frustration over exam requirements, combined with “significant increases in high school 
enrollments and a lack of uniformity in high school curriculum,” left English educators both 
frustrated and concerned about the state of their field (Lindemann 506). Where in the years 
past they may have sought help from the Modern Language Association, they now found no 
place for themselves within this organization, as its Pedagogical Section had been abolished in 
1903 (Ward 1960, 72).  
With only one existing professional organization available to help—though this group 
was wholly concerned with college entrance exams—educators turned to the English 
Roundtable of the Secondary Section of the National Education Association (NEA). NEA leaders 
then charged James Fleming Hosic, leader of the English Roundtable, to conduct a nation-wide 
survey of the country’s English teachers (Lindemann 507-508). From this survey, which Hosic 
presented to leaders of the NEA in July of 1911, the committee concluded, according to J.N. 
Hook, that the nation was in “need of a permanent, nation-wide organization of teachers of 
English” (qtd. in. “NCTE’s History”). In response to this call for teachers “to participate actively in 
setting agendas for educational policy in English … and take the leadership in developing 




December 1911, Hosic gathered sixty-five English educators in Chicago for what would become 
the first meeting of the NCTE2 (Royster 2010, 364). For their two short days together, this 
fledgling group of sixty-five made as its goal to “create a representative body, which could 
reflect and render effective the will of the various local associations of individual teachers, and 
… greatly improve the conditions surrounding English work” (qtd. in Royster 361, emphasis 
original).  
Of those assembled for this landmark meeting, eight represented universities, six hailed 
from Normal schools or teachers’ colleges, and the rest worked as high school teachers and 
administrators (Lindemann 508). The group was able to grow because, as Lindemann suggests, 
“the personal professional relationships among its founders and the representative structure 
they built for the new organization encouraged college and school teachers to collaborate” (514, 
emphasis added). While this value for collegiality has endured since the Council’s inception, such 
ties across instructional levels has not remained equally as strong.  
Remarkably, only a month after the group’s inception, NCTE published its flagship 
journal, English Journal. As the Council understood its members as “drawn from the elementary 
schools, the high schools, the normal schools, the colleges and the universities,” so, too, did the 
Journal conceive of itself as the singular organizational voice for these diverse groups of English 
educators (Hosic 47). Throughout much of its first year, English Journal’s focus remained 
diligently on concerns over uniform college entrance exams, one of the exigencies out of which 
the Council was born. In spite of this understandable preoccupation with entrance 
requirements, however, in its first year of publication (producing ten issues) the Journal’s 
contributors addressed everything from graduate education to teaching drama in high school, 
 
2 In November of each year since this first meeting of the Council, NCTE has gathered for its annual 
convention, postponing it only once due to the influenza epidemic of 1918, and cancelling the meeting 




from the trouble with grammar teaching to poetry instruction, and from oral composition to the 
state of the field. Striving to be “representative,” Hosic explained in his editorial to the June 
issue of EJ, “[the journal] would give voice to teachers in all sorts of schools in all sections of the 
country” (375, emphasis added). Working to manifest this explicit value for multifarious voices, 
in its early years EJ made an effort to allot at least one or two “spaces” for articles addressing 
concerns of the university. Throughout its early years, then, English Journal strove to fulfill a 
multitude of roles, publishing works in the form of everything from empirical research to 
classroom narratives and articles authored by individuals representing a variety of institutional 
levels. Despite these noble efforts toward progressive publication and a diverse range of 
perspectives from teachers at all levels, EJ, as the field’s sole publication, soon outgrew its 
covers.  
Feeling overwhelmed by the prevalence of “high school issues” within the Council and 
unable to find space within the MLA, by 1913-14 members of the newly founded NCTE 
established their own College Section of NCTE (Ward 72). Though at the time NCTE “had its own 
High School-College Section,” explains William S. Ward, “this division of the NCTE “was thought 
of primarily as a high school group” (72). In need of their own space to share ideas and 
concerns, founding members of the larger NCTE organization such as Scott, Hopkins, Miller, and 
Hosic all became deeply involved with the new College Section3. During these early years, NCTE 
convention programs within its College Section included presentations on the training of college 
teachers, Composition class sizes, linguistics, teacher preparation, Ph.D. programs, and more 
(Ward 73). Before long, feeling suffocated by the “high school-heavy” pages of English Journal, 
members of the College Section searched for their own space in which to publish and by 1928, 
 
3 Such sections remain today and include the Elementary Section, the Middle Level Section, the Secondary 




Hosic established and financed a College Edition of English Journal. In this edition of the EJ, 
published simultaneously with the original edition, “thirty or more pages dealing with college 
matters replaced those dealing with high school,” explains Ward. (73). For over a decade this 
publication, along with the engagement of NCTE’s College Section members with members of 
the Central Division of the MLA, helped to shape NCTE’s college-level identity. As Ward 
recounts, “the College Section was dedicated to the view that scholar and instruction are 
ultimately wedded, though with the understanding that the emphasis should be on the scholar 
as teacher rather than the reverse” (74, emphasis added). In many ways this privileging of 
scholar over teacher can still be seen today within the College Section and its interactions with 
its larger parent organization, NCTE. By 1939 the “College Edition” of English Journal was 
replaced by College English and remained the singular voice of NCTE’s college educators for 
more than another decade. 
With College English addressing a notably wide range of topics in the teaching of post-
secondary English, College Section members soon yearned for space in which they could discuss 
the specific concerns of teaching college writing. Consequently, at the November 1948 NCTE 
Convention, a group of College Section members, including John C. Gerber and George S. 
Wyckoff, gathered for a Friday afternoon “conference” on “Required Freshmen English4” 
(Lindemann 515). The presentations sparked lively conversation among the 500 attendees and 
in the following year NCTE authorized a two-day meeting in Chicago of “five hundred teachers 
[who were] interested in what happens to a student’s English when he makes the transition 
from high school to college” (Ward 75). Seven months later at the annual NCTE Convention, on 
25 November 1949, the Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC) was 
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formally recognized (Lindemann, 516). While CCCC enjoys a well-established and secure seat of 
disciplinary authority and identity today, at its birth—just as was the case for its parent 
organization and sibling sections, NCTE and the College Section—CCCC, too, developed from a 
need to find a space of its own. Overwhelmed by a monumental wave of new students after the 
Second World War, according to Lindemann, college Composition instructors were in need of a 
place to address their growing concerns with the first-year Composition course and research 
“ways to improve the course, the writing program across their institutions, their own teaching, 
and their professional standing” (519). Moreover, because NCTE’s leadership was primarily 
comprised of secondary teachers, college teachers of writing and rhetoric struggled to find a 
place for their work at the national convention. Furthermore, because the publications of 
College English were subject to the preferences of the journal’s editors—a group of scholars 
typically concerned with the research and teaching of literature—Lindemann asserts, “scholars 
in rhetoric, composition, and even communication would have found it immensely difficult to 
place their work in the College Section’s journal” (519). Consequently, by March of 1950, CCCC 
became the only branch of NCTE to publish its own journal, College Composition and 
Communication (CCC).  
While our disciplinary ancestors, from whom we have inherited our current professional 
organizational structure, clearly built for us an important frame for our disciplinary home, as 
they grew and divided, they also prepared the ground for our current disciplinary divide. While 
NCTE continues to define itself by its on-going dedication “to improving the teaching and 
learning of English and the language arts at all levels of education,” this commitment to all levels 
of literacy education, however, is perhaps not as monolithic as it may appear or as it once was 
(“Mission Statement,” emphasis added). Where NCTE once served as the collective ancestral 




of its branches now seem so far reaching that they are nearly disconnected from the trunk of 
this family tree. Namely, NCTE’s arguably most powerful subsidiary conference, CCCC, seems to 
have grown its limbs so far, that it no longer fully sees itself as sharing the same NCTE trunk with 
K-12 educators. As Ben F. Nelms (2000) points out, though the establishment of the CCCC 
brought much needed attention to the teaching of writing, the Conference is “still directed 
primarily toward college teachers,” and “the teaching of writing in elementary and secondary 
schools [has] suffered” (50). This central focus on college matters is, of course, no surprise given 
the CCCC’s explicit mission, however its understanding of itself and its work as nearly wholly 
separate from that of NCTE is evidenced by the way it rhetorically constructs the members it 
serves. Unlike each of the other conferences who explicitly define their identity by the particular 
group of NCTE constituents they serve, CCCC understands itself as the “world's largest 
professional organization for researching and teaching composition, from writing to new 
media,” with no mention of its parent organization NCTE (“CCCC Home”). That is, unlike other 
NCTE conferences and groups, even in its mission (and in fact throughout much of the rhetoric 
on its webpage), it mentions very little about its connection to NCTE. 
 Furthermore, Keith Gilyard, in his symposium article (with Lindemann), “Getting it 
Together: Notes Toward a Shared Future for NCTE and CCCC,” suggest that “a prevailing feeling 
exists among the overall CCCC cohort … that the fall convention [NCTE] belongs to K-12 
professionals” (545). Nelms agrees, writing, “for the past quarter of a century college and 
university professors have participated in NCTE in small numbers … [and] NCTE leaders drawn 
from the ranks of higher education often come from English Education, CCCC, and sometimes 
the two-year colleges” (50). Thus, while CCCC remains tied to the larger organization of NCTE, it 
has, in many ways, become its own independent entity complete with its own annual 




annual convention). By holding its “own annual conference, publish[ing] its own journal, and 
assess[ing] its own membership fee,” writes Ward, CCCC has, like an adolescent child indignantly 
striking out in search of independence, grown increasingly divided from its “family” (75).  
Where a strong tie once existed, in the early days of NCTE, between secondary and 
college-level English instruction, the last 50 years of our organizational history has, like our 
institutional histories, quietly and perhaps unwittingly led us to our respective sides of the 
divide, with secondary ELA teacher-scholars on one bank and composition teacher-scholars on 
the other. As English Journal has evolved from being the singular publication within the field, to 
being only one of NCTE’s twelve publications (five of which make their home in the College 
Section), it seems K-12 English and the field of composition have grown ever more divided.  
The Divisive Power of a Cultural Current that Devalues Teaching 
In addition to our institutional and organizational histories which have slowly eroded 
the common ground between secondary and postsecondary teacher-scholars, ironically it may 
also be our shared roots in a long cultural and academic history that devalues teaching at both 
levels that has cut some of the deepest channels between us, washing away many efforts for 
collaborations from both sides. Regardless of instructional level, the academic and professional 
value of teaching has long been dismissed by both the culture at large and the academy (see 
North, 2000; Stenberg, 2005; and Marshall, 2003). While larger cultural rhetoric already 
constructs teaching not as intellectual or professional work, the academy, rather than resisting 
this rhetoric, instead also takes it up, ultimately bestowing much greater status to research and 
scholarship than pedagogy. With our university systems still heavily shaped by the influences of 
our ancestors, the German research university, from whom we inherited our model of higher 




explain, the consequences of this are that, as the academic/professor’s “primary relationship is 
with the discipline, not students, it is assumed that a professor’s development [ultimately, 
professional commitments] should be grounded almost entirely in the mastery of a subject 
matter” (327). Pytlik and Liggett’s research on the history of teacher development in English 
confirms this and reveals that this dismissive approach to teaching runs deeply into our history. 
Citing a 1914 MLA paper, she highlights the discipline’s preeminent professional organization’s 
understanding of its purpose as advancing “the philosophical study of modern life and culture; 
[the MLA] was not ‘a teacher’s agency nor was it centrally concerned with pedagogical 
problems’ (737)” (qtd. in Pytlik and Liggett 6). Subsequently, this long-standing tradition of 
devaluing the intellectual labor and scholarly value of teaching, both within the academy at 
large and within departments of English, has come to construct the way university teachers 
understand the work of and interact with secondary teachers in our field. While “elementary 
and secondary school teaching are not completely congruent with the teaching and scholarly 
activities of university professors,” argues Marshall, the negative rhetoric that constructs the 
“work” of teaching at the college level, “repeat[s] many of the features of the prior discourse 
about classroom teachers and teaching and lower levels” (16). North, in his Refiguring the PhD, 
illustrates how this derisive rhetoric about teaching gets not only propagated within the 
academy, but then also gets reinforced and passed down to each new generation of English 
majors and preservice teachers. The many graduate faculty who hold this belief (whether 
consciously or unconsciously), writes North, are those who “discipline the doctoral students who 
become the professors who discipline the undergraduates who discipline the elementary and 
secondary teachers who discipline the students who go on to become English majors… and like 
most cycles in our culture, [this] goes on to have enormous cultural power” (XV). In other words, 




go on to develop future faculty who also do not see the scholarly value in teaching and thus 
even more so devalue the work of their colleagues who teach at academic levels below theirs 
(secondary teachers). As this cycle perpetuates and the academy at large rarely offers 
professional advancement based on the intellectual work of teaching, university faculty are 
unlikely to find professional reward in working with secondary teachers and are thus 
increasingly unlikely to seek out or even value relationships with these colleagues. Ultimately, 
when university cultures (including English departments) prioritize “academic” research above 
all else (as evidenced through tenure processes, for example) and teaching is often constructed 
as the work of the “laborers,” post-secondary teacher-scholars, even those who are committed 
to the value of teaching, are likely to understand the work of the “laborers” at the institutional 
level below theirs as even less valuable and thus distance themselves from this group.  
 More commonly however, this marginalization of secondary teaching and scholarship 
appears in more covert ways, seeping instead into the nature of research projects that get done 
and the scholarship that gets published. For example, while we might expect research on 
students’ transitions from high school to college to be one exceptional site of 
secondary/postsecondary collaborations, as Donahue points out in her brief review of the 
literature in the field, “little published research enables high school faculty voices in the 
discussion about students’ readiness for college work.” James D. Webber, in his 2008 JAC article, 
takes this concern even further, suggesting that the lack of secondary voices present in 
Composition scholarship may be more than an unintentional oversight or lack of submissions by 
these writers, and instead may be a result of a pervasive devaluing of these voices by 
Composition scholars. Through his close analysis of two essays in Patrick Sullivan and Howard 
Tinburg’s 2006 collection, What is “College Level” Writing?, Webber argues the system of 




as properly subordinate to that of college composition scholars” (475, emphasis added). More 
specifically, by examining the essays of both a high school teacher and Composition scholar and 
how each makes use of language and evidence, Webber illustrates how each author clearly 
inhabits a different discourse community from the other (484). Webber characterizes high 
school teachers’ writing as marked by a sense of fear or desire to please those above them, 
whereas Compositionists’ scholarship reflects a rhetoric of authority (484). Robert Land’s 
research on what writing instructors at various levels value in student writing further supports 
the idea that “college-level writing teachers may belong to an entirely different discourse 
community than K–12 teachers” (58). I would argue, then, that these differing discourse 
communities and activity systems that secondary and composition teacher-scholars inhabit, not 
only reinscribe a hierarchical devaluing of teaching, but also deepen the channel that separates 
these two groups, inhibiting their collaboration.  
 Thankfully, however, though our institutional and organizational histories and our 
contemporary cultural rhetoric construct teaching as less valuable scholarly work, we are 
neither bound by our past nor enslaved by cultural values. While the pedagogical contexts, 
working conditions, reward systems, and discourses of which secondary ELA and college 
Composition teacher-scholars are a part are undeniably different, the value of bringing together 
the talents, expertise, and resources of these two groups remains. This is not to say that the 
realities imposed by the separate activity systems which these two groups inhabit can be 
ignored, but they do not mutually exclude the possibility of collaboration. In spite of these 
challenges, building bridges that span the divide between these two groups and provide space 
for collaborative research, scholarship, and advocacy is absolutely critical if we hope to improve 
secondary ELA education policy—a change which all of the members of our field have a vested 




BRIDGES ACROSS THE DIVIDE: A LOOK AT PAST SECONDARY/POSTSECONDARY COLLABORATION 
 In spite of the historical, institutional, cultural, and practical challenges we face, 
collaborative projects, research, and even sustained attempts at policy advocacy have not been 
entirely absent from our field. One site of this collaboration has emerged from the work of 
scholars like Donahue who has explored high school writers’ transition to college level writing. 
In her 2007 study she brought “together Maine high school and college faculty to learn from 
each other about our shared needs, methods and priorities,” ultimately arguing for the 
importance of listening to these voices and bringing them together in conversation. However, 
while the conversation Donahue joins—around the transition of student writers from high 
school to college—is growing, only a handful of this scholarship has emerged from truly 
collaborative work between high school and university faculty. Far too often it seems in work 
like this that secondary ELA teachers are the subjects of knowledge generation rather than the 
truly collaborative co-creators of it, a position that while importantly values their voices, does 
not help in positively developing their larger cultural ethos or support them in becoming 
advocates themselves.  
 Alternately, over the years, a handful of larger, longer-term collaborations have 
developed among secondary ELA teachers in a specific state or district and university faculty at a 
single institution. Unlike the shorter-term model of the collaborative research project, these 
partnerships are often designed explicitly to provide a forum for professional development 
and/or collaborative policy work (be it curriculum development or advocacy work). In their 2007 
article, Joan Mullin and Dorothy Cashell examine one such long term professional development 
program funded through the Ohio State Board of Regents which offered “quality continuing 
education for teachers” designed by various state institutions in collaboration with local school 




critical thinking and to better prepare them for both the rigorous Ohio Graduation Tests (OGTs) 
and college, the summer institutes offered by each university hoped to “immerse the teachers 
in current writing and educational theories, giving participants real opportunities to evaluate 
and integrate the state guidelines into research-based practices for their classrooms” (n.p.). The 
concern with this model of collaboration, however, is that it is not only built on a foundation of 
state-mandated standards and high-stakes accountability testing, but it also leans toward the 
top-down model of collaboration. In their study of teachers at one particular summer institute, 
Mullin and Cashell conclude that the institute provides teachers the “opportunity and support to 
examine old assumptions and new theories, old standards and new guidelines, and to change 
their classrooms so they were consistent with both theory and state standards” (n.p.). That is to 
say, while they do make passing mention of the institutes' value for providing “feedback to 
those in Ohio responsible for testing and to the Board of Regents who make policy,” the primary 
focus of the larger project was not truly collaborative but rather for the knowledge-makers at 
the university and state level to disseminate knowledge to the learners, secondary ELA teachers.  
 In contrast to this top-down model of collaboration, programs like the City University of 
New York’s Learning Both Ways project and the Nebraska’s School-based Teacher-led 
Assessment and Reporting System (STARS) have offered sites of genuine collaboration among 
secondary ELA and composition teacher-scholars. Beginning in the early 2000s, rather than 
providing “training” for secondary teachers, Learning Both Ways included experienced teacher-
leaders and scholars from both institutional levels (secondary and post-secondary) in order to 
create “opportunities for cross-institutional learning, approach professional development as 
inquiry (not training), encourage sharing teacher and student work, and position teachers as 
readers and writers themselves” (Stenberg 2005, 143). Together this group of teacher-scholars 




Chris Gallagher, in Reclaiming Assessment, outlines the similarly collaborative work done by 
secondary and university teachers as part of the Nebraska STARS program. Unlike the other 
long-term collaborative projects mentioned here, however, the work of Gallagher and his 
collaborators was explicitly designed to improve schools from within and affect policy from the 
inside out (rather than provide professional development). Resisting the top-down approach of 
No Child Left Behind, the STARS program, as Gallagher explains, represents “Nebraskans’ belief 
that schooling is a community responsibility” (37). Consequently, the STARS program asked 
individual districts to develop their own means of assessing students’ progress on a set of 
shared state standards. These measures were then developed at the most local level, with the 
input of practicing teachers and took a range of forms beyond simple standardized tests 
(Gallagher 41). Having worked side-by-side with Nebraska teacher-leaders as a part of the STARS 
Advisory Committee, Gallagher (the university faculty) serves primarily as the mouthpiece for 
their collaborative work to develop policy, representing both himself and his collaborators as 
equal knowledge-makers. Unfortunately, while Gallagher’s book provides an extremely valuable 
window into what this kind of equitable and productive collaborative research and policy 
advocacy might look like, Nebraska’s STARS program was slowly dissolved between 2009-2010 
as a result of powerful shifts in support for locally controlled assessment at the state and federal 
level. Similarly, CUNY’s Learning Both Ways program seems to have ceased to exist sometime 
around 2008. The tales of both the STARS and Learning Both Ways programs illustrate the 
important work that can be done through effective, systemic cross-level collaboration but also 
serve as warning to the challenges of initiating and sustaining these kinds of programs.  
Perhaps the most famous and arguably enduring site of effective collaboration among 
secondary language arts and university-level (specifically, composition and English education) 




Washington DC, and Puerto Rico, NWP is a “network of teachers, university faculty, researchers, 
writers, and community educators” who engage with “great educators at all levels and in all 
subjects in deepening their understanding of the teaching of writing and working as leaders in 
their schools, communities, and in the profession at large.” (“Who We Are”). A central tenet of 
the NWP’s programming and research is the fundamental belief that “True school reform comes 
through democratic partnerships across grade levels” and “Teachers, students and communities 
benefit when teachers form networks with other teachers and draw on collective expertise” 
(“About”). At the heart of this work is the NWP’s leadership institutes and local sites which 
“provide customized programming and services for teachers, for schools, and for youth and 
communities” (“What We Do”). Moreover, both the national organization and local sites “host a 
broad range of online opportunities for educators and for youth where they can engage, learn, 
and work together on areas of interest” (“Online Communities). 
 The National Writing Project estimates that their network of 7,000 teacher consultants 
serve approximately 92,000 individual teachers each year providing each with an estimated 19 
hours of professional development (Stokes and St. John). In spite of this good work done by the 
NWP each year, the vast majority of secondary ELA teachers and likewise composition and 
English education teacher-scholars in the United States are not regularly involved with the NWP. 
While the NWP model undeniably helps to foster and support a network of incredible teacher-
leaders and teacher-scholars, it too has felt the pressure of neoliberal forces. After losing 
directed federal funding in 2011, some local sites have been forced to close or significantly 
reduce their programing due to a lack of funding (“Our History”). Moreover, while NWP strives 
to develop teacher-leaders, its primary focus is neither collaborative advocacy nor policy reform 




cross-level and institutional work, but it does seem unrealistic to depend on it, as we have, to 
function as the only (or even primary) site of collaboration within our field.  
BUILDING MORE THAN BRIDGES: WHAT WE GAIN FROM CLOSING THE DIVIDE AND MAKING 
SPACE FOR COLLABORATION 
 Though the models and structures for collaboration that do and have existed in our field 
may not be perfect nor have they been proven entirely sustainable, they do clearly demonstrate 
one thing: cross-level collaborative professional development, learning, research, and policy 
advocacy is possible! Though our histories, especially when left largely unexamined, “remain 
with us, training subsequent efforts to alter the situation and recreating the conditions that 
prevent meaningful reform,” as Marshall argues, “attention to the history, the language, the 
conditions we inherit […] can allow us to break the cycle and reconceptualize teaching, 
professionalism, and response to public criticism of education differently and perhaps more 
successfully” (4). That is to say, though we have inherited the divided land of our field from 
cultural forces long at work, we need not be bound by these forces. Moreover, given the 
evidence of our recent history—positive gains in policy advocacy that were afforded by the 
collaborations like those of the Nebraska STARS program and continue to happen as a result of 
the NWP’s efforts—it is evident that not only is there space to build bridges across this divided 
disciplinary landscape, but these bridges may in fact be our most promising hope for creating 
much needed change in ELA education policy—policy change that all members of our discipline 
have a vested interest in seeing accomplished. 
The reality, however, is that in order for these collaborations to realistically occur, they 
must begin with the efforts of postsecondary teacher-scholars. As Webber highlights, the fact of 




and cultural power is not equally available to secondary and post-secondary teacher-scholars. 
By sheer fact of inhabiting the seats of “higher learning,” by virtue of having one’s name 
followed by the letters “Ph.D.,” and by fortune of laboring in a professional environment that 
allows much greater scheduling flexibility, post-secondary teacher-scholars carry with them 
greater cultural ethos and opportunity to be heard by policymakers. If then, as Webber reminds 
readers, we are a field of teacher-scholars that understand our work as shaped by feminist 
ideologies, the onus for initiating collaboration lays in the hands of those with greater cultural 
power—those teaching at the university level. Drawing on Jacqueline Jones Royster’s feminist 
theory of rhetorical listening which proposes “it is incumbent upon anyone finding herself or 
himself in a dominant cultural position to choose to engage discursive fields other than her or 
his own,” Webber suggests it is university teacher-scholars who must first invite these 
partnerships (qtd. in Webber 490). By taking the first step toward collaborations with secondary 
teachers, then, we can begin to lay the footings for research and advocacy partnerships, without 
which there remains little hope for effective reform.  
 To this end, in the following chapters I trace the story of our group’s—the study 
participants’ and my—experiences attempting to enact the kind of collaborative advocacy I call 
for here. To tell this story, I utilize transcripts from our group meetings, interviews with 
participants, and our individual reflective writing at key moments in the project. I argue that 
activity theory offers a heuristic for analyzing and understanding some of the challenges of this 
work while also offering us a framework for supporting this work by encouraging us to consider 
how we, within our cross-level advocacy communities, can become motivating activity systems 
within ourselves. In Chapter 1, I specifically describe the tenets of participatory action research 
(PAR) which became the foundation of the study design. I then introduce the study’s 




describing my methods for data collection and analysis. Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of 
activity theory, the theoretical framework upon which I draw in the subsequent chapters as a 
means of making sense of our work together. Here I argue for and provide examples of how 
activity theory can, along with the historical context I provide earlier in this Introduction, help us 
better understand and navigate “the divide” between secondary and postsecondary teacher-
scholars. Moving from the hypothetical examples I utilize earlier in the chapter, I then utilize 
activity theory to highlight how, in this project, our secondary and postsecondary systems 
affected our approaches to advocacy and led us to differing advocacy concerns.  
The next two chapters rely largely on the findings from my study, drawing on activity 
theory as a means of making sense of both our challenges and accomplishments. In Chapter 3 I 
argue that some of the challenges we faced evolved not just from our broadly different 
experiences as members of either secondary or postsecondary activity systems, but also from 
the ways our involvement in our own unique constellation of activity systems further led us to 
differing perspectives. Specifically, I detail the ways in which these constellations posed 
challenges to our ability to persist in the work long term, and affected our ability to come to a 
mutual understanding of advocacy and settle on a shared advocacy goal. Continuing to draw on 
activity theory, in Chapter 4, I highlight our group’s accomplishments and propose that these 
accomplishments became possible once our work on the project became for us an activity 
system of its own, replete with rewarding experiences that served to motivate us. Specifically, as 
most of us received no extrinsic reward for our participation in the group, I argue that 
developing a range of intrinsic rewards for our work was essential to motivating participants to 
persist in the project even in spite of our challenges. Finally, in the Conclusion I ultimately argue 
the findings of this project suggest that as we engage in these necessary cross-level 




make this work messy by leading us to differing conceptions of advocacy, drawing us to a variety 
of advocacy goals, and posing logistical barriers to our ability to persist in the work. It is the 
opportunity to work across and learn from members of these diverse activity systems, however, 
that participants may find particularly valuable and which, in turn, can motivate us to appreciate 
and persist through the messiness of this work, thereby fostering our likelihood of success. 
Based on these conclusions I offer four specific insights and a series of related recommendations 
for others similarly committed to cross-level collaborations and policy advocacy.  






THE “GRAND COLLABORATIVE EXPERIMENT”: PROJECT OVERVIEW AND METHODOLOGY 
 
 In early November of 2017, with football season in full swing and every establishment in 
our University town boasting more team decorations than Thanksgiving ones, the study 
participants and I met for the first time. Gathered in the University’s Writing Center around a 
coffee table overcrowded with an array of snacks, we began that first meeting by introducing 
ourselves and what drew us to the project. As the other group members completed IRB consent 
forms, I briefly shared my preliminary research questions and goals for the study. I want to 
know, I said, “how [we can] create better collaborations from postsecondary institutions to 
secondary teachers, moving toward education policy advocacy? … And how do I, as a 
postsecondary person, help support you, as secondary people, better in having your voices 
heard by policy makers because those are those voices that I think really need to be heard and 
aren’t heard?” As a researcher, I added, my ultimate goal was simply to study our process as we 
attempted to collaborate across levels and institutions to accomplish some kind of education 
advocacy. And with that, together we began our grand experiment, none of us exactly sure what 
we were doing or where we would end up, knowing only that we all shared a commitment to 
social justice-minded advocacy.  
Long before this first meeting, as I began to plan and imagine this study, I was 
passionate about partnering with secondary ELA teachers in advocacy and committed to 
understanding how these kinds of partnerships can be better developed and sustained. With 
these goals in mind, I found myself implicitly committed to the following principles as I 




● Teachers are experts on their students’ educational needs and the effects of the 
educational system and the lived experiences of educators that affect student learning, 
and therefore they are also the experts on what issues require advocacy. 
● The other participants and I were all equally experts, albeit in differing ways based on 
our unique experiences, and therefore the work we did together and our ultimate 
advocacy goal should develop authentically and organically from our interests and 
concerns. 
● Each member of the group, myself included, would hold equal standing and an equal 
stake in our work and therefore our ultimate advocacy goal and our process toward that 
goal should develop organically and collectively.  
While I did not explicitly name these commitments to participants, I sought to convey them 
though the project’s design and our interactions. Consequently, I found myself drawn to the 
methodological traditions of participatory action research (PAR). In the first portion of this 
chapter, I briefly describe the principles and methodological commitments that form the 
foundation of PAR, specifically highlighting the ways in which this study both drew from 
traditional approaches to PAR and diverged from them. I then outline the details of my study, 
including an overview of the participants and the advocacy project we developed. Finally, I 
conclude by explaining the means by which I collected data and my methodological approach to 




A PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH APPROACH 
Participatory action research5, as a member of the larger action research family of 
methodologies, on the broadest level strives to “give equal weight to both research and action” 
(Khan and Chovanec 2010, 35). With its roots in Latin America and in “subjugated knowledges,” 
PAR “has long been touted as the method of choice for conducting research with marginalized 
communities” (Anderson 2017, 427; Khan and Chovanec 34). Through PAR, argue Candy Khan 
and Donna Chovanec, researchers and participants work together to identify a problem and 
“carry out a process of fact finding, conceptualization, planning, implementation and evaluation 
to simultaneously solve problems and generate new knowledge” (35). To this they add that PAR 
is “dedicated to ensuring that both researcher and ‘researched’ remain partners throughout the 
research process and that participants are ‘authentically involved’ and have personal agency” 
(35). These participants, then, argue Ann Rosegrant Alvarez and Lorraine M. Gutiérrez (2001), 
must “ultimately benefit from the development of this knowledge and practice” that result from 
the project (2).  
 Khan and Chovanec emphasize that a central aspect of PAR is the forming of “alliances 
with individuals with the least social, cultural and economic power” a sentiment which Nancy 
Shore (2006) echoes, writing that PAR “typically include[s] working with marginalized 
communities to address a social inequity” (35, 16).However, while the participants in this 
project were perhaps not members of the kind of marginalized community traditionally 
associated with PAR work, as part of this commitment PAR also strives to disrupt top-down 
approaches to knowledge making by challenging traditional research methodologies in which 
 
5 PAR and the other members of the action research family of methodologies, often go by many names—
including participatory research and collaboration-based project research --however parsing out the 
distinct differences in these (which themselves are contested), is beyond the scope of this study 




“outside expert knowledge ... speaks about action without actually engaging in action” (Aragon 
and Castillo-Burguete 2015, 15). Moreover, Susan E. Noffke (1997) notes that PAR is regularly 
used in working with educators and Marilyn Cochran-Smith and Susan L. Lytle (2009) suggest 
that within an educational context, the action that is at the heart of PAR often “center[s] on 
altering curriculum, challenging common school practices, and working for social change by 
engaging in a continuous process of problem posing, data gathering, [and] analysis” (307, 40). In 
the case of this study, then, PAR’s commitment to challenging traditional top-down approaches 
to knowledge making was particularly important to my goal of working toward the kind of 
educational change Cochran-Smith and Lytle point to and to doing so together with those who 
are often left out of the decision-making process (teachers).  
 Randy Stoeker in his 2013 Research Methods for Community Change, identifies three 
key tenets of PAR research, including: the use of diverse research methods, a focus on being 
useful, and an emphasis on collaboration. In relation to this first tenet is where my study most 
strongly diverges from traditional PAR methodology. Stoeker suggests central to PAR is 
“allowing the people affected by the research to guide [the selection of methods].” More 
specifically, keeping in line with PAR’s commitment to equity, Alverez and Gutiérrez argue this 
requires that the community participants be actively involved in “the identification and 
definition of research questions, in the development of methodology, in collecting and 
organizing data, in data analysis, and in dissemination of findings” (2). While (as will become 
clear in the study overview that follows), the participants and I did work together to identify a 
problem, engage in fact-finding research around education policy and advocacy, and share these 
findings through part of our advocacy project (a website), the participants were not involved in 
the actual design of the study, the data analysis, or the reporting of the results here. Among 




would simply have asked far too much of their valuable time and energy (a great deal of which 
they already shared with me) without any real direct benefit to them. This being said, I did share 
drafts of the dissertation with them, invited them to offer feedback, and revised according to 
this feedback.  
 More important to the shaping of this study, however, was PAR’s commitments to 
fostering action or useful change through equitable and deep collaboration. As Shore highlights, 
PAR is fundamentally “commit[ed] to action” and involves “disrupt[ing] social injustices” by 
“challenging unjust structural or macro-level problems” (16). Specifically, it “seeks to embrace a 
locally specified problematic” that is of concern to both everyone involved and must necessarily 
“result in community benefits” (Blake 2007, 412; Shore 14). The change created, however, “is 
only successful to the extent that it results in transformative learning on the part of participants 
and researchers” and should simultaneously produce change in the culture of the groups, 
institutions and societies to which they belong” (Anderson 428, Khan and Chovanec 36). With 
this in mind, I entered the work of our project without a predetermined advocacy goal in mind, 
leaving it to our group to collectively decide what advocacy we felt would be most useful and 
valuable. Though a somewhat lengthy and messy process, this led us to developing a shared 
understanding of advocacy and identifying a project that we all agreed was meaningful and held 
the possibility for useful change. 
 Finally, closely related to the tenet of fostering change that feels authentically useful to 
participants, is PAR’s deep commitment to equitable and authentic collaboration. As PAR 
ultimately strives to be a “democratic” and “equitable” process, it is critical that community 
participants serve much more than a “token” role (Khan and Chovanec 35, Shore 8). In order for 
this to occur, writes Shore, there must be “a ‘leveling of the playing field’ [... so as to] create an 




involved in the decision making processes (15). This involves, as Aragon and Castillo-Burguete 
suggest, “tak[ing] in and ‘appreciat[ing]’ people's shared and divergent goals and the ‘passion 
points’ that underlie them.” For us this again took the form of collective decision making and a 
commitment we all seemed to share (which I describe further in Chapter 4) to learning from one 
another (14). While this process proved to be a significantly messy one which posed unique 
challenges to our work (which I address further in Chapters 2 and 3), it also came to be an 
absolutely essential component of our success.  
  Given, as Khan and Chovanec note, the importance of “developing relationships and 
negotiating roles and responsibilities”      in PAR, I spent significant time considering my own 
positionality within the group. One manifestation of this comes in the form of nomenclature. 
While Kahn and Chovanec suggest using “the term ‘researcher’ to refer to both the outside 
academic and the participants,” given the nature of this project, throughout the dissertation I 
have consciously chosen to, wherever possible, refer to myself and the others in the study as 
“us” and “we” or collectively as participants in the project (35). Moreover, while they also 
propose “PAR practitioners serve as guides and facilitators,” this was a role I actively sought to 
eschew (36). Acutely aware of the hierarchical relationship that often exists between 
postsecondary and secondary teacher-scholars (as noted in the previous chapter), I strove to, as 
Blake puts it, “engage with the subject position” in order to identify “simultaneously as 
researcher and community member” (412). However, while participants’ interview responses 
suggested they primarily saw me as an equal member of the group, there were times in which 
we all seemed to become unavoidably aware that I had brought our group together in the first 
place and that what we were doing was part of a study. Overall, however, while my 




enabled me to, across the span of the project, maintain my commitments to working in genuine 
partnership with the other group members toward a shared education advocacy goal.  
STUDY OVERVIEW 
Across the summer of 2017 I applied for and received IRB6 approval for the project, a 
process that proved slightly challenging as some of the tenets of PAR—namely the participants 
roles as co-knowledge makers and my involvement as both researcher and participant—proved 
a bit vexing for IRB reviewers7. Finally, with the sweet memories of summer still hanging in the 
muggy late August air, at the start of the 2017-18 school year, I began the search for secondary 
teacher participants who shared my interest in education policy and advocacy. Eager to connect 
with the teacher participants who I imagined I would spend the next year working alongside and 
learning from as we developed the ground-breaking advocacy project I envisioned us doing, I 
turned to my own network of friends and colleagues with connections to ELA teachers and 
teaching. As Sharan B. Merriam writes, “sample selection in qualitative research is usually (but 
not always) nonrandom, purposeful, and small” and this project was no exception. Hoping to 
connect with friends and friends-of-friends who might be interested in embarking on this 
adventure together, on August 29, 2017, I posted the following to my social media: 
Dear Middle and High School Teaching friends! I desperately need your help! I'm 
beginning work on my dissertation and I'm hoping to find a group of middle and high 
school English/Language Arts/Related field teachers who might be interested in 
education policy advocacy. 
I am hoping to bring together a group of outstanding local teachers who might 
be interested in working together to do some education policy advocacy. My hope is 
that the project and whatever work or advocacy the group decides to do will develop 
organically and as a result of the members’ interests and concerns. The idea is that once 
I have a group of interested participants, we’ll work together to identify policy concerns 
 
6 See Appendix A for copies of the IRB materials and documentation. 
7 Shore (2006) notes that like those I faced in communicating the tenets of PAR to IRB and ethics panels 
are not necessarily uncommon given the potential differences in ethical approaches between the Belmont 




that we share (be they at the school, district, state, or national level) and then decide 
together how we might want to try to impact policy or advocate for reform. I imagine 
we’ll meet as a group a couple of times to get to know one another and discuss what 
issues we might want to focus on and to decide what “advocacy” might look like in 
relation to these issues. From there we'll decide as a group what needs to be done and 
how we will do it. 
So if you are interested or know anyone who might be, please, please, please 
send them my way! Thank you soooo much! 
 
From this social media entreaty, I gleaned two interested participants—a distant friend from 
college and a former consultant who had worked with me in the Writing Center while earning 
her bachelor’s and master’s degrees. Further drawing on my network of friends and colleagues, I 
solicited recommendations of potentially interested teachers from my University colleagues 
who work closely with local secondary English teachers. From these requests, I gathered a list of 
15 individuals. After sending individual emails8 to each of these potential participants, five more 
area teachers, all of whom lived and taught within a 60 mile radius of the University, agreed to 
participate in the project.  
The Participants   
Though I had begun recruiting participants in late August and three of us even managed 
to meet in mid-September of 2017, with the whirlwind of work and activities that always seem 
to accompany the start of every new school year, it was not until early November that the eight 
of us were able to meet all together for the first time. Shortly thereafter, however, one 
participant needed to step away from the project, leaving us with an initial core group of seven,9 
 
8
 See Appendix A for a copy of the email template used initially query potential participants about their 
interest in participating in the study.  
9 While over the course of the project several other participants also had to step away from the project 
for various reasons (which will be addressed in future chapters), the seven of us all played key roles in 
shaping the work we did together and will appear throughout this dissertation and are therefore worth 




including Joe, Annabelle, Christina, Meg, Kathleen, Kevin, and myself. Though over the course of 
our work together several participants transitioned to new teaching positions, when we began, 
the seven of us represented three different levels of teaching, two different public districts in 
two different cities and seven different schools (two middle schools, four high schools, and a 
university). In addition to this range of teaching contexts, we also each came to teaching 
through slightly different paths, had been teaching for 2-22 years, and brought with us to our 
work together a diversity of outside interests. What follows is a brief introduction to each 
member of our group10. For a distilled comparison of participants’ teaching experiences and 
contexts, see Appendix B. 
Joe 
In his 22nd year of teaching when the project began, Joe was our group’s most veteran 
teacher. He was so veteran, in fact, that Joe had served as a teacher-mentor to two members of 
our group, Annabelle and me. Joe taught at Jackson High School in the Riverside Public Schools 
district, the only public district in Riverside, the city where the study took place. Though I had 
known (and greatly admired) Joe when I had completed my student-teaching at Jackson a 
decade earlier, this connection was not what had brought him to the group, we instead 
reconnected when a colleague of mine in the English department recommended him based on 
her work with him in our state’s National Writing Project site.  
Jackson, where Joe taught, is one of the city’s most affluent high schools, where just 
over 21% of students receive free or reduced lunch and the student population is 
overwhelmingly white (see Appendix B for more details). At Jackson, along with teaching a range 
 
10 Wanting each group member to have the opportunity to introduce themselves on their own terms and 
in their own words, in the fall of 2020 I asked them to share whatever details or language they would like 
included by way of introduction. These stories, details, and quotations are included for each participant 




of English classes Joe also served as the English department chair, work that he highly valued for 
the opportunities it afforded him to support and occasionally mentor the other teachers in his 
department. In addition, Joe was heavily involved with our state’s NWP site, serving as a Board 
member, facilitating multiple summer institutes, and engaging in learning about the College, 
Career, Community Writing Program (C3WP) curriculum. Because of his involvement in NWP 
and “many, many other groups,” Joe said he had “learned to wear many hats.” In our group, this 
meant Joe brought his infectious sense of humor and special brand of humble wisdom that 
emerged from his years in the classroom. Within the group, he saw himself as, “constantly 
floating between kind of comedic relief [and] bringing us together to let’s think in this way or 
let’s think in that way or let’s just get a conversation started.” In general, said Joe, “I sort of 
[tried] to just keep the group together and feeling good about being a group.” Sadly, however, 
as we started our second semester of work together, Joe reluctantly had to bow out of the 
project due to his many responsibilities as department chair.  
Annabelle 
On the other end of the spectrum from Joe, Annabelle was just beginning her teaching 
career, having taught in Riverside for two years. As fate would have it, Joe and Annabelle also 
already had a strong working relationship as Joe had served as Annabelle’s cooperating teacher 
several years earlier when she completed her student-teaching at Jackson. Annabelle, however, 
did not come to the project through this connection to Joe, but on the recommendation of one 
of her undergraduate English education professors. After completing her student-teaching at 
Jackson and receiving her degree, Annabelle began teaching at the city’s oldest high school, 
Riverside. Nestled just east of the city’s downtown, Riverside was described by Washington Post 
writer, Valerie Strauss (2018), as a “haven for refugees” because of the over 30 different home 




more details). In addition, Riverside hosts the city’s only International Baccalaureate (IB) 
program. Annabelle however had not yet had the opportunity to teach these or any honors 
courses and instead, as is often the case for many early career teachers, taught primarily English 
10 and Reading Ideas, courses designed for students in need of additional academic support.  
 Annabelle grew up in one of the State’s many small towns. Annabelle and her little 
brother were “primarily raised by [their] mother, who came to the United States as a refugee 
from Cambodia when she was a child.” As she was growing up, Annabelle explained that her 
mom, “really emphasized the importance of school,” even encouraging her to do extra 
“workbooks/worksheets that [she] bought or created.” This experience, combined with 
spending a good deal of her time reading, said Annabelle, “definitely affected [her] mindset 
about school and its importance to [her] life.” Along with the critical role her mother played in 
shaping who she is, Annabelle also cited her Asian culture as a significant influence in her life. 
“My Asian Culture,” said Annabelle, “did not encourage self-advocacy; rather, I was expected to 
follow the instruction of adults regardless of how inconvenient or undesirable. I didn't learn to 
question until I was well into college.” Now as a teacher, she said, “I think this upbringing is part 
of why I encourage students to question me often - stating that if I don't have a rationale for 
what I'm doing, then we shouldn't do it.” Since her time in the project, Annabelle is newly 
married and has a 7-month-old baby boy who she says is “absolutely perfect (though I am [she 
is] biased).” Beyond her family and school, Annabelle also emphasized the critical role her 
church and faith play in her life. “I would say that my faith informs every aspect of my life, as a 
wife, a mother, and as an educator, said Annabelle. Moreover, she explained, as a teacher, 
“reflecting on the endless grace we are given as people certainly encourages me to give ample 




 As a teacher, Annabelle’s students describe her as “funny, smart, and relatable.” 
Whether as a teacher or in her personal life, Annabelle feels building relationships with others is 
something that is “at the core of [her] very being.” She also describes herself as “as 
unapologetically authentic,” which allows students to feel they “can therefore trust [her].” Over 
the years, she says, her pedagogy has changed and “while [she is] still a huge proponent for a 
student-centered classroom, [she] now [has] such a different idea of what it means to be ‘about 
the students.’” She has learned that, “by providing a structure that ensures safety of students 
and guidance as to the form through which they share, [she] can more effectively teach 
students how to advocate for themselves and gather feedback from them so [she] can more 
effectively and accurately advocate for their needs.” For her, ultimately the students are her 
“favorite part of teaching” and she is “constantly and consistently amazed by their ability to be 
reflective and thoughtful when they are given the opportunity. They care so much about the 
world and each other but are rarely given the arena and language to talk about it.” 
Throughout her work on the project, Annabelle proved to be a fierce advocate for these 
students, regularly reminding us of the importance of accounting for the ways in which her 
students’ experiences were very different than those of students who attended some of the 
more economically privileged schools represented in the group. Unfortunately, though, in the 
second semester of our work together, overwhelmed with a multitude of professional and 
personal commitments and because, as Annabelle described it, “life kind of exploded this 
semester,” in February of 2018 Annabelle had to step away from the group.  
Christina 
In her fourth year of teaching when we began our work together, Christina, like 
Annabelle, was fairly early in her teaching career. Also like Annabelle, Christina joined the 




professors. While not quite as culturally diverse as Riverside, Barkley High School, where 
Christina taught, is the district’s newest high school and also serves a fairly diverse student 
population (see Appendix B). In addition to teaching Reading Ideas like Annabelle, Christina 
taught general English 9 and honors English 9. Though she described herself as a “pretty quiet” 
member of the group, as we worked in the early days of the project to figure out what our 
advocacy would look like, Christina was always quick to share the concerns and needs of her 
students. When I asked her in her interview how she would describe her role in our group she 
saw herself as someone who would, “You know, listen[ed] to ideas, maybe synthesize[d] stuff. 
She felt a lot of what she did in the group was “like if you assign[ed] me work, I would do it” she 
said, pausing and laughing before adding “... sometimes.” For the first full year of the project, 
Christina was an integral member of our group, sadly, though, as we entered the second year of 
the project, she too found herself overwhelmed with the extra labor involved in teaching a new 
prep, her other teaching and extracurricular work, and her personal commitments, and could no 
longer participate in the group.   
Meg 
Like Christina, Meg was also in her fourth year of teaching, however, despite having 
earned their degrees in the same year from the same University, neither knew each other 
before the study began. Unlike Christina, who had taken a “traditional” route toward her English 
education degree, Meg had first completed her B.A. in English and then earned her teaching 
certificate through an intensive 1-year Master of Arts program. While Meg was completing this 
program, I had served as a teaching intern in one of her English Education methods courses. 
Even before this, however, Meg and I had known each other for several years, working together 
as consultants in the University’s Writing Center, so, when I posted my plea for participants to 




drew her to the project was the possibility of getting to work together again, dramatically 
adding, “I was like, yay! I get to hang out with Nicole!”—a feeling which was mutual.  
Meg describes herself as a “hardcore introvert” even though most of her students “think 
[she’s] an extrovert.” According to her, most people would describe her as sarcastic, “but I 
swear, it’s just how my voice is!” she said. This gift for sarcasm may have come from her role as 
the oldest of two, though her brother and her are roughly the same age because, as she put it, 
“[she] was adopted; he wasn’t; it’s a whole thing.” The daughter of two teachers, Meg said 
growing up she always felt a lot of pressure to excel in school and be the model student.” Raised 
in “what is considered a large town in [our state], but is probably small by any other standards,” 
in high school she was the editor of her school paper and co-editor of her senior yearbook. After 
high school, explained Meg, “I planned to go into journalism and be a foreign correspondent or 
an investigative journalist, but when I came to [the University] for my tour, an advisor in the 
[College of Journalism] told me not to go into journalism because it was a ‘dying field’ and I 
idiotically listened.”  
Meg has been married for four years and together, her and her partner have an 
adorable small dog who is named after a Harry Potter character—a decision she said she is “kind 
of regretting now though, what with JK Rowling letting her transphobia shine so clearly on 
Twitter.” As evidenced by her dog’s name (regrettable or not), Meg also “really enjoys reading.” 
At the time she shared this, she explained that at the moment (amid the global COVID-19 
pandemic) she was really into nonfiction because “with the chaos of the world generally, it's 
been really hard to buy into the chaos of fictionalized worlds. I just want to scream at the 
characters ‘you idiots! You don't know how good you have it! stop complaining about the water 
heater going out and go to a movie! You won't be able to soon and you'll miss the 




teaching career, Meg also runs her own photography business with a focus primarily on 
weddings and senior portraits, though her social media also includes many wonderful shots of 
her pup.  
In the first year of the project, Meg taught 8th grade ELA at Fox, one of the middle 
schools that fed into Barkley High School, where Christina taught. Like, the students at Barkley, 
the students at Fox were also fairly ethnically diverse and highly mobile. After having taught at 
Fox for the first four years of her teaching career, in the second year of our work together, Meg 
made the shift to high school, taking a position at Ryan High School on the opposite side of town 
where she taught AP English and Yearbook. Though she, “love[s her] students,” she said the 
hardest part of teaching is the “stress of trying to get everything done. There is no way to 
provide high quality feedback on writing assignments for 150 students. It is just not possible to 
do in a timely manner. I wish we had as much prep time as we do time in front of students. I 
think the quality of teaching would go up astronomically, as would student achievement.” In 
spite of this, for Meg, her favorite moments teaching are “the ones where students feel 
comfortable enough with me to joke around” and when she gets to “see teenagers question 
political policies openly and unhesitatingly.” More specifically, when I asked Meg about a 
favorite teaching memory, she pointed to a group of girls who were in her Yearbook class at the 
time and who others had dubbed the “Yearbook Cult.” She explained, the “cult” was made up of 
“five yearbook girls who show up in my room between classes, before school, and after school. 
They come in and they talk about yearbook and boys and clothes and it is the weirdest thing in 
the world.” Experiences like this, emphasized Meg, “help remind me every day why I am here—






Kathleen, like Meg, also came to our project through personal connections. Nearly a 
decade before our project began, Kathleen and I had attended the same small liberal arts 
college, and despite being several years apart in school, we had casually known one another 
through our shared English education and modern languages majors (hers in Spanish and mine 
in German). In spite of not having connected directly in several years, seeing my social media 
post, Kathleen too responded enthusiastically to my call. Her undergraduate degrees in English 
and Spanish led her to start her teaching career abroad, as a Fulbright Fellow and participant in 
the Model United Nations Global Classrooms program. By 2017, when our project began, her 
teaching career had spanned ten years and 3 continents and had allowed her to teach and live in 
six different countries in South America and Europe (in addition to the US). When she returned 
state-side, unlike the other members of the group who all called Riverside home, Kathleen lived 
about 60 miles to the northeast in Columbus. As the State’s largest city by far, Columbus boasts 
three separate school districts within the city’s limits—Columbus Public Schools, East Side Public 
Schools, and Eden Public Schools—the latter of which where Kathleen worked and taught during 
the first year of the project. During this year, Kathleen served in two part-time positions in the 
district, teaching Behavior Skills Spanish I at Eden Middle School and working to develop the 
district’s strategic plan. By the start of our second year together, though, Kathleen transitioned 
to a new position in West End, one of Columbus’s suburban districts, where she taught Spanish, 
French, and Japanese full-time at West End Middle School. Though during the two years of the 
project, Kathleen primarily taught World Languages, in the earlier years of her career she had 
also taught English.  
Along with her secondary teaching experience, Kathleen also worked as an adjunct 




methods course. What’s more, in addition to classroom teaching, Kathleen served as a State 
Department of Education STEM Fellow, UNA-USA Executive Board Member and Emerging 
Leader Fellow, and Malaika Global Education Foundation president, among other things. Finally, 
throughout the year and a half of the project, Kathleen was also working toward her Ed.D. in 
Educational Leadership from another local liberal arts university, a program that fortuitously 
allowed her to earn internship credits for her participation in the group. In our group 
discussions, Kathleen often drew on her diverse teaching experiences (both domestically and 
abroad), her graduate studies, and her extensive leadership experience within these education 
organizations to bring unique insights to the conversation. As a group member, Kathleen 
brought energy and positivity to the work. When I asked Kathleen about how she saw her role in 
the group, she recounted feeling “like there were several times during discussions that other 
people were maybe getting discouraged…. and I would say, ‘but we can keep doing this,’… we’re 
going to keep going because we have this vision, we have this purpose and we’re going to reach 
it this way!” 
Kevin 
While Kevin found his way to the project through the recommendation of a colleague 
who had worked with him through a local site of the NWP’s College Career Community Writers 
Program, once we all got to know each other better, Kathleen and I were surprised to discover 
that Kevin, too, had graduated from our undergraduate alma mater, albeit several years before 
us. Like Kathleen, Kevin’s teaching career began abroad when, after college, he moved to Japan 
to teach English. Kevin’s experiences abroad however, started when he was much younger. 
Growing up, his father served in the Air Force and so his family “was never in the same place for 
more than two years until [his father] retired when [Kevin] was starting middle school.” The rest 




outlier.” “Both of my parents, [though], are avid readers and my mom enjoys word-games: 
crosswords, Boggle, etc. And my dad likes cards and trivia,” continued Kevin, “So, I suppose 
that's where the English teacher stuff comes from.” 
The “interesting irony,” though, as Kevin put it, is that “I never wanted to be a teacher.” 
As a high schooler, recalled Kevin, “I was a deliberately defiant student, a provocateur in the 
classroom, and [someone who] spent considerable time in disciplinary meetings.” In fact, 
explained Kevin, “I hated high school English and […I] resented the vast majority of my 
teachers.” In college Kevin never studied education and while he taught English abroad after 
graduation, Kevin had no intention of making teaching his career. In spite of himself, though, 
Kevin “kept coming back to ‘teaching,’” continuing to find himself in professional teaching-
adjacent work—swimming instructor, camp counselor, and martial arts instructor. After 
returning from Japan and finding himself working as a gifted and highly-gifted student mentor, 
Kevin said, “I had to accept that I ‘was’ a teacher—so I went back to school for two more years 
to complete a teacher program.” Now, ironically, said Kevin, “I spend my days in a building I 
couldn't wait to escape from when I was 17, [but] I think my experience helps me understand 
the students who aren't model students.”  
In 2017, when we met through the project, Kevin’s initial resistance to work as a teacher 
had evolved into a 14-year-long career as a professional pedagogue. Like Kathleen, Kevin also 
taught in Eden Public Schools. Unlike Kathleen, however, Kevin lived in Riverside and commuted 
an hour each way to teach at Eden West High School in Columbus. At Eden West, a suburban 
high school with a relatively affluent and racially homogeneous student population, Kevin taught 
AP Language and Composition, Creative Writing, Contemporary Literature, and English 11 (see 
Table 1.1 for more details). His students at Eden West, says Kevin, would call him “intimidating 




teachers, Kevin says his least favorite part of teaching is “having to put "grades" on things rather 
than comments—and all the basic administrivia that happens around teaching.” In contrast 
though, he says that he loves “witnessing the moments students have epiphanies—either 
because they suddenly realize a larger truth about the world or discover as yet untapped and 
unknown capacities in their writing and thinking.” Moreover, for Kevin, some of his most valued 
and memorable moments as a teacher are “when former students reach out 4, 5, 10 years after 
leaving my classes to share a discovery that reminds them of our class. It lets me know I have 
made lasting impressions and the students see me as a valuable part of their histories.”  
In addition to his teaching life and serving as Assistant Theater Director at Eden West, 
Kevin also plays drums (though he notes he has not been in a band for a while), enjoys hiking 
and cycling, and teaches Taekwondo, Kendo, and Self-Defense at his own martial arts school in 
Riverside. While he and his wife do not have children, Kevin also emphasized that he and his 
wife deeply value their connections to and involvement with their seven nieces and nephews.  
An Overview of Our Project 
Over the course of 16 months we would officially meet ten times for two to three hours 
each time, with anywhere from two to all eight members attending any given meeting. On 
several other occasions a member of the group and I also met individually to work on a 
particular aspect of our project. During the first five months of our work together, much of our 
time was spent struggling to develop an implicit and shared conception of what advocacy is. We 
explored and discussed our advocacy concerns and ideas for potential projects. Through these 
conversations we came to realize how much more we all felt we needed to understand about 
how education policy was even made in our districts and state. In a search for the answers to 
our questions we turned to colleagues and acquaintances with ties to the State Education 




Education and Department of Education websites, and countless google searches for the 
answers to our questions. Still spending most of our meetings vacillating between sharing 
specific advocacy concerns, none of which we could all seem to agree on as a project, and 
raising questions based on these concerns that none of us seemed to have the whole answer to, 
it wasn’t until February of 2018 that the first inkling of a project emerged: if we were this unsure 
of how policy decisions were made and how to begin advocating, perhaps other teachers in our 
districts and state were as well. Moreover, the more we met, the more we all came to realize 
that what we most valued about our work together was simply the opportunity to be together—
to talk with and learn from others who taught in different contexts and had different 
experiences.  
Though it still took us several more meeting’s worth of discussions to finalize our ideas, 
these realizations led us to decide that, rather than taking up an advocacy project around a 
single issue, perhaps the most useful things we could do were: 
1) develop a repository of resources, a guide, or simply a “book of flow charts,” as Meg 
explained it, that would be designed to help other teachers engage in policy conversations 
in our state, and 
2) create a venue in which teachers could get out of their classrooms and buildings and 
connect with others from different schools, districts, disciplines, and levels in order to learn 
from one another, share advocacy concerns, possibly find others with similar concerns, and 
maybe even collaborate on advocacy projects. 
To these ends, we eventually decided to develop the Cross-[State] Education Community, a 
state-wide organization we hoped would bring “together educational professionals to 
participate freely in discussions advocating for public education in [our State]” (“Home” CSEC). 




other teachers more easily understand the tangled web of education policymaking we had had 
to work so hard to grasp ourselves and to offer a repository of resources to help others in their 
advocacy efforts. Along with our website and the group’s subsequent social media pages, as 
CSEC we also decided to host monthly happy hours intended to bring teachers from a range of 
schools and levels together to share stories and learn from one another, much as we (the 
participants in the study) had done together. In the end, though four members of our group 
inevitably had to step away from the project at various times over the course of the project, on 
October 30th of 2018, the CSEC website went live. Five and six days later, on November 4th and 
5th, Kathleen, Meg, Kevin, and I also hosted CSEC’s first happy hours in Riverside and Columbus, 
respectively. For the purposes of this study, these happy hours served to mark the end of my 
research. Since then, with the busy schedules of teaching and graduate school, personal and 
family medical issues, the birth of children, and the onset of a global pandemic, we have 
regrettably not yet been able to host another happy hour, though we still maintain the website 
and hope to host another happy hour in the future.  
METHODS 
Data and Collection 
During that first whole group meeting in November, as everyone completed their IRB consent 
forms, I explained that because part of the goal of my research was to study the process of our 
work together, I would need to draw the bulk of my data from “observations” of our 
interactions and the products of our work together. Therefore, in order to have an accurate 
account of things, I video or audio recorded and subsequently selectively transcribed all ten of 




and process writing they and I individually wrote throughout the project and drew information 
from texts we created collaboratively (e.g., the website, emails, and shared google docs). Finally, 
I conducted and audio recorded a 45-90 minute in-person interview with each of the 
participants (excluding Annabelle who was unavailable for an interview). For those participants 
who had to step away from the project, these interviews were conducted after they had ended 
their involvement in the project. For the participants who remained involved in the project 
throughout its duration, these interviews were conducted after the first two happy hours 
organized by our group—an event which we all agreed marked a good culminating moment for 
the research study portion of our work together. I then transcribed each of these interviews in 
full for later analysis. For a table outlining the data collected from each participant as well as 










Data Sources Collected  






Kevin January 26, 2018 X X  X 
Annabelle March 5, 2018 X X   
Christina September 18, 2018  X X X 
Meg End of Study X X X X 
Kathleen End of Study X X X X 
Joe End of Study X X X X 
Nicole  End of Study  X X  
 
Data Analysis  
In order to identify themes and patterns that occurred across the variety of data I collected, I 
drew on several of the methods Johnny Saldaña outlines in The Coding Manual for Qualitative 
Researchers (2016). As Saldaña recommends, I utilized a two-cycle coding method to analyze my 
data, however, these methods of coding were not always used in the same cyclical order as 
Saldaña suggests. For example, while Saldaña suggests using “Values Coding” as a method of 
first cycle coding, I utilized this method in a second cycle of coding as a means of refining some 
of the codes produced by the other first cycle methods (131).  
  My first coding cycle involved both holistic and theoretical coding. Holistic coding, as 
Saldaña defines it “attempt[s] to ‘grasp basic themes or issues in the data by absorbing them as 




drew on this method first, in my initial review of the data, specifically coding in terms of 
“challenges we faced” and “positive experiences/successes.” After exploring the data broadly 
for these two themes, I found myself utilizing theoretical coding in which “all categories and 
concepts now become systematically integrated around the central/core category, that suggests 
a theoretical explanation for the phenomenon” (250). While Saldaña describes this as a second 
cycle method, my holistic coding allowed me to recognize the ways in which activity theory 
helped to explain the challenges we faced in our work together, leading me to return to the data 
coding broadly for places I saw our different activity systems at play. The broad categories 
created by both the holistic and theoretical coding process then led me to utilize descriptive and 
concept coding, methods I found myself drawing on in both this first cycle of coding and my 
second. Descriptive coding, according to Saldaña, involves using “a word or short phrase” to 
summarize “the basic topic of a passage or quotation of data” (102). I used this primarily to code 
topics of discussion from the meeting transcripts. For example, a particular conversation during 
our December meeting I coded for “ACT discussion” and “formulaic writing.” I then used 
concept coding to identify themes present in both the interview transcripts and our pieces of 
reflective writing. Concept codes are used to “suggest an idea rather than an object or 
observable behavior” (119). For example, I used this method to code interviews for instances 
when what a participant said highlighted the difference in secondary and postsecondary activity 
systems. Finally, along with again utilizing descriptive and concept codes, in the second cycle, I 
relied heavily on focused coding. This process, explains Saldaña, involves “search[ing] for the 
most frequent or significant codes to develop the most salient categories in the data” (234). 
From this method, I was able to refine coded categories, fine tune the data’s themes and their 




This exploration of the data led me to activity theory as a way of making sense of the 
challenges we faced in developing our collaborative advocacy project. As the remainder of this 
study draws heavily on this theory, the following chapter provides an overview of activity theory 
and highlights how it can be applied as a useful theoretical framework for understanding the 







MORE THAN JUST “SNOW DAY”: UNDERSTANDING THE DIFFERENCES IN SECONDARY 
AND POSTSECONDARY CONTEXTS THROUGH ACTIVITY THEORY 
 
 “Snow day!” Two magical words that strike unmitigated joy in the heart of every 
student and nearly every teacher. On Tuesday, January 16, while the snowflakes failed to blow 
in our Midwestern city, the winds most certainly did. With air temperatures in the single digits 
and wind-chills dipping below zero, officials from all the area school districts called a “snow 
day.” In spite of the arctic temperatures, however, the local universities remained open for the 
business of learning. Regularly struggling to align the schedules of seven people and with the 
University still open, I emailed the group to let them know we would still plan to meet at 5:00 in 
the English building on campus. When, by 5:20, all of our group except Christina had assembled, 
I texted her. “Oh no…” she replied, “with school being canceled today I completely spaced about 
the meeting. I’m afraid I’m not going to be able to make it. I’m so sorry!”  
While six of us did manage to gather on that “snow day” (albeit one member by Skype), 
the issue was that, on what would otherwise typically be a day of unexpected reprieve from the 
chaos of daily teaching life, I persisted in meeting anyway. With the rest of their professional 
day disrupted, I anticipated that the secondary members of our group may question whether we 
would still meet, so I was sure to send an email reminder to the group. Securely nestled in my 
university-centric perspective on a day spent largely in front of a computer (like any other 
workday), it never occurred to me that participants may not be checking their email regularly. 
As postsecondary work often comes with flexible working conditions that allow for completing 
work off-campus (e.g., at home), regardless of whether or not the University had also been 
granted a snow day, the culture of my postsecondary teaching context came with the 




however, as much (though not all) of a secondary teacher’s work involves direct interactions 
with students and colleagues in the school building, I failed to consider that the secondary 
participants—for whom a snow day often comes with fewer expectations and less need for 
communicating with colleagues and students—may not check their email throughout the day.  
While this incident is apparently nothing more than a common miscommunication, it is, 
in fact, an indicative illustration of the ways in which university and secondary teachers operate 
within distinct activity systems. Activity systems theory emerged from the historical-cultural 
school of psychology in the late 1920’s in response to Darwinian approaches to psychology. 
Most commonly linked to Vygotsky and his student, A. N. Leont’ev, historical-cultural 
approaches to psychology, and consequently activity theory, hinge on the notion that humans 
are fundamentally different than animals (both in their behavior and psychology) based on their 
state as tool-using creatures. From this premise, activity theorists argue that human cognition 
and behavior is fundamentally altered by our use of tools in order to achieve some objective or 
goal. Consequently, activity—which is made up of an individual or group and the tools they use 
to achieve a goal—becomes the “basic unit of analysis of human behavior” used to understand 
the ways in which tools mediate our experience with the “natural” world (Cole and Engeström 
1993, 8). Activities, as Cole and Engeström (1993) explain, extend beyond the individual or 
group involved with them in a given moment in time to become “institutionalized,” and once 
they “gain the status of cultural practices, they often have radically longer half-lives than an 
individual goal-directed action” (8). They become institutionalized cultural practices as they 
move from being a single activity to an activity system. 
At its most fundamental level, argues Engeström (1999) the discrete activity is an 
“object-oriented and cultural formation that has its own structure” (21). These activities result 




fosters it, is understood as an activity system. These activity systems, as David R. Russell (1997) 
explains, are “any ongoing, object-directed, historically conditioned, dialectically structured, 
tool-mediated human interaction” (510). Traditionally represented by a single triangle (see 
Figure 2.1), the basic activity system that Russell describes includes the subject (either an 
individual or group) using a tool to complete actions taken to achieve an object or goal. More 
specifically, “tools (mediational means) refer to material objects in use by some individual or 
group to accomplish some action with some outcome” (Russell 511, emphasis added). For 
instance, in the case of a student writing an essay, the tools might include the paper, pen, and 
the very language the student uses to write that essay. The object “provides [the] driving force” 
for the activity or “implies an overall direction of that activity” being undertaken (Wells 1996, 
75; Russell 1997, 511). In the case of a student writing an essay, the object becomes the goal of 
writing the essay. This desire to achieve the object is driven by a motive. While members of an 
activity system may share a single object, they all may bring separate motives to that object. For 
example, while all students in a class may share the same object of writing the essay, each may 
have different motives for doing it as they do (e.g., some write to achieve a given grade, others 
write to communicate an idea, others write to pass the time in study hall, etc.).  
 
 




Engeström (1999), however, argues that this initial model only represents a singular 
action and fails to account for the ways in which activity systems have cultural histories, are 
embedded within communities, and interact with one another. “In order to understand the 
relationship between such isolated 'actions' and the ongoing cultural 'activities' in which they 
are embedded,” Engeström proposed an expansion of the model (Wells 76). In his expanded 
version, Engeström strove to account for the dialectic relationship among the subject, the tools 
used, the object/motive, the community in which the action is embedded, the social rules 
present within the community, and the ways in which labor is divided within the community 
(see Figure 2.2) (Cole and Engeström 1993, 26). This new model, as he explains it, “highlights the 
subject-community relations—communicative relations—as an integral aspect of activity 
systems” (Engeström 32). By including community, this new model accounts for the ways in 
which an individual’s or group’s activities do not happen in isolation, but rather take place as 
part of larger social structures. Within these communities “people take on different roles in the 
activity” which creates a division of labor that “shapes the way the subject(s) acts on the object” 
(Russell 2001, 70). This division of labor is partially mediated within communities by social 
norms or rules that, as Russell explains, “shape the interactions of subject and tools with the 
object” and are “broadly understood not only as formal, explicit rules, but also as unwritten or 
tacit rules” (71). These rules and distribution of labor “guarantee diversity” within systems and 
this, Russell (1997) argues, combined with the many potential motives members of a system 
bring to a collective interaction, can result in “[d]issensus, resistance, conflicts, and deep 
contradictions” within a system (511). In the case of a student writing an essay in her high 
school English class, the other community members involved in this system might include the 
other students in the class or school, the teacher, school administrators and other staff, district 




Within this community, the labor involved in writing the essay (and creating the assignment that 
was the impetus for the essay) is divided among both individuals within the community and 
tools. For instance, while the student may do the labor of writing the essay itself, she may turn 
to the internet (a tool) to help her complete the necessary research, she may brainstorm ideas 
with a friend, and she may ask the teacher to provide her feedback on a draft. As the student 
writes the essay, her work is confined by cultural rules that include everything from the most 
basic grammatical conventions to rules against plagiarizing to expectations of how to behave in 
class while working on the essay, and countless more.  
 
From its early roots in social psychology, activity theory has evolved to influence 
disciplines ranging from education to computer science, from language theory to workplace 
psychology and management (Russell 1997). Compositionists, specifically, have taken it up as a 
means of thinking about how genres and writing function both in and outside of school (see 
Bazerman 2004, Devitt 1993, Russell 1997, Miller 1984, Wardle 2004, Wells 1996, etc.). As 
Elizabeth Wardle (2004) argues in her analysis of workplace writing, activity theory with its focus 
on the “relationships among shared activities within communities and individual participants’ 




sometimes competing understandings of motives, conventions, and divisions of labor for 
carrying out the activities” has offered scholars a “framework for understanding the interactions 
of individuals, groups, and texts” (n.p.). Understandably, much of Composition scholarship has 
placed its emphasis on how activity theory can help us understand first and foremost the ways 
texts function. However, little work has explored the ways activity theory might help us better 
understand our professional relationships and attempts at collaboration. One exception to this 
is James D. Webber’s 2008 JAC article in which he analyzes two essays in Patrick Sullivan and 
Howard Tinburg’s 2006 collection, What is “College Level” Writing?. While drawing on 
Composition’s tradition of using activity theory as a means of thinking about writing, unlike 
previous scholarship, Webber’s focus is on understanding the ways in which high school ELA 
teachers and compositionists represent themselves and what this reveals about how they make 
knowledge differently. By examining two essays in the collection—one by a high school teacher 
and one by a Composition scholar—and focusing on how each author makes use of particular 
kinds of language and evidence to make her argument, Webber highlights how each author 
clearly inhabits a different discourse community from the other. Specifically, Webber 
characterizes high school teachers’ writing as marked by a sense of fear or desire to please 
those above them, whereas compositionists’ scholarship reflects a rhetoric of authority (484). 
He argues, not only do secondary teachers and compositionists rhetorically construct knowledge 
differently, but this evidence of the different discourse communities they participate in also 
highlights the ways in which they each inhabit very different activity systems. Specifically, as 
Webber explains, this means high school teachers and compositionists do not “work with the 
same artifacts, [are] not part of the same reward structures, and spend their time and energy 




What Webber points out here is only a sliver of the ways in which activity systems might 
provide us insights into the different realms in which secondary and postsecondary teachers 
operate, and thus the ways these differences impact our efforts at cross-level and -institutional 
collaboration. In this chapter, I begin by outlining some of the broad differences between 
secondary and postsecondary activity systems. Examining our respective experiences as 
secondary and postsecondary professionals through the lens of activity theory offers us a useful 
heuristic for parsing out the specific aspects of our experiences that are otherwise often 
conflated or overlooked, leaving us with only the vague feeling that “our worlds are just 
different.” By deconstructing and describing the tools, communities, division of labor, and rules 
that constitute our respective systems, we can better understand the institutional and systemic 
structures that contribute to our experience of the secondary/postsecondary divide. I then 
suggest that applying activity theory can help us better understand and hopefully prepare for 
the how and why we often approach advocacy differently. By drawing on participants’ interview 
reflections and through close analysis of our conversations, I illustrate how applying activity 
theory to our project makes visible the general differences in our secondary and postsecondary 
activity systems and how these differences affected our work together. Specifically, I highlight 
the ways these differences initially made it difficult for us to come to a shared understanding of 
what advocacy looked like and to collectively decide on a goal for our advocacy work together. I 
argue having a systematic understanding of the different contexts and perspectives we bring to 
this work and the ways these differences can affect how we imagine advocacy and our advocacy 
concerns, can help us make sense of and (to some degree) anticipate the challenges we might 




BEYOND A SIMPLE SNOW DAY: UNDERSTANDING THE GENERAL DIFFERENCES IN SECONDARY 
AND POSTSECONDARY ACTIVITY SYSTEMS 
 When I chose to email participants to remind them of our group meeting on that snow 
day in January rather than texting them, I failed to understand and account for the differences in 
the activity systems of a secondary teacher and my own activity system as a postsecondary 
teacher. While the activity systems of each of the secondary teacher participants do not look 
exactly the same, nor is my postsecondary activity system identical to another postsecondary 
compositionist’s; there are arguably general differences between the two, which, had I been 
cognizant of, might have helped me foresee this miscommunication and others. More generally, 
I would argue that activity theory allows us to identify with greater nuance the ways our various 
professional situations impact all aspects of our work together. While every secondary and 
postsecondary activity system is slightly different and each teacher inhabits a unique 
combination of systems, it is nonetheless worthwhile to broadly outline the general differences 
in the two systems by comparing the subjects, objects, tools, communities, divisions of labor, 
and rules present in each.  
 As the ultimate goal is collaboration, it makes the most sense to begin with the 
elements of our activity systems we share—those elements which ultimately bring us together 
in our collaborative efforts in the first place. While we are all obviously unique individuals, we 
do come to this work with a shared identity as teachers, specifically English teachers (be that 
secondary ELA or postsecondary English education or composition teachers). Thus, the subject 
(the individual teacher participant) in each of our systems is a teacher.  
 Perhaps more important, though, is our relatively shared sense of object and outcome. 
For all of us, regardless of our teaching context, the object (or concrete goal) we, as teachers, 




longer-term goal) of this objective is ultimately student learning. While secondary and 
postsecondary teachers undoubtedly have other objects and outcomes present in their 
respective activity systems which differ from one another (e.g., another significant aspect of a 
secondary teacher’s object might include classroom management, whereas a postsecondary 
teacher’s might include administrative work), arguably teaching and student learning are 
significant primary objects and outcomes for both. Additionally, in the context of teacher 
advocacy and this project specifically, both groups shared advocacy itself as an object with 
shared outcomes of supporting and improving student learning and working conditions for our 
colleagues and ourselves. In our case, while the other teachers and I struggled to define exactly 
what advocacy might look like and about what concerns we wanted to advocate (issues which I 
will discuss in depth later in this chapter), we did share a commitment to advocating for socially 
just English education policy, greater support of students, and improved working conditions for 
our colleagues and ourselves.  
Tools 
Beyond our common identities as teachers and our shared objects and outcomes, an 
examination of the other elements present in secondary and postsecondary activity systems not 
only reveals the myriad differences between the systems in which we work, but also illuminates 
some of the barriers we might face to cross-level collaborations. To begin, as the snow day 
anecdote illustrates, while teachers in both systems may share the tool of email, each is likely to 
utilize it differently. For many postsecondary teachers email communication is a significant 
mainstay of the central hours of the working day—something used to communicate regularly 
with students and colleagues, and which, because many postsecondary teachers find 




check and respond to on a very regular basis. In contrast, for the secondary teacher, while email 
may be used to communicate with students, colleagues, and parents, because of their teaching 
context, these teachers spend much of their day in front of the classroom, rather than at a 
computer where they are able to check and respond to email as regularly.  
Like email, the texts, both produced and read within secondary and postsecondary 
activity systems illustrate the ways similar tools can be used differently within the separate 
systems. Moreover, they also exemplify how the use of these similar tools in differing ways can 
also reflect differing values present in each system. For example, while both secondary and 
postsecondary teachers might compose and use lesson and unit plans as texts within their 
respective systems, each does so in slightly different ways. Though both teachers develop lesson 
and unit plans to outline their learning goals for students and the ways in which, through in-class 
instruction and assignments, they will help students achieve these goals, secondary teachers 
may be required to create these documents using a particular school or district mandated 
format or template. In contrast, postsecondary teachers are much more likely to create these 
documents in whatever means feels most useful to them, which might include everything from a 
detailed outline of objectives and activities to a handful of discussion questions jotted on a legal 
pad before each class session. In the secondary context, lesson and unit plans are often written 
not only for the teacher’s own use, but also with the understanding that department heads, 
school administrators, and substitutes may also see these documents. In contrast, while 
postsecondary teachers may be asked to share course schedules and assignments with various 
administrators and assessment teams, often the primary audience for lesson plans is only the 
teacher themselves. However, while secondary teachers may plan out just a single unit at a 
given time (depending on the degree to which curricula and scheduling are mandated by a 




schedule with readings and assignments for an entire course, something which is commonly 
shared with department administrators as well as students. These simple variances in form, 
purpose, and potential audience for lesson and unit plans not only highlight the differences in 
how time and energy is allocated differently in the two systems, but also reveal aspects of each 
activity system’s values. Though teachers in both systems produce some sort of individual class 
and larger unit plans and these documents reveal a concern with instructional assessment and 
oversight of some kind, the commonly broader audience for the daily plans of a secondary 
teacher demonstrate this activity system’s greater focus on supervising (and potentially 
standardizing) the daily practices of teachers. In contrast, where the lesson and unit plans 
produced by secondary teachers are often more highly regulated, especially in form, the 
postsecondary teacher is generally afforded greater latitude in the use and form of these 
documents, highlighting the postsecondary system’s tendency to value teacher freedom and 
autonomy. 
Community 
Perhaps the most notable distinction between secondary and postsecondary activity 
systems—and the consequential ways these differences affect the perspectives of the teachers 
within the systems—is the community members who populate each system. The students we 
teach and the individuals with whom we work, collaborate, and engage in professional activities 
and development heavily shape our implicit understanding of what our work truly is. An analysis 
and comparison of these communities reveals the often implicit and unseen ways in which these 
communities shape our ideas about our work and consequentially our ideas about advocacy. 
Table 2.1 provides a general (though not comprehensive or universal) outline of the wide range 








Students ● Younger (13-18 years-old) 
● Minors 
● Represent All Academic Levels and 
Abilities 
● Typically More Racially/Ethnically 
and Socioeconomically Diverse 
●  Usually Do Not Choose to Be in A 
Given Class (or at School Generally) 
● Are in Multiple Grade Levels Often 
Separated by Class (in High School) 
●  May be Involved in Extracurricular 
and Sports Sponsored Through the 
School 
● May Have a Job 
● Older (18+ years-old) 
● Adults 
● Top 69.1% of high school graduates 
● Typically More Ethnically/Racially 
Homogeneous 
● In Aggregate More Likely to Have 
Higher Socioeconomic Status 
● May Not Choose to Be in A Given 
Class But Do Choose to Be in School 
● May Have A Major or Minor in the 
Course Field 
● While courses are separated by level 
and may require prerequisites, 
students in a given class may be a 
range of ages and at varying points in 
their academic trajectory 
● More Likely to Have a Part- or Full-
Time Job or Internship 
● May Have Children of Their Own 
Teaching 
Colleagues 
● Immediate—Department or Team (in 
Middle School)  
● Institutional-level—Other Teachers in 
Other Disciplinants within the School,  
● District-Level—Teachers within the 
District who Teach the Same Subject,  
● Statewide and National—Colleagues 
met at Statewide and National 
Discipline- or grade level-specific 
Conferences 
● Immediate—Subfield colleagues (e.g., 
Composition and/or English 
Education), Department colleagues, 
● Institutional-level—Faculty in other 
departments with whom one is 
researching or serving on committees 
● National and International—
Colleagues and collaborators from 
within the discipline, often known 
from graduate study, 
national/international conferences, or 
by means of their scholarship  
Administration ● Department Heads 
● Curriculum Coordinators 
● Principals 
● District officials 
● Teaching and Professional 
Development Coordinators 
● Superintendents 
● Writing Program Administrators 
● Department Chairs 
● Deans 
● Provosts 
● Chancellors  
● Presidents 
● Boards of Regents  
Support 
Colleagues 
● Special Education Teachers 
● Paraprofessionals 
● Librarians 
● Media Specialists 
● Technology Specialists 
● School Psychologists 
● Student Support Staff (academic and 
financial support) 
● Services for Students with Disabilities 






The most critical members within each of our respective activity systems are the 
students we teach. As the individuals with whom we spend a significant portion (if not the 
majority) of our time and as the recipients of our systems’ desired outcome (student learning), 
students and their characteristics are deeply influential in shaping how we conceive of our work 
as teachers and how we imagine advocacy. On the most basic level, for example, secondary 
students are obviously younger (ranging roughly from 13-19 years-old) than postsecondary ones 
(who are typically 18+ years-old). This apparently simple difference in ages has far-reaching 
consequences for our work. As minors, there is of course a whole slew of laws and policies 
surrounding how we can interact with and teach secondary students. These rules affect 
everything from what and how we teach to when and how we can communicate with students 
one-on-one. Moreover, minors naturally bring with them parents/guardians who become 
● School office and clerical staff 
● School Resource Officers 
● Custodial staff 
● Instructional Technologists 
● Departmental office support staff 
● Custodial staff 
Parents ● Interacted with regularly through 
parent-teacher conferences, phone 
calls, emails, and formal school 
communications 
● Interaction is largely prohibited due to 
the Family Educational Rights and 
Privacy Act (FERPA) 
Surrounding 
Community 
● Includes parents and citizens of a 
district or city who engage with a 
given school, as well as taxpayers 
who support the public education 
system 
● Includes the wide range of campus 
community members and (if 
applicable) state taxpayers 
Professional 
Organizations 
● Statewide disciplinary or education 
organizations (e.g., state educational 
technology association) 
● Local Teachers Union 
● National Education Association 
● National Writing Project (and 
associated state site) 
● National Council of Teachers of 
English 
● American Association of University 
Professors 
● National Council of Teachers of 
English 
● Conference on College Composition 
and Communication 
● American Educational Research 
Association 
● Council of Writing Program 
Administrators 
● International Writing Centers 
Association 
● Rhetoric Society of America 




additional members of the secondary activity system. The presence of parents (and their 
subsequent characteristics) and our interactions with them further influence our choices about 
what and how we teach, as well as what we advocate for. In contrast, as adults (except for some 
first-year students who may still be minors), postsecondary students tend to bring with them 
greater autonomy, which allows for greater instructional freedom and limits parental 
interactions (especially under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act). However, as 
adults, postsecondary students (depending on the demographics of a given postsecondary 
institution) may also be more likely to work a significant number of hours at full- or part-time 
jobs (or internships) and may be supporting families of their own.  
Moreover, where public secondary schools include all students of all abilities and 
academic interests, Bureau for Labor Statistics reports show that in 2018 only 69.1% of US high 
school graduates (ages 16-24) were enrolled in colleges or universities. Thus most 
postsecondary systems include only roughly two-thirds of American high school graduates. 
Moreover, because secondary schools include all students, they are typically more racially, 
ethnically, and socioeconomically diverse than their postsecondary counterparts. In addition, 
while postsecondary students may not choose to be in a particular class, they are most likely 
choosing to be pursuing further education, whereas secondary students are required to be in 
school. Finally, classes at the secondary level are more likely to be made up of students in the 
same grade and/or academic level (e.g., Honors English 11), while postsecondary classes often 
include students at a variety of points in their academic career and both majors and non-majors. 
These differences in the student populations we teach (along with the differences between the 
various community groups outlined in Table 2.1), significantly affect not just our daily work 
within our respective activity systems, but as I will highlight later in this chapter, also affects 




Division of Labor 
Closely related to the community members involved in an activity system are the ways 
in which labor gets divided among these community members and the rules that govern the 
interactions among community members, including how this labor is divided. A primary way 
rules manifest themselves and thereby distribute labor among community members is evident 
in how systems structure an individual’s time. The ways labor is divided and the rules at play in 
secondary and postsecondary systems encourage teachers in each of these systems to spend 
their time and energy in very different ways. In a secondary system labor is divided in such a 
way that a teacher’s primary work is student instruction and activities related fairly directly to 
students. This means much of a secondary teacher’s time is spent in the classroom directly 
teaching and interacting with students or planning lessons, creating teaching materials, or 
responding to student work, or communicating with parents. Moreover, because of the way the 
labor of teaching is distributed across teachers within a school, it is not uncommon for a given 
teacher to teach 5-7 classes each day and a combined total of 100-175 students across those 
classes. This means, given this amount of time spent directly teaching or engaged in student-
centered activities, these teachers are spending significantly less of their time communicating 
with others outside of their students, immediate colleagues, and sometimes parents. 
Furthermore, the sheer number of students and volume of time spent in the classroom and on 
teaching activities is directly related to some of the formal rules that govern a secondary 
teacher’s time. That is, because secondary teachers are often responsible for so many students 
(who are minors and must be supervised as well as taught) and so much of their day is spent in 
the classroom, many teachers are contractually obligated (a rule) to be in the school building 
during set hours each day (e.g., 7:30 AM-3:30 PM). Moreover, rules within a secondary system 




instance, school calendars and rules might require that a teacher engage in certain professional 
development activities and parent-teacher conferences on particular days and at specific times.  
In contrast, while teaching is often a significant portion of postsecondary work, the 
percentage of labor dedicated to teaching can vary widely depending on the type of 
postsecondary institution and the individual’s role within it. In addition to teaching, contractual 
apportionments for a postsecondary teacher often includes research production, committee 
service, and potentially administrative work. Moreover, the teaching schedule of a 
postsecondary teacher in English may only include 2-4 courses a semester that meet for 1-2 
hours every other day of the week and which include a total of 50-100 students. However, 
though the postsecondary teacher may spend less of their time in the classroom, in the case of a 
writing course for example, a postsecondary teacher likely responds to more pages of writing 
per student than their secondary counterparts. In addition, a postsecondary teacher may spend 
a significant amount of time developing curriculum and meeting with students during office 
hours. This means because much of their teaching work does not take place in the classroom, 
outside of required office hours, the rules of this system often do not require the postsecondary 
teacher’s work be done at a given time or in a particular place. Thus, while the rules of the 
postsecondary system mandate teachers spend their time on a diverse range of activities 
(teaching, research, service, and potentially administration), much of this labor can be 
accomplished independently and in front of a computer, therefore creating greater schedule 
flexibility and more opportunity within a given day to interact with community members in and 





Rules within each system often create formal regulations for how labor is divided among 
system members and govern interactions among these members, especially between teacher 
and student. Within the secondary system, for example, many schools and districts have 
formalized rules about when and how a teacher can interact with a student. These might include 
everything from when and how a student can be removed from the classroom for disciplinary 
reasons to how individualized communication with a student is permitted (e.g., requiring 
teachers and students to communicate only through approved platforms like Google Classroom, 
rather than via general email). In the postsecondary context these rules of student-teacher 
interaction might include regulations ranging from where and when office hours are held to 
when and with whom a teacher can communicate concerns about a student.  
Particularly pertinent to our work as teacher advocates, however, are the rules within 
both secondary and postsecondary systems that govern and sometimes restrict a teacher’s 
ability to advocate for their students, their colleagues, and themselves. For example, at several 
points during our general discussions of what teacher advocacy might look like, Kevin reminded 
our group, “we have [state] law which prevents public servants from striking.” This means the 
rules (manifest in this case by state law) governing public school teachers’ advocacy efforts 
explicitly bar them from withdrawing their own labor as a means of protest. More specifically, 
individual schools and districts may also regulate teacher advocacy by limiting when and how a 
teacher can speak to regulating bodies, like a school board. During one group meeting, Kathleen 
recounted a discussion she had with members of the State Department of Education who had 
reminded her that “the challenging role of a teacher makes it hard for us to be advocates.” As 
she explained, this is because though teachers can speak with school board members as private 




Postsecondary teachers may face similar restrictions to their advocacy, including limitations on 
when and how they can testify to state legislatures on issues concerning public institutions of 
higher education. Postsecondary rules may also dictate when, where, and how teachers might 
exercise their freedom of speech. A rash of recent controversies, for example, have revolved 
around when and how faculty might express their individual views on campus and on social 
media (see Flaherty 2019, Kolowich 2018, Roll 2017). It is clearly critical, then, that we are aware 
of the different rules at play in each of our respective activity systems and that we develop an 
understanding of the potential professional risks we each may be taking in our roles as teacher 
advocates. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 offer a bird’s eye comparison of some of the general differences 
between the activity system components within secondary and postsecondary systems, 
respectively. 
 








The Values Created By and Embedded in Our Systems 
 While breaking down each system using the traditional activity system triangle model is 
helpful in illustrating and listing some of the differences between the two systems, I would 
argue it doesn’t fully or easily represent the ways in which the components at each of the 
triangle’s vertices (subject, object, tools, community, division of labor, and rules) interact with 
and influence one another. Russell (2001) explains that as the elements of an activity system 
interact with one another, participants in a system “are always in contact with the history, 
values, and social relations of a community—or among communities—as embedded in the 




shared cultural tools used by that community (ies)” (66). These histories, values, and social 
relations exist along the triangle’s lines, but are often difficult to visually represent. As the 
various components of the triangle (system) interact with one another, they come together both 
to create value systems and at the same time become reflections of those value systems. These 
values then create very real lived circumstances and experiences for members of a system.  
For instance, in-person teacher-student interaction (and student supervision) is typically 
highly valued within a secondary system. This value, in part, evolves from the fact that the 
student members of the community are minors and assumed to require more direct guidance 
and supervision. Teachers, then, typically have access to tools, like their own classrooms rather 
than somewhat isolated offices. There students can easily find them, and a single teacher can 
interact with many students simultaneously, thus creating a higher ratio of minutes each 
student spends with a teacher. Relatedly, because student-teacher interactions are highly 
valued, the rules mandate that teachers spend a particular amount of time in the school building 
(much of which is presumably spent interacting with students) and the division of labor such 
that students are with a teacher most of their day. In contrast, within postsecondary systems, a 
teacher’s ability to interact with and contribute knowledge to a larger academic discipline is 
highly valued. In practice, this value is often realized through research, which becomes later 
manifest as publications and conference presentations (tools). In order to produce this research, 
a postsecondary teacher is likely in regular contact with other members of their field 
(community), either through reading their published work or through personal interactions like 
those at conferences. In order to account for this, the rules of postsecondary systems often 
divide labor in such a way that teaching may be a smaller portion of a teacher’s work, with the 
expectation that time will be spent on research production. These embedded values within the 




with teacher-student interaction a paramount value of secondary work, teachers are often 
financially rewarded for coaching student athletics, serving as a sponsor to student activities, or 
taking on additional student supervisory duties. Alternately, because the postsecondary system 
tends to value contributing to a discipline’s body of knowledge, teachers within this system are 
often rewarded through the tenure and promotion process based on their research production 
and publication.  
While these are somewhat broad generalizations and each secondary and 
postsecondary teaching context and consequent activity system is unique, examining even this 
general comparison allows us to better understand how and why we might approach advocacy 
differently. In the next section I examine some of the ways in which these broad differences in 
secondary and postsecondary activity systems shaped the ways members of our group imagined 
advocacy, as well as the issues on which we each wanted to focus our advocacy.  
“THAT’S CHEESE WORTH STANDING FOR!”: HOW SECONDARY AND POSTSECONDARY ACTIVITY 
SYSTEM SHAPE OUR VISIONS OF ADVOCACY AND ADVOCACY CONCERNS  
In addition to sending reminder emails and spending hours trying to craft the perfect 
agenda—one that provided just enough structure but without being overbearingly “teacher-y” 
in tone—I spent the days before our first all-group meeting stewing over exactly what sort of 
snacks to provide. Knowing I was unable to pay the teacher participants who were so generously 
offering their time to this project, I turned to food as one of the few ways in which I could 
express my gratitude for the time and energy they were sharing with me. The perfect snacks, I 
reasoned, should appeal to all possible tastes, be healthful yet tasty, provide options for any 
possible dietary restrictions, offer both savory and sweet options, not appear to be overkill but 




survive the bus ride and walk to campus in an oversized canvas bag and my backpack. In spite of 
the chill in the early November air, I spent the night before pulling the last of the carrots from 
my summer garden, peeling and slicing them into sticks, and adding them to a Tupperware 
along with a cucumber and the last surviving summer bell pepper. The next day, before 
participants arrived, I carefully laid out the veggies and their associated ranch dip alongside the 
cookies I had baked, chocolate covered pretzels, a small meat and cheese tray, and bottles of 
lemonade and ice tea. The six of us—Meg, Annabelle, Kevin, Joe, Christina, and I—circled the 
small coffee table now overwhelmed with plates, cups, napkins, and clearly too many snacks, 
and settled into the brightly colored couches and chairs of the University’s Writing Center. Joe 
was the brave first soul to end that awkward moment in which no one knows if they should eat 
or not and dipped a carrot into the ranch. “This is an amazing carrot!” he announced 
enthusiastically while still chewing.  
“Thanks?” I said laughing and unsure what made a carrot amazing, adding, “They’re 
from my garden.”  
 “Really?!” asked Joe, continuing to sing the carrot’s praises, “No, they really are 
incredible!” 
 With the proverbial ice broken, Christina stood to reach across the table, saying, “Sorry, 
excuse me. I need some cheese. This looks like cheese worth standing for!” 
 As we all laughed, I breathed a tiny sigh of relief—with “amazing carrots” and “cheese 
worth standing for,” this might actually work out, I thought.  
 As everyone filled their plates with snacks, we began introducing ourselves and sharing 
what drew us to the group, and I asked everyone to reflect, through writing, on their own 
definitions of advocacy and what they imagined advocacy might look like in practice. After 




English education policy. At the time I recall feeling energized by everyone’s thoughtful ideas 
about advocacy and passionate concerns, but looking back now I can see, even in these early 
days, the first signs of our diverse activity systems and the way they would affect our work 
together.  
 Over the course of the first five months of the project, we struggled to gain traction and 
develop a clear sense of direction for our work. Though we all came together with a clear shared 
purpose of education advocacy, for months our conversations seemed to go in circles, moving 
constantly back and forth between macro questions of what we wanted to accomplish and how 
we imagined accomplishing it, and micro discussions of our individual classroom or school-based 
concerns. Conversations often began with someone proposing a discrete issue or problem they 
faced which seemed worthy of advocacy; some group members would then identify with the 
concern while others might push back, explaining how their experience might problematize or 
contradict the initial concern; then, before long, someone would ask how the problem might be 
solved and what advocacy toward a solution might look like; and finally, as discussion 
broadened out into the macro and somewhat abstract realm of how advocacy happens, in an 
attempt to offer the group something concrete to hold onto someone would share a specific 
concern from their experience and the conversation would again loop back onto itself. In 
retrospect it seems these recursive (and sometimes frustrating) conversations and the 
subsequent difficulties we faced in gaining forward traction on a particular project emerged out 
of two primary issues: our struggle to develop a shared understanding of what advocacy looks 
like in practice and the challenge of identifying an advocacy issue about which we all felt 




Secondary/Postsecondary Systems’ Influences on Visions of Advocacy 
While I do not believe any of us could have consciously pointed to this at the time, 
examining the transcripts of our meetings and the participants’ interviews through the lens of 
activity theory revealed a general difference in how we each imagined advocacy based on our 
involvement in a secondary or postsecondary activity system. Specifically, while those of us who 
participated regularly in a postsecondary system tended to envision advocacy as relating to 
broad systemic change and involving wider audiences, those of us whose primary professional 
activity system was a secondary one tended to imagine advocacy as happening at a local school 
and classroom-based level. Surprisingly, in retrospect, these differences began to reveal 
themselves as early as that first meeting when we discussed our individual visions for what 
advocacy looked like in practice. Getting the conversation started, Joe explained he imagined 
advocacy as “helping to establish agency in others.” Similarly, other participants initially focused 
heavily on theoretical understandings of advocacy, explaining they imagined it as, “using your 
means of power… to affect change in the name of social justice” (Annabelle), “fighting for 
change to help others or help a system improve” (Christina), or using “power with empathy to 
work toward interpersonal justice and then ultimately expanding that net to a larger group 
based social justice” (Kevin). In addition to thinking abstractly about power like the others, Meg 
also shared a more specific definition of advocacy, explaining that in her experience often it 
seems to involve “teachers advocating for students.”  
As we began to discuss in more concrete terms what we literally imagined doing when 
we thought of education advocacy, like Meg, it became evident that many of the secondary 
group members also envisioned their advocacy as highly localized, often situated within their 
classrooms or schools, and either pedagogically focused (i.e., related to what and how they 




example, shared how her advocacy always seems “related to the reading curriculum” and 
recounted her recent experience advocating “for an after-school resource center specifically for 
reading students and […for] smaller reading classes across the board.” For her, this advocacy 
would involve talking to the reading facilitator and person in charge of scheduling at her school, 
in addition to including her principal on those emails, “just so that he knew [she] was upset.” 
Similarly, both Meg and Kevin shared a desire to advocate within their schools on behalf of 
students. For Meg this meant advocating for her students to have the right to fail by “going to 
[her] administrator and outlining all the reasons it’s important that students experience failure 
in their lives before they get to a certain point and how that builds resiliency rather than making 
them shut down.” In Kevin’s case, he imagined advocacy as “talking to administrators and 
probably… both parents separately,” on behalf of a homeroom student who “doesn’t work and 
play well with others,” in order to help the student receive support and appropriate 
consequences for his behavior. Christina, while not lobbying directly on behalf of students to 
school officials or parents, envisioned advocacy as based in her pedagogical choices in her 
classroom. For her this meant, just “sometimes… going a little rogue [and] just sneakily not 
doing what’s in the binder.11”  
This commitment to highly localized and often pedagogically based advocacy remained 
important for many of the participants as our work together progressed over the months. For 
example, as we discussed the challenges of advocacy during our February meeting, Kevin 
commented that for most of us, he felt, “the greatest impact that we have (which is a bit of a 
cliché too) is to use what we can in our classrooms to promote social justice and at least 
 
11 In Riverside, Christina’s district, teachers are provided with binders that outline curriculum and 
potential lesson plans for teaching this curriculum. The degree to which teachers are encouraged to 
adhere to the material and timeline laid out in these binders often varies widely depending on school 




empathetic thinking… so that we're creating citizens that will carry that message forward into 
other parts of their lives where they will be essentially more powerful in our districts than we 
are—a smart kid and angry parent is much more likely to cause change than a rational teacher.” 
Similarly, by the end of the study nearly 17 months later, when asked to reflect on the project as 
a whole, Kevin pointed out again the importance of localized advocacy, saying, “advocacy needs 
to be speaking up at building meetings or speaking up at department meetings. If it’s advocacy 
on behalf of a student, it’s contacting the appropriate adult resources, whether they’re in or out 
of the building, to try to help out the student.” Likewise, Christina, in her interview, reiterated 
the importance of classroom and localized advocacy, partially because larger-scale advocacy 
often left her feeling overwhelmed. She explained going forward after her work on our project, 
her focus would remain on “things you can do within your classroom” and she would advocate 
more on “building-level [or] district-level type stuff that apply to [her] classroom… where [she] 
might have a little more voice.” In each of these statements, both Kevin and Christina not only 
feel their most effective advocacy occurs within their own classrooms and buildings and through 
direct interactions with their students, but that this kind of localized and pedagogical advocacy 
is where they have the greatest agency and potential to create change.  
 Though over the course of the project everyone’s approach to advocacy shifted to 
varying degrees, Kathleen and I, who have had ongoing and significant connections to 
postsecondary research and teaching, seemed more likely to initially imagine advocacy 
happening within broader system-level contexts rather than within our immediate institutions. 
While Meg and Joe have both earned master’s degrees, and Christina and Kevin have both 
completed graduate credit hours, Kathleen and I were the only two participants to be 
consistently involved in a postsecondary activity system, both through teaching and research 




these postsecondary systems seemed to affect how we envisioned advocacy. In her initial 
reflection on how she would define advocacy, Kathleen wrote that she envisioned an advocate 
as, “an individual collaborating with others via written and verbal campaigns to positively impact 
a system, rule, or established entity” (emphasis added). In her interview Kathleen specifically 
pointed to the impact her experiences in postsecondary systems had on her understanding of 
advocacy. After having completed her master’s degree in Educational Leadership and because of 
her ongoing doctoral work in Educational Leadership and Administration, she explained that she 
now “see[s] things [education policy and advocacy] from a different angle… [and] from the top 
down.” This perspective, she went on to explain, came about in part because she had “read a lot 
about advocacy” through both her graduate program and her involvement in our project. 
Moreover, Kathleen shared that because of her doctoral program she had “been thinking about 
mental models [for advocacy] a lot” and now imagined teacher advocacy as similar to a home 
sprinkler system. She explained that advocacy is like a sprinkler system in that, “The vast 
majority of sprinkler systems… [have] to be controlled, manipulated, intentionally set up to 
cover all areas of your lawn or all areas of your advocacy to ensure that whatever the conditions 
are, you’re creating that environment for teachers to flourish and you’re adding the right 
adjustments to the water or whatever the case may be, to ensure that they are where they need 
to be.” Through this metaphor and her definition of an advocate as someone who positively 
impacts systems or established entities, she suggests that, for her, advocacy necessarily involves 
organizing groups of teachers, providing leadership, and creating formal structures that allow 
teachers to work toward shared goals. Specifically, given her reference to her graduate class 
readings, Kathleen’s understanding of advocacy evidently appears to have been influenced by 
her involvement in a postsecondary system. This also further underscores her vision of advocacy 




For me, from the beginning of our project I imagined advocacy somewhat romantically 
and grandiosely, involving testimony to legislators, meetings with state and district 
policymakers, frequent visits to the state capital and state department of education, and lots of 
time spent wearing a smart blazer and red heels. During our first meeting, as we discussed how 
we each imagined advocacy, I explained that I, “have like images in my head, like the Capital…, 
testifying, [or] talking to senators.” Furthermore, on multiple occasions during our meetings, I 
redirected the conversation toward larger system-level advocacy efforts we might undertake. 
For instance, in our December meeting, as we continued to struggle to identify what single 
concern we might address through advocacy, and other group members considered issues such 
as how they might improve public perception of ELA teaching in their districts and even 
discussed bills in the State legislature, I brought up even broader approaches to advocacy. 
Taking advantage of a brief pause in the conversation, I interjected to suggest that “we could 
think of advocating [as] working to research and embed ourselves more in the educational 
legislative process.” Moving beyond classroom, school, district or even single legislative bill 
advocacy, I imagined we might meet with the “senators who are on the education committee 
and [while] finding out more about how they're making these decisions and picking up bills and 
that sort of thing and at the same time [we could] really advocate that teacher voices need to be 
heard and there needs to be ongoing input and involvement from classroom leaders and not 
just administrators.” In this moment, and others like it, I was thinking from my postsecondary 
perspective. 
For both Kathleen and me, our experiences in the postsecondary activity system 
encouraged us to think of advocacy as involving broader audiences and systems for several 
reasons. In my case, I spend the vast majority of my time in the postsecondary system, having 




which likely limited my thinking. For both Kathleen and I, our inclination to think more generally 
and globally about advocacy may in part have been because within the postsecondary system, 
involvement with broader (often national) community members through research, publication, 
and professional organizations is highly valued—that is, graduate students are explicitly trained 
to think in terms of less local systems and connect their work to that of scholars and researchers 
nationally and internationally. Given the postsecondary system’s valuing of systemic thinking 
and broader community, it is not surprising that postsecondary teachers might be more inclined 
to imagine advocacy involving larger systems and audiences as well.  
Similarly, as writing and secondary research are highly valued tools within the 
postsecondary system, it might be expected that, as Kathleen and I did, postsecondary teachers 
are likely to reach for these tools in advocacy work as well. As ELA teachers, writing and 
research are of course tools that we all valued and turned to at some point. Joe, for example, 
spoke about writing letters to the editor as one of his potential mechanisms for advocacy, and 
Meg and Kevin both eagerly engaged in online and interview research, respectively, for our 
eventual project. However, for Kathleen and me, our first instinct was to turn to information 
collection through scholarly research and interviews with policymakers. Moreover, as part of 
our graduate work, throughout the project both Kathleen and I were consistently reading 
scholarship on teacher advocacy and education policy, even discussing this scholarship with one 
another when we met one-on-one in September of the second year of the project. Thus, 
because through our postsecondary activity systems we were consistently engaged with 
scholarship and larger scholarly communities and beginning to think about our own work within 
larger scholarly conversations, it seems we were drawn to envision projects with broad 
audiences and systemic goals. In my case, especially, (as the postsecondary system is my only 




system allotted me more time to engage with the tools of research and writing. The same 
division of labor and rules also allow those in the postsecondary system significantly more time 
(or flexibility in schedule) to engage in this kind of advocacy. For example, when I suggested our 
primary advocacy work could involve meeting with senators and department of education 
members on a regular basis, I was able to imagine this kind of advocacy because the division of 
labor and rules within the postsecondary system do not require me to be in a classroom or even 
on campus all day every day. I could easily imagine our advocacy involving monthly meetings 
with senators and policymakers without considering that these meetings would most likely take 
place during the standard business day when secondary teachers are not available.  
 In contrast, participants whose primary professional activity systems were the middle 
and high schools in which they taught, tended to think more locally, imagining advocating for a 
reading resource center and smaller reading class sizes (as Annabelle mentioned, for example). 
Secondary teachers like Annabelle may be drawn to this local school-based advocacy both 
because of the constraints created by the rules and division of labor present within their primary 
professional activity system (their school) and the greater potential their efforts may have for 
affecting immediate visible change for the community members within this system. As students 
and in-school administrators are primary community members within the secondary activity 
system, this encourages a teacher (in this case Annabelle) to focus her advocacy on behalf of the 
people (students) with whom she spends most of her time and to advocate to the community 
members (in-school administrators) to whom she has direct access. Furthermore, because 
students are understood as key members of the secondary community, advocating for smaller 
class sizes and additional resources for them follows closely with the values of the secondary 
activity system. In this context, her ethos as a teacher is also more likely to be valued and 




most commonly used for communicating with administrators (email) as a means of advocating. 
Additionally, she made use of email in order to ask for access to other tools—a resource center 
for students and smaller classes (which are arguably tools of instruction)—within her local 
activity system. Moreover, the division of labor and rules within the secondary system function 
in such a way that most of Annabelle’s time is spent teaching. She is not able to leave her school 
during the day to speak with district administrators nor does she readily have time to engage in 
the more formal kinds of writing required to advocate for changes on a larger district or state 
level. The rules, both formal and informal, of her secondary activity system make it difficult for 
her to advocate on a broader scale by testifying to members of the district’s board of education, 
and they discourage her from working with parents, in this context, in order to advocate. Thus, 
just as Kathleen and my experiences within our postsecondary activity systems encouraged us to 
conceive of advocacy in broader systemic terms and through means (like writing and lobbying) 
where we imagined our voices might be heard, Annabelle and the other secondary participants’ 
approaches to advocacy tended to focus on their school and classroom activity systems where 
their ethos could affect change. Our familiarity with our respective systems, then, proved to 
affect our advocacy concerns.  
Secondary/Postsecondary and Postsecondary Systems’ Influences on Advocacy Goals 
In early December of our first year together, gathered around tortilla chips and salsa 
and (somewhat unseasonal) pumpkin cookies, we found ourselves discussing Riverside’s newly 
adopted composition curriculum. The curriculum was intended to prepare Juniors for the ACT 
writing section, which had recently been chosen as the State’s new graduation standard and as a 




detail below well illustrates the ways in which our secondary and postsecondary activity systems 
led us to differing perspectives on what issues were worthy of our collective advocacy.  
Having expressed my distrust of standardized assessment before, as Joe explained the 
State’s decision to use the entire ACT exam as a means of assessing what percentage of students 
are “college ready,” I again raised this concern, asking, “What kind of writing counts [as good 
enough]?” By way of answering my question, Kevin and Annabelle argued the test “isn’t that 
bad” and does ask students to do some degree of authentic writing.  
Unsatisfied, I insisted the problem with this kind of assessment is that it encourages 
“somewhat formulaic writing.”  
In response, Kevin argued, “the rubric is a lot less ‘five paragraphy’” than other 
standardized writing assessments and Joe explained, “If you’ve been taught formulaic writing 
[the assessment] certainly supports it; if you haven’t … it still allows you the freedom to 
approach it however you think it should be approached.”  
Still unconvinced, I persisted. “Yeah, but it still doesn’t mirror many authentic writing 
situations!”  
“Yes, but I don’t think you can [mirror an authentic writing situation]”, suggested 
Kathleen, “it’s impossible.”  
“It mirrors an authentic end of semester exam!” added Kevin with a wry chuckle.  
As our laughter at Kevin’s comment diminished, I conceded Kathleen and Kevin’s points, 
but ultimately argued, “Yes, but what if assessment was something else, like what if it wasn’t a 





In response to this new issue I raised, Kevin and Joe explained that, from their 
perspectives, teacher-led assessment does happen, but at the school and district levels through 
“course-level graduation” assessments.  
I, however, continued to protest, arguing the problem was that this kind of assessment 
“doesn’t have the same policy impact!”  
“I don’t know…” said Kevin, leaning forward as he spoke, “About 20% of the 11th 
graders in our school fail one semester of their 11th grade English class because they fail their 
research paper.”  
“So they do mean something,” added Joe as Kathleen and Meg nodded along. Since 
student grades in each course are reported, he argued “they mean something for what the 
students are taking the next semester.”  
“Right,” I said, barely letting him finish, "but I just mean it's not what gets taken up as 
policy arguments, right?” 
 This back-and-forth highlights just one way in which my perspective and concerns (in 
this case, about what I perceived to be problematic inauthentic standardized testing) were 
shaped by my experiences in a postsecondary activity system and stood in contrast to those of 
Kevin, Joe, Annabelle, Christina, and Kathleen whose perspectives were shaped by their 
experiences in their secondary systems. As I continue to assert my concerns about what I 
perceive to be an inauthentic writing situation (the ACT)—a perspective based on my reading of 
scholarship—I seem unable to hear what every other member of the group was trying to explain 
about their experiences and limited concern with the test. In this case, I clearly speak from my 
postsecondary vantage point with the community members, tools, division of labor, rules, and 
values embedded in my system shaping my perspectives. My persistent concerns with an 




evolved from the community members and tools present in my system. The composition 
scholars who argue for the importance of “authentic” and holistic writing assessment (see 
Darling-Hammond 1993, Broad 2000, Gallagher 2007, Inoue 2014) are primary community 
members within my postsecondary system and thus encourage me to share their values when it 
comes to writing assessment. Moreover, these perspectives on authentic writing assessments 
are conveyed through research texts which serve as primary tools within the postsecondary 
system. While some postsecondary institutions do rely (at varying levels) on standardized 
prescriptive writing assessments, in my experience and my particular postsecondary system, 
these types of assessments (like the ACT writing section) are simply not a tool that is present, 
therefore I tended to be resistant to the use of such a tool. Moreover, the rules present within 
my system simply do not mandate this kind of mass standardized assessment of writing. This, 
combined with the way labor is divided within my system, which allows me to teach only 24-75 
students a semester with only 3-12 classroom hours a week, affords me the time and latitude to 
design what I understand as more holistic and authentic writing assessments that typically only 
apply to my students. Moreover, as I argue that the kind of school and course-level assessments 
that Kevin and Joe describe are not the same kinds of assessments that get used in policy 
debates and thus somehow do not seem to “count,” I am again speaking from a perspective 
where what is valued is that which impacts higher level district, state, and federal literacy 
education policy. 
On the other hand, for the secondary members of our group, the community, tools, 
rules, and division of labor are very different. Specifically, in this case, the tools and rules of the 
secondary system played a particularly powerful role. The fact of the matter is that large-scale 
standardized assessments are a highly valued tool within the secondary system, and the rules of 




progress. Kathleen pointed to this very fact when she said “it’s impossible” to have authentic 
writing in a timed standardized assessment. Here she seems to suggest that from her 
perspective these kinds of assessments are a given, a kind of immutable tool within the system. 
In other words, the sentiment that seems to underlie her comment is that by virtue of being 
standardized these assessments cannot be made authentic, but because they are such valued 
tools within the secondary system and the use of them is legislated by the system’s rules, their 
presence and use seem nearly intractable. Additionally, the student community members which 
make up this system and the division of labor within it only serve to further reinforce the feeling 
that standardized assessments are inevitable. As secondary teachers who can concretely picture 
the wide range of writing skills and backgrounds their students represent, it is likely difficult to 
imagine a standardized assessment that would offer an authentic writing situation to such a 
diverse population. Moreover, even if they felt the development of such an assessment was 
possible, the division of labor within this system, which asks teachers to teach 100-150 students 
per semester in 5-8 classes, does not afford secondary teachers the time to develop or 
implement a more “authentic” kind of assessment, let alone advocate that it should be used on 
a large scale beyond their classroom or school. When I, for example, pose the question about 
“teachers in a school getting together and doing the assessing,” I seem wholly unaware that to 
suggest this approach to assessment immediately leaves secondary teachers faced with the 
question of who would assess these portfolios and when.  
Months later in her interview, Meg pointed to this same issue—standardized 
assessment—as a prime example of the ways our differing perspectives pose challenges to 
secondary and postsecondary collaborative advocacy. When asked about what role 
postsecondary teachers might play in supporting secondary teachers in advocacy, Meg 




of understanding on the part of postsecondary teachers regarding secondary teachers’ lived 
experiences and concerns. In terms of standardized assessment, she argued postsecondary 
teachers often do not seem to understand that, “sometimes you do actually have to worry 
about teaching to the test because you do actually have to teach the kids the skills that will 
make them successful and district assessments aren’t something that you should be angry 
about; you should actually acknowledge that there might be value in the skills that they want 
you to teach.” As further evidence to her point, she also reflected on a moment in a methods 
class during her teacher education program when she and another student presented a mock 
lesson on writing to the class. “I remember during the lesson that I mentioned part of the reason 
we were doing this was to help [others in the class] prepare for the district assessment because 
we want [them] to be successful.” When, after presenting, her professor’s “only feedback was, 
‘I’m really disappointed in you; that your rationale for the lesson was because it was going to be 
a district assessment’” she felt in that moment, “there was a bit of trust perhaps that got 
broken.” For her, this experience in her teacher education program served as early evidence 
specifically of postsecondary teacher’s different (and arguably sometimes problematic) 
perspective on assessment, and more generally as evidence of the divide between secondary 
and postsecondary concerns. She explained that this divide may be in part due to, what she 
describes as, postsecondary teachers’ tendency toward having a “sort of pie in the sky ideal” 
which has “not [been her] experience in the trenches.” During our group’s discussion of the ACT 
writing assessment, as the other teachers continued to point out their general lack of concern 
with the State’s use of the assessment and my insistence on it as an issue worthy of advocating 
to change, it is clear that I was precisely the kind of postsecondary “pie in the sky” thinker Meg 




While in retrospect it is clear that in this conversation (and others like it) our respective 
secondary and postsecondary activity systems strongly influenced the issues we saw as meriting 
our advocacy, none of us were consciously aware that our systems were at work in this way. 
While we might have realized our differing perspectives arose from our experiences teaching in 
secondary and postsecondary schools, we were most certainly not aware of the many complex 
and powerful ways the forces—tools, community, division of labor, and rules—within our 
teaching contexts were significantly influencing our thinking. While some experiences may have 
been specific to our group’s approach to collaborative advocacy, our group’s experiences 
broadly suggest that teacher-advocates’ secondary or postsecondary systems affect how they 
understand advocacy and what they want to advocate for. Entering cross-level collaborations 
with this in mind can enable us to be better prepared for the difficulties and opportunities these 
differences pose to our work together. Moreover, activity theory enables us to better 
understand the complex network of factors that make up these differences, thereby enabling us 
to have deeper and more explicit conversations about the unique set of influences and 
experiences we, as secondary and postsecondary educators, bring to a collaboration.  
To argue, however, that the diverse range of perspectives we bring to cross-level 
collaborations arise from only the differences between secondary and postsecondary systems is 
to oversimplify matters. The activity systems in which we participate are more diverse than 
labels of “secondary” and “postsecondary” would imply. In reality we all inhabit a unique 
constellation of activity systems based on our individual professional, educational, and personal 
lives that are constantly colliding and overlapping with others’ systems. In the next chapter, I 
illustrate how these unique system constellations also shape our approaches to cross-level 
collaborative advocacy, again specifically pointing to the ways in which they engender 





ARE WE “EVEN BATTING ON THE SAME TEAM?” HOW OUR ACTIVITY SYSTEM 
CONSTELLATIONS SHAPE OUR ADVOCACY 
 
When asked about moments that stood out to her throughout our work together, Meg 
eloquently reflected on a particular conversation in which she felt it was clear to her how 
different each of our perspectives were based on our teaching contexts and experiences. She 
remembered asking herself, “Our cities and districts, are they set up in a way that makes us each 
other's enemies, like clearly divides us into us versus them?” and is that “what made teacher 
advocacy so challenging?” Continuing to reflect, she added: 
And then I remember just feeling very discouraged. I don't remember how long I felt 
discouraged... I just remember thinking how do we solve this problem if we can't even 
bat on the same team? Like they're [the other group members] out fielding my 
grounders while I’m trying to make it to first base… So how do you overcome that? Then 
the problem felt too big even though we hadn't identified a problem and I was like, fuck, 
we're never going to identify a problem! 
 
Here Meg creates what is perhaps the best metaphor for activity systems and their effect on our 
advocacy efforts. Like the most chaotic baseball game ever played, our activity systems can lead 
us to each imagine the game in different ways, regularly switch teams in the middle of play, 
sometimes throw to third when the hitter was running for first base, and call balls that others 
are sure are strikes. While in the previous chapter I delineate the ways in which the broad 
differences in secondary and postsecondary activity systems can shape our approach to 
advocacy and our advocacy goals, the reality is, activity systems work in much more complicated 
and nuanced ways. The truth is, we all inhabit multiple activity systems simultaneously (beyond 
the broad distinction between secondary and postsecondary teaching systems) and these 
systems come together to form for each of us, what I call, our individual “activity system 
constellation.” In this chapter, after first providing a brief overview of each group member’s 




within these constellations across our involvement in the project. A close examination of a few 
key group conversations and participants’ interview reflections reveals the complex nature of 
system constellations, the ways they shape our perspectives on advocacy, and the ways they 
interact with the systems of other group members, sometimes overlapping with them and 
sometimes contradicting them. At times, these constellations of systems posed logistical 
barriers to our collaboration, making it difficult to persist in and prioritize the work, and 
influenced our individual approach to advocacy and our advocacy goals. Ultimately, as teacher-
scholars committed to collaborative advocacy, I argue activity theory helps us better understand 
and anticipate the challenges we may face, aids us in developing strategies for addressing these 
challenges, and enables us to better see the richness and opportunities embedded in the diverse 
experiences we bring with us to this work. 
PEOPLES’ “HISTOR[IES] OF INVOLVEMENTS AMONG MULTIPLE ACTIVITY SYSTEMS” AND THEIR 
EFFECTS ON COLLABORATIVE ADVOCACY 
Members of any given activity system also all belong to myriad other activity systems. 
Given this, activity theory has allowed scholars to conceptualize not just individual activity 
systems but also the many complex ways in which individuals interact within and across other 
activity systems. One way these complex interactions play out is in the development of both 
group and individual identities. That is, as Russell (1997) points out, because “[b]oth individuals 
and groups can be involved in multiple activity systems[,] Individual identity—the uniqueness of 
each individual—results from the intersection of the person’s history of involvements among 
multiple activity systems in combination with idiosyncratic factors” (510). Taken one step 
further, this means that each individual activity system is comprised of individuals—all of whom 




participated in the past and in which they continue to participate. Moreover, as Russell explains, 
activity systems “do not operate independently but interact—just as institutions interact in the 
lives of their participants—by leading and motivating participants to move, individually and 
collectively, in different directions” (512). In other words, an individual’s identity is, to some 
degree, shaped by the unique constellation of activity systems they inhabit. When an individual 
joins a new activity system, they bring with them the influences of all the other systems of which 
they are a part. Thus, not only do the individual’s existing activity systems influence the new 
activity system which they are joining, but those existing activity systems also pull the individual 
in myriad other directions that may or may not coincide with the activities in the new system.  
 In the case of our project, not only did each of the participants and I bring with us the 
influences of our broad secondary and postsecondary activity systems, but our individual 
approaches to advocacy were also significantly determined by the many other discrete activity 
systems in which we all participated. We each taught in unique school contexts, were involved 
with a range of extracurricular activities, engaged in various professional and community 
organizations, have varying degrees of graduate education in multiple fields, and have different 
family and social groups, all of which represent distinct activity systems. Throughout the 
project—as we worked to create an activity system of our own in which we could accomplish 
our advocacy goals—these other activity systems at play in our lives were always present, 
shaping our individual approaches to advocacy, and colliding and overlapping with one another. 
Moreover each of these systems was constantly competing for our time and energy, challenging 
our ability to simply persist in this work, let alone set it as a priority. In what follows, I outline 
some of the ways each of our unique constellations of activity systems created not only basic 




impact on how we imagined advocacy and what issues we wanted to address through that 
advocacy.  
Participants’ Activity System Constellations 
While the majority of this chapter focuses on the ways in which participants’ activity 
system constellations affected our work together, I outline each group member’s constellation 
below, highlighting the systems in which they participated regularly across the span of the 
project or which proved particularly influential on their approach to our project. Each 
participants’ constellation as described includes either the systems in which they self-reported 
participating or those which they explicitly referenced during our meetings. In order to 
underscore the complexity of these constellations and the variety of shapes they can take from 
one individual to the next, for the first two participants, Kathleen and Joe, I provide narrative 
description as well as a visual representation of their respective constellations. For the 
remaining participants I provide only narrative descriptions of their systems in this chapter with 
a corresponding diagram of each participant’s constellation located in Appendix C. 
Kathleen 
Kathleen was involved with the most complex network of systems over the course of 
the project, including secondary teaching in two separate schools and districts, university 
teaching, working toward her doctorate, and maintaining significant involvement in several 
professional organizations. During the first year of the project, Kathleen taught “behavior 
intervention” Spanish I part-time at Eden Middle School, in the same district as Kevin, where she 
also worked on developing the district’s strategic plan. While located in the suburban, relatively 
socioeconomically privileged district, Eden Middle School draws students from the district’s 




receiving free/reduced lunch)12. After experiencing frustration with district and school 
administration and a lack of teacher support, in the second year of our project Kathleen began a 
new position teaching Spanish, French, and Japanese at West End Middle School, one of two 
middle schools in a nearby suburban socioeconomically privileged and racially homogeneous 
district where 87% of students are white and only 18% receive free/reduced lunch. In addition 
to her secondary teaching activity systems, throughout the project Kathleen was also the only 
group member to maintain constant participation in a postsecondary activity system as a 
doctoral candidate in Education Leadership and Administration, enrolling in one to two courses 
each semester at a local liberal arts university. Furthermore, during the 18 months of the project 
Kathleen also taught undergraduate modern languages methods courses at another local liberal 
arts university. As will become clear, in addition to these systems, Kathleen’s ongoing 
involvement in several professional and political organizations also significantly affected her 
approach to advocacy. After having served two years as a Fulbright English Teaching (ETA) 
Assistant in Spain, Kathleen remained very active in the Fulbright organization both at the local 
and national level. Through her work as a Fulbright ETA, Kathleen also began working with the 
United Nations and during the project served on the board of the local state division of the 
United Nations. While Fulbright and the United Nations are perhaps two of Kathleen’s most 
influential professional organization activity systems, throughout the project she was also 
consistently active within the State Education Technology Association, the State International 
Language Association, the State Education Association (union), and NCTE. Finally, alongside 
these many professional activity systems, Kathleen is also a member of a church, an activity 
 
12 All school and district data were obtained from the State Department of Education’s “Education Profile” 
pages. However in order to protect participants’ anonymity, individual school and district pages will not 




system which we will see also shaped her approach to advocacy. Figure 3.1 provides a visual 
representation of the many systems in which Kathleen participates. 
 
Joe 
 Joe, the most veteran teacher among us, taught in Riverside Public Schools, a city-wide 
district that serves both Riverside’s urban and suburban areas. Joe’s school, Jackson High, sits on 
the city’s east side and serves a significantly racially homogeneous and socioeconomically 
privileged student population and boasts the city’s highest percentage of students formally 
labeled as “gifted.” During the semester Joe participated in the project, he taught Differentiated 
English 9 (“honors”) and a Banned Books course, as well as sponsoring the school’s Letter 




Writing and Bicycle clubs. In addition to his role as a teacher, Joe served as the English 
department head, a role that occasionally took him out of the school activity system and 
involved him in district-wide curriculum and administrative systems. Years earlier, Joe also 
received his M.A. in Composition, Rhetoric, and Plains Literature from the same State University 
located in Riverside. More important however, at least in terms of Joe’s perspectives on 
advocacy, seemed to be his involvement with the state’s NWP site and C3WP. As a long time 
Writing Project participant, facilitator of several summer institutes, and State Board member, 
Joe’s involvement in this series of Writing Project-related activity systems clearly affected his 
understanding of advocacy, especially in terms of how he conceived of strategies for advocacy. 
For a visual representation of these systems and their relationship to one another, see Figure 
3.213.  
 
13 Systems within gray striped circles represent those in which participants participated in the past but 






 Like Kathleen, Meg found herself beginning a new teaching position in the second year 
of our project and was the only other group member to teach at a middle school. Unlike 
Kathleen, however, Meg remained in the same city-wide district, Riverside Public Schools 
(where Joe also taught). When our work together began, Meg taught eighth grade English and 
ran a “pull-out” writing support center (based on the writing center model) at Fox Middle 
School, a small, somewhat racially diverse Title I school with a highly mobile student population. 
Frustrated with the school’s administration and professional atmosphere, in the second year of 
the project she made the move to Ryan High School, a more racially homogeneous (73% white) 




and socioeconomically diverse school where she taught AP Language and Composition, English 
10, and Yearbook. In spite of her professional move from a middle to a high school activity 
system, Meg continued to identify, in part, as a middle school teacher and her participation in 
this system heavily shaped her thoughts on advocacy throughout the project. During the first 
year of the project (while at Fox) Meg also participated in a University-sponsored program that 
brought together secondary teachers and college instructors in order to link their respective 
classrooms and collaboratively develop curriculum intended to support students in creating 
meaningful public writing and community engagement projects. As part of this program, for one 
semester Meg collaborated with a university instructor and connected one of her eighth grade 
English classes with a university composition class. Meg also counted NCTE among the sites of 
her professional involvement. In addition to her current professional activity systems, Meg was 
also involved with several influential past activity systems, including her experiences in the 
postsecondary system where she spent the year following her undergraduate English degree 
completing her teaching credentials as part of a one-year English Education MA program. 
Similarly, while not a system in which Meg participated during the project, she cited her work as 
a consultant in the University’s Writing Center during her undergraduate and graduate program 
as influential to her approach to advocacy. Finally, beyond her involvement with these past and 
present professional activity systems, church and the photography business she ran on the side 
were significant activity systems in Meg’s life during the project.  
Annabelle  
Annabelle, like Meg, taught at a Title I school within Riverside Public Schools. Much like 
the middle school where Meg taught, Annabelle’s high school, Riverside High, is a Title I school 
with the district’s most mobile student population. In addition to having a racially and ethnically 




Baccalaureate program and the city’s largest program for English Language Learners, with 30 
different languages spoken by students (Strauss 2018). During her time participating in the 
project, Annabelle taught several sections of a Reading Investigations class and English 10 
Adjusted (both “remedial” level classes) in addition to founding and running the high school’s 
Reading Support Center. Throughout Annabelle’s involvement in the project, it was extremely 
evident that her experiences in this activity system and in particular with the student 
community members she taught, were extraordinarily influential in her approach to our 
advocacy work. Finally, in addition to her professional teaching activity system, like Kathleen 
and Meg, Annabelle’s church was an important activity system in her life at the time.  
Christina 
Along with Meg and Annabelle, Christina taught in Riverside Public Schools, but at the 
city’s newest high school, Barkley High. While not a Title I school, like Riverside High, Barkley 
also serves a racially diverse, fairly mobile, relatively lower-income (with 55.5% of students 
receiving free and reduced lunch) student population. While she was participating in the project, 
Christina, like Annabelle, taught a Reading Investigations class, as well as English 9 and English 9 
Differentiated (an “honors” course). During the first year of the project, Christina also 
participated in the same collaborative Secondary/University teaching project as Meg. As part of 
this program, during the spring semester she and a university composition instructor each linked 
one of their classes to the other’s. Also much like Meg and Annabelle, Christina’s experiences in 
her school activity system, particularly with her students, seemed to have a significant impact on 





In spite of living in Riverside, Kevin commuted an hour east to Columbus where he 
taught in the same suburban district as Kathleen in her first year, Eden Public Schools. One of 
Eden’s three large high schools, Eden West, where Kevin taught, serves a racially homogeneous 
and socioeconomically privileged student population. Along with teaching English 11, Advanced 
Placement (AP) Language and Composition, Contemporary Literature, and Creative Writing, 
Kevin also served as the school’s assistant theater director, a role which not only meant he was 
engaged in a sub-activity system within the school, but also led him to participate in two larger 
systems outside of the school, the State Thespian Society Festival and the International Thespian 
Society Festival. While not currently connected to a postsecondary activity system, in the past 
Kevin had earned 15 graduate credit hours in English and education. Some of these credit hours 
came from his regular participation in the State’s National Writing Project (NWP) site and the 
College, Career, and Community Writers Project (C3WP). Additionally, he maintained a strong 
relationship with his school’s State Education Association (union) representative and the union 
itself, an activity system which he drew on heavily throughout our work together.  
Nicole 
Finally, I was the only group member to participate in only a postsecondary activity 
system. As a doctoral candidate in an English department at a Research I flagship state 
university, my activity systems revolved heavily around both my roles as an instructor and 
assistant administrator, and my role as a graduate student. As an instructor in the English 
department, I taught a range of first-year and advanced composition courses. Like Meg and 
Christina, as part of my teaching, I participated in the secondary/university collaboration 
program and for one semester linked my advanced composition course on literacy with a high 




of the University’s Writing Center and the Assistant Director of the Writing Fellows program, 
positions which both engaged me in the activity system of the Writing Center, but more 
significantly connected me to larger institutional activity systems within the University, as I 
worked with higher level administrators and faculty from other departments. In addition to my 
professional roles, as a graduate student I was learning how to engage in the larger professional 
disciplinary activity systems of composition and English education. On the most basic (and 
perhaps abstract) level, I was engaging with these systems through the courses I was taking in 
composition and teacher education, the scholarship I was reading, and the texts I was learning 
to write. Additionally, my participation in national professional organizations like the Conference 
on College Composition and Communication (CCCC), NCTE, the conference on English Language 
Arts Teacher Education (ELATE), and the International Writing Centers Association not only 
started to shape my understanding of the larger disciplinary activity systems, but became 
activity systems within themselves. As part of my involvement in CCCC, for example, I also 
participated in the Committee on Disability Issues in College Composition and the English 
Education/Composition Special Interest Group, both sub-activity systems embedded within the 
larger CCCC system. Both my administrative work and the subsequent broader institutional 
systems it connected me with and my participation in these national professional activity 
systems proved to be powerful influences on how I approached our project.  
The profiles I have sketched out here, of the unique constellation of activity systems we 
each inhabited, only represent a portion of the many professional and personal activity systems, 
both in our past and present, that shaped our work together. My descriptions of these activity 
system constellations and their accompanying figures fail to adequately capture the many 
complex relationships that exist among each of the systems that make up our individual 




activity system constellations is necessary in order to understand some of the ways in which 
these systems came together in complicated ways to shape our thinking and place demands on 
our time and energy. While these diverse constellations often served as an asset to our work—
enabling us to connect to a range of outside resources and allowing each of us to bring unique 
expertise to the work—they are also especially important in understanding the challenges we 
faced in developing a shared vision for advocacy and arriving at a collective advocacy project.  
 
“A lot of sacrifices [were] involved”: Logistical Challenges and Barriers to Persistence Posed by 
Individuals’ Activity System Constellations 
Perhaps the most obvious barriers to collaborative advocacy are the logistical ones 
posed by everyone’s involvement in multiple activity systems simultaneously. These difficulties 
include issues such as scheduling a mutually agreeable time for meeting, having time to work on 
the project outside of group meetings, and simply finding the time and energy to persist in the 
project after long days of teaching. On the most rudimentary level, with participants teaching in 
two different districts (and three once Kathleen began her new job in the second year), two 
universities, and six separate middle and high schools, simply scheduling meetings around such 
a range of district and school calendars became a challenge. For example, identifying a week in 
March in which we could meet proved difficult as we tried to manage two districts’ and one 
university’s spring break schedules (none of which fell during the same week), and my obligation 
to travel for a conference. In addition to these scheduling barriers, some participants found their 
primary teaching activity system placed increasing demands on their time and energy, making it 
difficult for them to prioritize our work together. For instance, Christina, who had to step away 




course [she] taught changed” and she had “a higher number of honors classes,” both of which 
required more work and more time spent on preparation and grading. Thus, with her teaching 
activity system drawing so heavily on her time, Christina felt she no longer had the time or 
energy to contribute to the project. Similarly, when asked about the challenges she felt we faced 
as a group, Meg captured the more general way each of our primary teaching systems pulled us 
in different directions, leaving participants with not only little time, but little energy to devote to 
the project. She explained that “we all wanted to be there and we all wanted to be present but 
it's really hard to be present at anything when you've spent 8 or 9 hours surrounded by children 
and teenagers… [and, moreover,] we would meet after school often [and] I personally know that 
mentally and physically I am exhausted when I go home at night at 3:30.” For Meg, and I think 
for others, the immense amount of energy our teaching systems require of us, made it “difficult 
[to be] engaged and present” even when we wanted to be.  
 In addition to the obligations created by our primary teaching activity systems, group 
members also felt pulled in myriad directions by their many other activity systems. Kathleen 
perhaps highlighted this issue best when she identified “time” as the greatest challenge we 
faced as a group. During her interview she reflected on the difficulties posed by the fact that we 
were all “in different districts and [were all] wearing several hats,” and we are also “parents, we 
are getting professional degrees ourselves, [and] we’re sponsors of extracurricular activities.” As 
Kathleen recognized here, these and others were all systems that demanded group members’ 
time and energy, leaving less of both for our advocacy work together. As we discussed the 
future of the advocacy group during his interview, Kevin too underscored the way other systems 
drew him away from our work together. Reflecting on the group’s next steps, Kevin explained 
that he had considered planning another Happy Hour gathering. “I [was] like ‘eh, maybe I could’ 




and we start rehearsing for our next play the Tuesday next. Aah!’” “If somebody else were to 
[plan a Happy Hour], I'd be like ‘YES! I'll be there! I'll promote it!’” For him, though, the 
challenge was feeling “reluctant to take the reins myself because I don't want to commit time 
and energy more than I already have, with all the other priorities I have.” While Kevin was 
always willing to make time for group meetings and even research and writing outside of these 
meetings, here he points to the difference in time and energy necessary to take a leadership 
role in the group.  
Although Kathleen did not talk specifically about taking on a leadership position, as she 
reflected on the challenges the group faced, she emphasized that she felt “we gave a lot and I 
think there was also a lot of sacrifice involved with [participating in the group].” For Joe, who 
had to step away from the group in December of our first year, these “sacrifices: of time and 
energy” became too great. “I did it with a heavy heart,” said Joe, as he explained why he had to 
leave the group, “but my job as chair kicks up third quarter into fourth quarter and I couldn't 
agree to do the research and take on these projects and do that part of my job and do them [all] 
well. Having taken on too much before, I just saw that coming and I was like, I can't. And I was 
sick about it!” In each of these instances, Kevin, Kathleen, and Joe draw attention to the ways in 
which professional and other activity systems often make it difficult for teachers to take 
leadership roles in advocacy efforts, not to mention how simply being involved with them can 
require a “sacrifice.” I would argue Kathleen’s use of the term “sacrifice” is not inconsequential. 
While there are undoubtedly benefits to participating in advocacy efforts (which I will examine 
in depth in the next chapter), by describing participants’ involvement in the advocacy group as a 
“sacrifice,” Kathleen highlights the ways in which teachers’ participation in advocacy-based 
activity systems necessarily requires the giving up of time, energy, and involvement in other 




alone teachers’ participation in other activity systems, and the additional time and energy 
necessary for advocacy, poses one of the biggest barriers to teacher advocacy in general and 
especially to cross-level and cross-institutional collaborative advocacy. As evidenced by many of 
the participants’ involvement in complex constellations of activity systems, the problem of 
available time and energy is further compounded by the fact that the teachers who are most 
interested and invested in advocacy work are also often those who already hold other 
leadership positions and are participating in many other personal and professional activity 
systems. This issue creates further challenges for advocacy group leadership because (as Kevin 
pointed out) those who are able to participate in an advocacy group in some capacity may not 
have the time or energy to take on a leadership position due to the obligations of their many 
other activity systems. Thus, sustainability becomes one of the greatest barriers to teacher-led 
advocacy efforts. That is, with teacher advocates pulled in so many directions by a multitude of 
activity systems, and the consequential limits on time and energy available particularly for 
leadership work, it becomes difficult to create the momentum necessary to develop longer-
lasting proactive advocacy groups.  
“LIMIT[ING] INJUSTICE,” “THOUGHT ADVOCACY,” AND “A TOP-DOWN VIEW”: EFFECTS OF 
INDIVIDUALS’ ACTIVITY SYSTEM CONSTELLATIONS ON DEFINITIONS OF ADVOCACY 
Just as our activity system constellations pulled on each of us, demanding our time and 
energy in unique ways, each of these systems also shaped our understanding of and approach to 
advocacy. As these constellations are comprised of not just the activity systems in which we 
participated at the time of the project, but also those from our past, these past systems too 
proved influential to our approaches to advocacy. In this section, by drawing on both 




systems reverberated in our minds, continuing to shape our thinking during the project. 
Moreover, I further highlight the ways in which our involvement in our current systems led us to 
imagine advocacy as located in a range of contexts and directed at multiple audiences, 
including: within our classrooms and schools, intended for parents and community members, 
through existing organizations and structures, or by way of research and the development of 
new structures.  
Effects of Past Activity Systems Experiences on Definitions of Advocacy 
Long before we began working together, our past activity systems worked to shape how 
we conceptualized advocacy years. The impact of these past systems became particularly 
evident through my interviews at the study’s end with Kevin, Meg, and Kathleen when I asked 
them to reflect on what life experiences had shaped how they thought about advocacy now. For 
Kevin, while only in his recent past, his experience the previous summer with the C3WP 
initiative proved to be highly influential in how he came to conceive of advocacy. The C3WP 
argument institute, he explained, provided him with a new understanding of “how students can 
actually do things that influence their own communities….Thinking about having students focus 
their argumentation writing toward meaningful change in the communities they live in, then 
naturally means that I need to change how I model my writing into making meaningful change in 
the community.” More generally and abstractly, however, he also shared that over the course of 
his life he feels as though he has undergone a personal “evolution” from “a position that was 
much more sort of individualistic and bootstrappy… to a position that is more empathetic and 
sort of anarcho-socialistic.” Through this evolution, which he credits to his experiences, “both 
teaching and taking classes and… thinking about the world more carefully,” Kevin explained that 




Thus, Kevin’s experiences in his classroom and with professional development groups like NWP 
came together with his general life experiences to partially shape his perspective of what 
advocacy looked like.  
 In contrast to Kevin who focused most on how his recent experiences had shaped his 
approach to advocacy, Meg cited her involvement with her church during her childhood and 
teenage years as significantly formative in terms of how she now imagined advocacy. For her, 
her foundation for advocacy came from an idea instilled in her “from a young age” by her church 
that “if you are in a position where you can give either of your time or of your resources” you 
should do so. Later, while working for several years in the University’s Writing Center during her 
bachelor’s and master’s degree programs, Meg felt she deepened and honed her conception of 
advocacy, building on the initial understanding she had developed through church participation 
when she was younger. By “meeting people at the Writing Center who were interested in social 
justice,” said Meg, she “broaden[ed her] idea of doing something for the greater good and what 
[advocacy] could look like and that advocacy could be more than just distribution of resources 
or wealth.” Based on her work in the Writing Center, she came to understand that advocacy 
could also be “working toward some sort of... scholarly objectives,” adding that it could be “like 
thought advocacy.” For Meg, while she no longer participated in either the advocacy systems of 
her home church or her University’s Writing Center, each of these systems had a significant 
impact on how she continued to approach advocacy in her professional life and during our work 
together.  
 Like Meg, Kathleen saw her experiences and the systems in which she participated as a 
child as heavily influencing her current approach to advocacy. Kathleen, however, described her 
early influences in more concrete terms, explaining that she “attended a one-room schoolhouse 




rural schools and districts, Kathleen remembered, “making trips to the [state] Capital” in 
elementary school because “we had to go fight to keep one room schools open.” This meant, for 
Kathleen, her advocacy efforts “started at a very young age” and included lobbying to state 
lawmakers, even though, as she explained, “I just didn’t necessarily know what it [advocacy] was 
called.” Years later, building on her early experiences with lobbying, Kathleen pursued further 
educational advocacy opportunities through her work with the Fulbright organization and the 
United Nations’ Global Classrooms Europe program. She explained, “I’ve actually been to the UN 
buildings in New York City and Geneva, Switzerland,” experiences which, she supposed, led her 
to develop “a top-down view of advocacy.”  
 Like both Meg and Kathleen, my earliest memories of advocacy are rooted in my 
childhood, but in a more personal context. From elementary through high school, I can 
remember parents and special education teachers relentlessly encouraging and coaching me to 
become a better “self-advocate” for my educational needs. With a significant visual impairment, 
my parents and vision specialists felt it was critical I develop an awareness of what I needed in 
order to gain access to equitable educational opportunities. They committed themselves to 
teaching me to articulate these needs and argue for my right to access opportunities. These 
early lessons in advocating to my teachers for my educational needs provided me with a 
foundation for speaking up to those in power, however, like Kathleen, I too would have never 
thought to name this work as advocacy. It wasn’t until years later, as an adult, that I would 
engage in what I considered my first “real” advocacy efforts, when, as part of a national award, I 
traveled to Washington DC and was given the opportunity to speak with policymakers, including 
the Undersecretary of Education, congressional policy advisors, and lobbyists about special 




state legislative hearings. Each of these experiences has led me, again much like Kathleen, to 
imagine advocacy from a top-down perspective and as directed at systemic structures.  
Our participation in these diverse past activity systems laid the foundations for each of 
us to develop slightly differing understandings of what advocacy looks like. These prior 
experiences, combined with the individual activity system constellations in which we each 
participated at the time of the project brought us to imagine our advocacy work together in 
slightly different ways. As we grappled with identifying a shared advocacy project (the objective 
we saw as our primary goal from the beginning), we were unaware that at the root of these 
challenges was our struggle to imagine advocacy in the same way, let alone that our differing 
perspectives were affected by our involvement in our past activity systems.  
Localized Classroom- and School-Based Advocacy 
Perhaps even more than the ghosts of our past activity systems, the systems we actively 
engaged in during our work together proved to be powerful influences on our respective 
approaches to advocacy. For several of the group members whose work was primarily at the 
secondary level, advocacy occurred first and foremost in their classrooms and schools. While I 
highlight this in Chapter 2, here it is worth noting that participants’ specific approaches to their 
classroom- and school-based advocacy was highly dependent on the characteristics of their 
particular school activity system. For instance, both Joe and Kevin, who taught at relatively high 
resource schools, described their advocacy in pedagogical terms and as based in their efforts to 
expose students to particular ideas. In Joe’s case, after abstractly describing his understanding 
of advocacy as “trying to get people to advocate for belief systems” he explained that in 
concrete terms this “happens for [him] through teaching, through sort of introducing ways to 




problems.” Kevin, who worked in a demographically similar teaching context to Joe, also 
emphasized that “it’s pretty easy to change things in the classroom and to get students to 
recognize that they have power, but it's pretty hard to get an administrative culture in a building 
to respond to needs that they don't perceive as crises.” For Kevin, too, advocacy started at the 
classroom level, with his goal as a teacher being “the empowerment of young people. 
Specifically, he explained, he works “to get students to see the world as a place where they have 
a voice and will come to inherit and inhabit a position where they'll have more of a voice.”  
 Meg, on the other hand, highlighted an experience and approach to school and 
classroom-based advocacy that is likely common, especially among teachers at schools similar to 
Fox. While I am sure she would also be a proponent of the kind of pedagogical advocacy Joe and 
Kevin named, Meg highlighted in her responses how student-centered advocacy for her and her 
colleagues often involved direct support of students’ basic needs. When asked about how her 
colleagues reacted when she discussed our project with them, she felt that while many of her 
colleagues were supportive of her advocacy work, most felt it was too abstract or too much to 
take on in addition to the immediate concerns they faced with their students. From her 
perspective, Meg felt that “the people [she] was surrounded with at [Fox, a Title I middle school] 
were just so exhausted and so focused on their personal advocacy efforts on the part of 
students that they couldn’t conceptualize something that was outside of the building because 
the work that we were doing there was so urgent and so pressing.” For her colleagues, imagined 
Meg, their primary concerns were “the kids that would go home and wouldn’t have electricity 
and they wouldn’t have food,” and so “the only advocacy work that matters in the moment [is] 
getting the kid a box of cereal to take home so that they had dinner for them and their siblings.” 
For many teachers, myself included, advocacy logically starts in our classrooms with advocating 




those who teach high need student populations, immediate school and classroom-based 
advocacy does not always mean advocating for ways of thinking or even for a particular 
students’ needs within the school context; it means doing things to help students fulfill their 
basic needs both within and outside of the school day. For these teachers, as Meg astutely 
highlights, based on their involvement in high needs school activity systems, there are few 
resources, and little time or energy left at the end of the day to commit to broader, larger-scale, 
or systemic advocacy.  
Parent and Community Advocacy 
Moving slightly beyond the immediate school and classroom context, most of us in the 
group also conceived of our work as involving advocating to parents and/or community 
members. As we all agreed that parents and general community members are often better 
heard by policymakers, the goal of such parent- and community-directed advocacy would be 
developing allies who would in turn add their voices to those of teachers and share in 
advocating with us to the decision makers. However, though most of us considered advocating 
to parents and community members, how we imagined such advocacy was surprisingly different 
based on our experiences in our respective activity systems. A conversation that took place 
during our January meeting and starting with a discussion of a recent city tax hike passed to 
support schools powerfully illustrates our range of perspectives. Between bites of caramel-
dipped apple slices, we discussed how to better understand the way education policy decisions 
get made at the state and district level. Meg pointed out that while she agreed “it's important to 
be in communication with those important stakeholders,” she was also concerned with the 
negative reaction of the general public to education-related issues like tax increases to support 




do] is educating the public about what it is that teachers do, because it's different from sitting in 
a classroom.” Encouraging us to consider not just advocacy directed at policymakers, but also 
the importance of advocating to parents and the public, she asked us, “How could we also make 
teacher voices be heard publicly in a way that would influence legislation if we cannot be at a 
hearing?" Here, when she raises the issue of the public outrage over tax hikes to support 
schools, it is meant as only one example of the public’s sometimes negative perception of 
education as a whole and proof of why we should consider the necessity of advocating to the 
public. 
In response to Meg’s point, Kevin suggested that “our students’ parents would pay more 
in property taxes for their kids' teachers,” but the challenge is that when thinking about 
education more generally, members of the public oppose paying more in property taxes. 
Though in his response, it seems Kevin’s intent was to agree with what he understood to be 
Meg’s—the issue of the public resisting tax raises for schools—he misses her primary argument 
about advocating to the public. Moreover, by suggesting parents would support higher taxes for 
their kids’ teachers, he draws on his experience in a higher income, suburban school activity 
system. 
 Unwittingly acknowledging the impact of activity system differences, Meg was quick to 
point out, "It depends on where you are at.” From her experience teaching at a Title I middle 
school with a highly mobile student population, she disagreed with Kevin’s point. “My students’ 
parents would absolutely not support property tax hikes for their school,” she argued. “They 
wouldn't do it. They don't quite grasp everything that school provides for their child, if that 
makes sense, like free breakfast, free lunch, free after school care.”  
Annabelle then added that while she didn’t feel her students’ parents would say they 




children would say, yes, that is “reasonable and does make logical sense.” Here, Annabelle 
seems able to find a middle ground between Meg and Kevin’s points because, while, like Meg, 
she taught in a Title I school, her school also served as the site of the city’s only international 
baccalaureate program, thus drawing a range of students from across the city and making her 
student population more socioeconomically and geographically diverse than Meg’s students. 
The difference in the makeup of the community members in her school activity system seems to 
have allowed her to see a middle ground between Kevin and Meg’s perspectives, enabling her to 
imagine that while her students’ parents might be opposed to higher taxes, theoretically they 
would see the value in supporting their children’s education through tax money.  
While Meg, Kevin, and Annabelle considered the kinds of advocacy that parents would 
be open to, I jumped in, adding a theoretical perspective. Always quick to contribute ideas 
based on what I read, remembering research from both Cathy Fleischer’s (2000) Teachers 
Organizing for Change (an excerpt of which we had read together as a group) and McCann et 
al.’s (2005) Supporting Beginning English Teachers, I added that research suggests, “if you want 
specific change, teachers really need to work with parents and with the general public because 
legislators will listen to parents over teachers.” I explained “there’s research that says, in 
general, when we’re training teachers—like early career teachers and doing teacher 
development—that teachers need to be taught to better articulate not just what they do in their 
classrooms but why they do it,” adding, “as I read those things and contextualized the examples 
they’ve given, typically the work around trying to work with parents is about a particular topic or 
issue,” rather than being a more general advocacy effort. In this moment not only do I shift the 
focus of the conversation again, but my thinking is clearly shaped by my role as a graduate 




system and without children of my own to link me to the “parent community,” my primary way 
of conceptualizing this kind of advocacy was literally by way of “what the research says.”  
Then, following a short discussion about a local organization that does more generalized 
advocacy around the value of public schools and is directed at the public more broadly, Kathleen 
brought the conversation back to public advocacy. “I completely agree,” she said, “I think we 
shouldn't forget about the public perception… [and] I think as we research this [it’s important], 
that we're not leaving out a means of telling our story." Here, like me, Kathleen seems to think 
of advocacy somewhat in terms of research, but for her it takes the form of the investigative 
research we might do as a group rather than a reference to existing scholarship. In highlighting 
the role of research in our work and its potential relationship to community advocacy, Kathleen 
speaks from her perspective as a graduate student within a postsecondary activity system 
wherein ample research and study of an issue before acting on it is highly valued. 
In the end, Annabelle suggested that our advocacy efforts might be to “establish a 
general framework for reaching out to the public.” Before her idea gained traction, though, 
someone else responded by raising a specific concern in relation to advocating to parents in 
their own personal context. This conversation highlights how each of us unconsciously 
approached parent and community advocacy from slightly different angles based on our unique 
activity system perspectives. As will become evident later in this chapter, these perspectives not 
only affected how we imagined advocacy, but also made it difficult for us to recognize a 
potential advocacy goal we might share (like that which Annabelle suggests here).  
Advocacy Through Existing Organizations and Structures 
In addition to school and parent-/community-based advocacy, based on our activity 




institutional structures. For instance, in Joe’s, Kevin’s, and my cases, one way we both imagined 
advocacy was through testimony to the State legislature regarding proposed bills. As Joe said in 
our December meeting as we discussed our individual advocacy interests, “my head’s pretty 
much going to be in the bills…; I’ve blocked off everything from the White House in the last few 
months so that I can focus on the bills in the State.” Later during the same meeting, as we 
discussed how to help teachers have their voices proactively heard by state policymakers, Kevin 
also raised the issue of legislative advocacy. He specifically referenced the challenges teachers 
face in testifying at state legislative education committee hearings because of the limited annual 
leave days they are allotted in their contracts. Pointing out that each district in the state has 
different leave policies, Kevin asked if our advocacy might involve “getting the [State], through 
whatever mechanisms are out there, to create a space if a certified teacher travels and spends 
time to testify on a bill before the education committee that [this missed teaching day would 
be] a day that does not count against health or personal leave?” Here, while Kevin does not 
directly propose legislative advocacy, his concern for teachers’ ability to access this kind of 
advocacy reveals that this is one way in which he imagines advocacy. Similarly, in my case 
throughout the first several months of our work together, I often referenced legislative issues. I 
distinctly recall, for a very long time, primarily imagining advocacy as involving testimony and 
lobbying to legislators both at hearings for bills and through private meetings with policymakers. 
For Joe and Kevin, their interest in legislative advocacy likely emerged from their involvement in 
our local National Writing Project site. Joe’s experience as one of the co-facilitators for both a 
“Civic Engagement” and “Pedagogy and Politics” summer institute through NWP and Kevin’s 
recent involvement in the C3WP initiative may have primed them to see formal structures, like 
the legislature, as a site of advocacy and encouraged them to think of the tools available to 




systems would not allow them access to verbal testimony). In my case, I was drawn to advocacy 
through formal legislative structures due to my previous experience with these activity systems. 
Years earlier, my brief experience lobbying to policymakers on Capitol Hill and my more recent 
experiences testifying on bills to the State Legislature’s education committee had left me with 
the strong impression that this was primarily what advocacy looked like.  
 In addition to legislative advocacy, for Joe, advocating by way of his position as a 
department head within his school and district was his most prominent paradigm for imagining 
advocacy. Multiple times throughout his interview Joe talked about his work as a department 
chair, highlighting how his role within the department, school, and district activity systems both 
provides him with a means of advocacy and shapes his approach to it. Within his school Joe saw 
the existing structures that surrounded his role as a department chair as a primary means of 
“advocating [to] our administrators for best practices for students [and] also for our new 
teachers.” Moreover, he felt his position as department chair (along with the other chairs in his 
school) necessarily involved “advocating for the future of our building while looking clearly at 
the problems and issues that we have now.” On a larger scale, Joe said that “as a department 
chair in the district, my role is to advocate for proper English curriculum” which means “working 
with my teachers to try to advocate for what they believe is just for their students without 
watering things down too much.” Joe’s position within his school and district as a department 
chair offered him access to preexisting established routes for advocacy—routes that he saw 
himself regularly using. His experience as a department chair within his district and school 
activity systems likely helped him develop confidence in his role as an advocate within 
established bureaucratic structures and further encouraged him to imagine advocacy as taking 




 Rather than focusing on existing school and district-created structures as a means for 
advocacy, Kevin appeared to highly value the State Education Association (SEA) and the role it 
has traditionally played in education advocacy. Throughout our group meetings, as we struggled 
to develop a shared understanding of our advocacy goals, Kevin routinely drew connections to 
the SEA, researching and explaining what types and means of advocacy the teachers’ union 
typically engage in and raising questions about how our work would be unique from that already 
done by the SEA. During one particular meeting, for example, as we tried to find a direction for 
our work, Annabelle suggested that for teachers to make their voices heard, “we need to know 
what our most practical and effective entry point is to be in this conversation at all.”  
“From where I sit, I think that that pathway exists,” Kevin replied, going on to explain 
“We have district education association membership in our buildings who are tied to the state 
education association who have already authored policies from the perspective of the education 
association or statements about bills before the legislature.” In other words, while Annabelle 
thought of helping teachers find the most effective point of entry into policy discussions and 
decision making as one means of advocacy, Kevin felt the Education Association already 
provided information on this and a means for teachers to enter the conversation through the 
SEA’s existing organizational structures. At another meeting, in December, as we again 
discussed the possibility of researching a means for having teachers’ voices heard by 
policymakers on a more regular basis, Kevin again asked, “how is what we’re proposing different 
than what SEA already has in place?” Realizing how little I knew about the SEA led me to ask 
Kevin what role the SEA plays in advocacy. “You can subscribe to the SEA legislative update,” 
explained Kevin, so anytime there’s a bill that comes out of the Education committee that [SEA] 
thinks is important, you can get that email.” The website also offers features to help teachers 




conversation’s end, when Kathleen agreed that in order to have teachers’ voices preemptively 
heard as policy is being developed, we would “need to get teachers a seat at the table,” Kevin 
agreed by again reiterating that to do so would “necessarily involve working with SEA and giving 
a teacher FTE to work for SEA.” Kevin’s repeated references to the SEA and his ongoing concern 
over whether what our group was proposing was different from what the SEA already offered 
highlight how strongly his connection to the SEA activity system affected his understanding of 
how advocacy might happen. For him, it seems, any larger-scale systemic advocacy almost 
necessarily happened exclusively through the channels already offered by the Union. Even 
months later, as we developed the website, Kevin became the group’s primary connection with 
the SEA, interviewing his building representative, researching how and when the SEA takes 
positions on policy, and authoring the section of the website that explains this. Kevin’s deep 
understanding of the SEA highlights not only the ways our activity systems can shape our 
approaches to advocacy, but also the value in having members with a diversity of system 
connections. While his knowledge of the SEA sometimes meant he raised points that presented 
a challenge to our efforts to collectively conceptualize advocacy, without Kevin and his 
connection to the SEA we also would have never known the depth of the SEA’s work and would 
have run the risk of repeating their efforts.  
 Like Kevin, because of her involvement with a wide range of state and national 
professional organizations’ systems, Kathleen also imagined established organizations and the 
structures they provide as potential pathways for advocacy. During nearly every meeting in 
which she participated, Kathleen drew on her experiences with various state-level professional 
organizations (e.g., the state school administrators association, the state international languages 
association, etc.), the State Department of Education, the SEA, or the Fulbright and United 




get “our voices to the table” by connecting our work with that of the State Council of School 
Administrators (SCSA) “because they seem to have more influence.” Drawing on her own 
connections to this group she even suggested we might consider working with a particular SCSA 
member “who does all that work with the legislature” because “even though he's part of the 
school administrators governing body,” he might “be in charge of ensuring that the teacher 
voices are heard.” Later in the same meeting, as we continued to brainstorm pathways for 
proactive teacher advocacy, Kathleen also discussed her participation the previous summer in a 
standards revision for alternate English education at the State Department of Education where 
she found herself in a group in which “the teachers [were] the ones writing the standards.” This 
experience, and several others, led her to feel that the “[S]DE does an excellent job at getting 
teacher voices” and thus might also offer a potential route for advocacy. Finally, her earlier 
exchange about the SEA with Kevin (described in the previous paragraph) reveals a hint of how 
Kathleen’s experience with the activity systems of professional organizations shaped her 
approach to advocacy. After arguing the importance of getting teachers a seat at the table, she 
added that for this to happen effectively it would necessitate developing “some type of 
academy to train individuals in how the process [of policy making] even works.” Kathleen’s 
appreciation for the importance of providing teachers with training around how policy is made 
and her proposal that such training would involve the creation of a formal structure like an 
“academy” most likely comes from her experiences with large, formal, and multifaceted 
organizations like the Department of Education, Fulbright, and the United Nations. That is, 
Kathleen’s participation in organizations like these, where similar formal structures for 
professional development are common, not only encouraged her to think about mechanisms for 
training and professional development but to imagine this kind of training or professional 




Throughout our early meetings as we struggled to develop a shared understanding of 
what advocacy looks like, Joe, Kevin, Kathleen, and I all imagined advocacy happening by means 
of existing school, district, state, or legislative structures and organizations. However, the ways 
in which we imagined this advocacy working and the systems through which we envisioned it 
happening were just different enough to, again, leave us struggling to develop a shared 
understanding of what our group’s advocacy might involve. This challenge was only further 
compounded by the fact that on one hand we seemed mostly unaware of the ways we were 
imagining systemic advocacy differently. On the other hand, at times, we seemed to feel we 
were so far apart in our ideas that we failed to notice that in some ways we were all, in fact, 
talking about systemic advocacy.  
Advocacy Through Research and the Creation of New Structures or Systems 
 Finally, while many of the group members imagined advocacy through the lens of 
existing organizations or structures, for several of us, not even these existing organizations and 
institutions seemed capable of the kind of advocacy and change we hoped to achieve. Instead, 
we imagined the group’s advocacy as including extensive research that would help us 
understand how education policy decisions are made at various levels. We imagined using this 
researched knowledge to develop entirely new structures to make teacher voices more regularly 
heard by policymakers. During our December meeting, Kathleen captured how several of us 
thought about this kind of advocacy, suggesting that “we kind of need to know how the game is 
played before we can really make a change.” During the same meeting, I proposed our advocacy 
might entail, “sort of educating ourselves [on policymaking] and in the process of educating 
ourselves, getting our voices heard.” Later, in January, Kathleen again expressed her trepidation 




little I know, and I feel a little bit unprepared to comment on a course of action at this time. I 
feel like I need a little bit more time to research the options we might have.” Similarly, in my 
own written reflection on the same meeting, I observed my inclination to “want to read 
everything because I’m thinking big picture.” For both Kathleen and me, our tendency to 
gravitate first toward research likely reflects our experiences in postsecondary activity systems 
as graduate students where research—whether primary or secondary—is a common and valued 
activity.  
 In this conception of advocacy, research was only the first phase and was intended to 
ultimately facilitate the development of a new system or means by which teachers could more 
regularly have their voices heard by policymakers in effective ways. Early on, I recall feeling 
some frustration after meetings as we seemed to repeatedly circle around advocating on issues 
of bills before the state legislature or localized concerns unique to one member’s school or 
district. After our December meeting, however, I wrote that I remembered during the meeting 
“feeling like I had maybe stumbled upon the thing—the problem” that had been bothering me 
during our discussions of what our advocacy would entail. “It wasn’t that a single issue is the 
problem,” I wrote, “it’s that the system is broken because those making the decisions aren’t the 
wise people sitting around this table” (i.e., my fellow group members). In this moment I seemed 
to have realized that I did not want to advocate on a single issue or by way of an existing means. 
Instead, because I was convinced the system itself was broken, I found myself wanting to 
advocate for the creation of a whole new system or structure through which teachers could 
more readily and effectively affect policy. 
 While taking a more tempered and realistic view, months later during our February 
meeting, Kathleen also expressed concern with the ways current systems seemed to allow for 




she explained, “is that largely, our behavior [as advocates] has to be reactive versus responsive.” 
As we discussed this idea, we all came to agree that within the current system teachers are 
always left having to react to (i.e., lobby for or against) already proposed or enacted policy. In 
contrast, a responsive advocacy would mean taking a more proactive stance in which teachers 
would more regularly have the opportunity to identify issues and concerns based on their own 
experiences and pedagogical expertise and advocate for appropriate responses to these issues. 
This reactive rather than responsive approach to advocacy, explained Kathleen, leaves us 
waiting “for an issue to come up, [so] we're not getting at the forefront of issues.” Searching for 
a potential means of encouraging more responsive or proactive advocacy, Kathleen asked “if it 
wouldn't be more powerful to have [something like] a Visionary Committee,” an idea she 
borrowed from her experience teaching in Spain as part of her Fulbright. After explaining what 
these committees looked like in Spain, she suggested we might consider developing a “Visionary 
committee of teachers and secondary and postsecondary or primary teachers that are together 
and kind of know what’s on the forefront of issues that they think might be emerging.” While 
what our group ended up creating was not nearly as well developed as these committees 
Kathleen described here, ultimately the organization we did create, the Cross-State Education 
Community, and its Happy Hour events grew in great part out of this idea. It is evident here that 
Kathleen’s experience with the Fulbright organization (and consequently teaching abroad) led 
her to imagine advocacy by way of developing a new structure like this. More broadly speaking, 
Kathleen herself was aware of the ways her experiences in these international activity systems 
impacted her initial conceptions of what our advocacy could look like. During her interview 
Kathleen explained, “I won an award through United Nations Well-Worn Delegate Awards at the 
national assembly in Washington DC for actually going and talking to senators and things like 




that more romanticized version of what was [possible] [because] that was in an organization 
that is already well established and has those connections.” Similarly, while I have had 
significantly less interaction with large international advocacy organizations than Kathleen has, 
my experience lobbying in Washington DC and at the state level encouraged me to picture 
advocacy in broader terms and as directed at systemic change. I would also argue, in addition to 
our experiences with state- and national-level advocacy, both Kathleen and my work in 
postsecondary activity systems encouraged us to have a more systemic-level approach to 
advocacy. In postsecondary activity systems, where research and scholarship are highly valued 
activities, concepts and issues are often studied in localized contexts but discussed and applied 
in broader terms. While graduate students in particular may begin their work with a localized 
issue or concern, they are specifically trained to join national scholarly conversations which 
means thinking in terms of larger global issues that apply to broader audiences than those in 
local contexts. Thus, for Kathleen and me, based on our heavy involvement in postsecondary 
activity systems, our tendency was to imagine advocacy that both involved research and the 
development of new structures that would allow broader advocacy efforts.  
In retrospect, though our group agreed early in our work together on the value of 
having teacher voices heard more regularly, it quickly became evident that we could not agree 
on what this would look like or how it would happen. Thus, some of the challenges we faced 
early on as we tried to gain traction and a clear direction for our work together stemmed from 
the range of ways in which we each pictured advocacy. Depending on our unique experiences in 
current and past activity systems, we were each variously inclined to envision advocacy as 
localized and school-based, directed at parents and community members, happening by way of 
existing organizations or structures, or involving research and the construction of new structures 




challenge they created for our efforts to develop a shared understanding of the kind of advocacy 
we would pursue was further compounded by the fact that we were unaware of our individual, 
differing, and sometimes shifting conceptions of advocacy. That is, we never took the time as a 
group to fully discuss the kinds of activities we imagined as advocacy, and even more 
importantly, to really reflect on what experiences we each had that led us to our conceptions of 
advocacy. Thus, though we all were aware of our struggles to identify a single shared issue 
about which we wanted to advocate (an issue which I will discuss further in the next section), it 
appears we were less aware of how our differing ways of imagining advocacy were also affecting 
our ability to settle on a single project. Without first exploring the many ways in which we 
individually imagined advocacy and then developing a collective vision of what our advocacy 
would look like, it is no wonder that we also struggled to identify a single issue about which to 
advocate.  
“WHERE IS A CLEAR, OBJECTIVE MEASURABLE, CONCRETE DEMONSTRATION THAT SOMETHING 
HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED?”: CHALLENGES TO DEVELOPING A SHARED ADVOCACY GOAL 
CREATED BY INDIVIDUALS’ UNIQUE ACTIVITY SYSTEMS 
In spite of the inevitable stress of the fall semester’s end and the chaos of the holidays 
looming on the horizon, Meg, Kevin, Christina, Joe, Kathleen, Annabelle, and I managed to come 
together in December under the yellow glow of the mid-century globed chandeliers in the 
University English department’s common room. Surrounded by 1970’s wood paneled walls and 
gathered around chips, salsa, guacamole, and homemade cookies, our meeting began with 
shared laughter and stories about each of our ill-fated middle and high school attempts at 
playing an instrument. Settling into our dark teal institutional chairs—a 1980’s “update” to the 




chapter of Cathy Fleischer’s Teachers Organizing for Change which focuses on community 
organizing. After a long silence while, like guilty students, we all fixed our eyes on the pages in 
front of us, Kevin pointed to what would become the greatest challenge we faced as a group: 
our struggle to find a single issue with which we all had experience, about which we all felt 
passionate, and on which we all wanted to advocate. As we volleyed around ideas about what 
community we were organizing on behalf of—students, parents, ourselves, our colleagues—
Kevin asked, “but where is [our] clear, objective, measurable, concrete demonstration that 
something has been accomplished?” Turning to face all of us, he added, “I just can’t wrap my 
head around that in a way that affects anyone outside of my classroom or my building… which 
sort of makes this sort of roundtable not interested in that outcome.” Over thirty minutes later, 
as we continued to circle around both concrete policy concerns and broader abstract ideas of 
advocacy, I proposed that we might look at district-level instead of state-level policy. This 
prompted Kevin to reiterate his concerns about the challenges created by the diversity of 
activity systems we each represented, saying “I think there's too much disparity, even with the 
relatively few districts at the table," Agreeing, Joe jumped in to add, even "within [Riverside] the 
philosophy between high schools and affluent middle schools and mobile middle schools, is 
completely different.”  
 As evidenced by Kevin and Joe’s comments, even at this early stage in our work together 
(this, only our second meeting all together), we were becoming aware of the challenges posed 
by our differing activity systems, even if we could not name them as such. In Kevin’s case, he 
understood the challenge we were facing in identifying a “clear, objective, measurable, 
concrete” goal for our work as a result of the “disparity” within the only two districts 
represented by our group members. Affirming Kevin’s point, Joe identified greater diversity 




between affluent and lower income, and middle and high schools, would make landing on a 
single advocacy project a challenge. In this way, many of our early conversations seem to follow 
a similar pattern as we sought broader points of shared concern but ultimately found ourselves 
circling back to our own experiences and our subsequent concerns. Thus, while several of us 
seemed aware of this pattern, we all failed to stop long enough to dwell in these differences—
deconstructing and examining them thoroughly enough to name and understand the ways they 
were affecting our perspectives—before trying to seek a path forward.  
 Looking back now, several moments emerge from our meetings together that highlight 
this pattern we fell into initially—moving constantly back and forth between seeking shared 
concerns and returning to our own specific concerns. Unaware of the ways in which our diverse 
activity systems would affect perspectives, in our first meeting I assumed our work should begin 
with us brainstorming a collective list of all the possible policy issues and concerns we had. Thus, 
over the course of our November and December meetings we generated the following list of 
potential concerns:  
● unequal distribution of resources within a district and across the state  
● over-crowding within schools and large class sizes 
● pressure from administrators and parents to “pass kids along” regardless of their 
academic performance 
● an inability to communicate across schools within a district and across levels within the 
same school 
● a lack of parent interest or involvement within a school 
● a need for middle school “plan days”  
● a desire for greater collaboration in general 




● questions and concerns about Professional Learning Communities and the decision-
makers who determine what they will do and how they will do it 
● a desire to stabilize curriculum more within a district, the problems created by staff and 
teacher mobility within a school 
● frustrations with district administrators 
● a lack of support for teachers working in environments with a high number of students 
who display “troubling behaviors” 
● a need for more support staff (including paras, mental health staff, and janitorial staff) 
● the State’s decision to take away salary and funding incentives for teachers to earn 
advanced degrees 
● general concerns over State education funding and the complex (and arguably 
inequitable) State model for providing this funding 
As evidenced by this list, our concerns ranged from the classroom- to state-level, from 
pedagogical and curricular to professional and financial, from our students to administrators, 
and from concerns over professional autonomy to desires for greater professional collaboration. 
At the time, with such an expansive list including so many valuable and advocacy-worthy ideas, 
it seemed we would undoubtedly be able to easily identify at least one shared concern. In 
retrospect, however, what stands out is the range and variety of these many ideas and the ways 
in which they represent the array of our individual experiences and activity systems. Given our 
diversity, it is no wonder we faced difficulty settling on a single issue that concerned or affected 
each of us.  
In their interviews, both Kathleen and Meg highlighted this, as they thought back on the 
ways in which their various experiences and teaching contexts at the time (their activity 




Argentina, Germany, Switzerland, and Spain provided her with “different perspectives on what 
education opportunities are available in rural and urban settings in those countries and how 
that compares to the United States.” These perspectives, combined with her own experiences as 
a first-generation college student from a rural area, said Kathleen, have “definitely had a major 
impact on what [she] focus[es] [her advocacy] efforts on now.” These influences were evident in 
her proposal that we develop something like the “visionary committees” she had witnessed in 
Spain and her regular mentions of her work with the Fulbright and United Nations organizations 
as reference points for ideas she shared. Meg, on the other hand, shared more specifically how 
her immediate teaching conditions (while at Fox Middle School) strongly affected her advocacy 
concerns during the first year of our project. While at Fox where there is “such a high 
concentration of kids coming from traumatic backgrounds and experiences and living in trauma 
daily,” Meg remembered feeling that the school and “the students that I worked with seemed to 
largely be ignored by everyone outside of our little neighborhood.” Based on her experiences 
within this activity system, Meg recalled that, at the time, “I was really in the mindset of seeing 
that some students are served really well by their communities and some students are not 
served well and it’s not necessarily the community's fault that the students aren't well served, 
but there's something that can be done and we need to draw attention to that to make it more 
equitable for the students.” She also highlighted the need to make “working conditions better 
for the teachers [in these schools] because when things are hard for students they're also hard 
for the adults in the students' lives and then those adults—even the ones who care a lot—can 
still become burnt out and leave.” As will become even more evident in the next section, these 
experiences—along with her perspective as a middle school teacher--clearly shaped the policy 




“If you were Czar of Education, What Would Schools Look Like?”: An Illustration of System 
Effects on Advocacy Goals 
After Kevin’s astute observation that there may be “too much disparity, even within the 
relatively few districts at the table” for us to tackle district-level advocacy, and a conversation 
that seemed to go nowhere about the role of standardized curriculum binders within districts, I 
started to wonder what might help us move the conversation forward. Frantically scouring the 
dusty corners of my brain for anything that might help us reframe the conversation in such a 
way that we might be able to identify a common advocacy goal, I proposed a thought 
experiment. “Okay,” I said with a sigh, stretching out my words as I tried to give myself time to 
formulate the pile of thoughts in my head into a comprehensible question, “Instead of starting 
with what we do have as an [education] system, if you could invent a school district that was run 
in the way that you wanted, what would that look like?” The conversation that followed 
illustrates well the ways our unique system constellations specifically shaped what we imagined 
as worthy advocacy goals.  
Without missing a beat, Kevin answered my question with certainty: “comprehensive 
renaissance education.” Smiling slightly, he continued explaining this would include philosophy 
(which would encompass math and science), arts (which would encompass poetry and 
literature), rhetoric, and individual sport and team sports and “that’s it. There would be no 
other departments.” Through a grin, Kevin went on to explain that he would be the one to make 
all the decisions about how this hypothetical district would be run, sending the whole group into 
laughter as we called him “dictator” and “czar.” As our laughter diminished, he went on, with 
greater sincerity now, to explain that from his perspective “one of the biggest problems [we face 
in education] is the walls between departments and the larger your school and the larger your 




Nodding, Joe agreed, adding, “for me it would be inquiry-based, project-based 
learning…” Evidently excited to imagine this new education landscape, Kevin and Joe began to 
talk faster, overlapping each other’s words as they spoke.  
“Right!” exclaimed Kevin, and it would have “no curriculum, right?”  
“Right,” said Joe, not waiting for Kevin to finish, and “students [would] design their own 
curriculum!”  
Trying to imagine this education model along with them, “sort of like [a local 
Montessori] school?” I asked.  
“Yeah, sort of like Montessori,” Kevin answered. 
Drawing on her extensive experience with and knowledge of a range of schools and 
districts across the state, Kathleen joined in to explain that “Individualized Learning Plans [are] 
the label [this approach] is getting in a lot of districts throughout the state, especially in the 
smaller districts” and it involves “inquiry-based, passion projects, essentially, that lead to 
understanding.”  
“Which is really difficult to do if you have departments but really easy to do if you 
don't,” added Joe as others, apparently familiar with the idea, nodded along.  
Sighing, Joe lifted his glasses from their usual perch on top of his head to set them 
beside his laptop before continuing. “I thought about this… [and] Finland has just adopted this 
which is why we were reading about it in my ninth-grade class last semester.” Leaning back in 
his chair, hands clasped behind his head, he continued, “I think the way it seems to be working 
is, your main class that you’re teaching meets maybe once or twice a week… and you're talking 
process, so the process of putting these things together, and then [you’re] encouraging [the 




one or similar [projects] and then it breaks down further [until they’re] tapping different 
specialists.” 
“And then in order to meet the standards” added Kathleen, again drawing on her 
experiences with districts across the state and the [State] Department of Education, “there's 
usually some type of explication or portfolio delivery either with graduation standards or grade 
level standards attached at the end.”  
Here, the parallels between Kevin and Joe’s school activity systems and these systems’ 
effect on their policy concerns becomes evident. While they taught in separate schools and 
districts, both Kevin and Joe’s schools served demographically similar students who were 
relatively racially homogeneous, largely came from middle- to upper-middle class families, and 
had access to a range of academic and personal supports. Teaching within this context offered 
Kevin and Joe the opportunity to dream big and abstractly in their imagining of the perfect 
school system. Based on their similar teaching contexts, to Kevin and Joe the idea of a 
“comprehensive renaissance education,” or a fully project-based learning system seemed both 
appealing for its pedagogical value and doable given the resources available to them and their 
students. That is, because of the economic circumstances of their families, by and large, Kevin 
and Joe’s students were not working extensive hours on top of school, allowing them time and 
energy to complete homework. Moreover, these economic privileges also make it largely 
possible for parents to participate in their student’s schoolwork, supervising their completion of 
it outside of school and connecting them to the community members who are often involved in 
project-based learning.  
With the conversation falling into a momentary lull, Meg took the opportunity to 
respond to Kevin and Joe’s ideas. “As I hear you guys talk about this,” she said, “I'm thinking that 




Bursting into laughter, Annabelle interjected, “That's what I was literally just thinking!!” 
Evidently grateful someone had said what they each had been thinking, Meg, Annabelle, and 
Christina erupted into shared amusement and all began talking at once.  
“Like who are these kids?” asked Annabelle, still laughing and adding with playful 
sarcasm, “They ate breakfast this morning I assume?”  
While Christina and Annabelle exchange smiles over their shared understanding, Meg, 
with greater seriousness in her voice, broke in again to say, “To have that [Kevin and Joe’s 
proposal] be something that would actually be feasible, you'd actually have to have an 
integrated school district and [Riverside], is not integrated, let's be honest.” 
“Right!” exclaimed Christina, adding “My kids’ inquiry project would be like, ‘how do we 
pay the bills this month?’”  
"Yeah,” agreed Annabelle, smiling less now. “Like I'm teaching my kids to read at a 5th 
grade reading level and they're 18 years old!” 
Nodding and agreeing on a theoretical level, Kevin added, “Right, and that’s where 
Finland gets away with what it does because of the social support… like [because kids] don’t go 
home hungry.”  
These comments from Meg, Annabelle, and Christina underscore the striking differences 
between their school activity systems and those of Joe and Kevin. Where the students in Kevin 
and Joe’s activity system largely had access to economic, academic, and personal resources, 
Meg, Annabelle, and Christina’s students did not. When Annabelle asks, “Who are these kids? 
They ate breakfast this morning, I assume?” and Christina quips that her students’ inquiry 
projects would involve studying how they would “pay the bills this month?” each, through their 
pithy senses of humor, sought to highlight this contrast and consequently how their teaching 




their students are incapable of such project-based learning or even that implementing a 
“renaissance education” model at their schools would be ill-advised, their point is that to do so 
would require accounting for the very different set of circumstances and constraints they and 
their students face. For instance, due to their family’s economic circumstances, many of Meg, 
Christina, and Annabelle’s students may need to work significant hours outside of school, 
leaving them with little time for elaborate project-based homework. Likewise, as a significant 
portion of their students may have parents who are working more than one hourly job and/or 
who may be non-native speakers of English, these parents may lack the time or linguistic and 
cultural knowledge to support their children’s schoolwork in the same way as the parents of Joe 
and Kevin’s students.  
As the conversation progressed, in spite of lacking a true understanding of Meg, 
Annabelle, and Christina’s experiences, Joe, Kevin, and I attempted to express our support for 
and theoretical understanding of their experiences, through a chorus of “yeahs,” “rights,” and 
thoughtful head nods. Bringing us back to our original question about what the quintessential 
school system would look like, Meg explained, “my ideal school district would be one that's in a 
community that is actually a community, not just separate neighborhoods that don't interact 
and just talk shit about each other. I guess for me it all goes back to community just because 
[Fox] is a community school and we're so embedded within the northeast [Riverside] community 
that you can't separate one from the other."  
Perhaps trying to find common ground with Meg, Annabelle, and Christina’s experiences 
with diverse student populations, Joe shared that, earlier in the year, he and his colleagues at 
Jackson took a tour of the neighborhoods where their students lived because integration and 




Without really responding to this point of Joe’s, Meg briefly returned to the idea of a 
project-based learning system and pointed out how such a system might work in the district’s 
more economically diverse schools or those with predominately higher income student 
populations, but would be nearly impossible at the schools with significantly fewer resources or 
more economically and racially segregated student populations. While we all seemed to agree 
on the necessity for more diverse schools with strong community ties and we continued to 
briefly discuss the demographic divisions within Riverside, fairly quickly the conversation 
devolved into laughter and a discussion of the newest local coffee shop to serve both legal 
addictive stimulants and alcohol.  
In the end, while the thought experiment I had hoped would help us move toward 
discovering a shared advocacy concern resolutely failed to do so, it did reveal the ways in which 
our respective teaching and professional activity systems directed our differing policy concerns. 
Though Joe, Kevin and I tried to find points of identification with Meg, Annabelle, and Christina’s 
experiences after the initial exchange, we seemed only able to do so on a hypothetical level. In 
his comment about Jackson’s changing student population, Joe clearly meant to ally himself 
with Meg, Annabelle, and Christina’s experiences. However, Meg, Annabelle, and Christina were 
undoubtedly aware that the “changing population” at Jackson did not compare with the lower-
income, immigrant, and racially diverse student populations at their schools and so Joe’s point 
seemed to go largely unacknowledged. Similarly, Kevin and I answered the points they each 
made about why project-based learning would not work at their schools with earnest head nods 
and “rights,” but these only seemed to signal our theoretical agreement with their points and 
lacked the depth of shared experience. In the end, the way the conversation quickly dissolved 




teaching experiences—which were explicitly highlighted in this conversation in ways they were 
not in previous ones—might make it impossible for us to agree on a shared point of advocacy.  
In their interviews, both Kevin and Meg seemed acutely aware of the ways in which our 
group members’ differing teaching activity systems affected our work together, noting how this 
posed significant challenges to our attempts at identifying a shared advocacy goal. During her 
interview, Meg even specifically referenced this “thought experiment” conversation, recalling 
how during the discussion “you could tell where people came from. Like some people were 
coming from more middle class and upper-class socioeconomic schools and then there was the 
group of us that all taught at Title I schools.” This moment, explained Meg, revealed to her that 
“the priorities of the people who came from Title I schools varied pretty significantly… from the 
priorities of the people who were not at Title I schools” and this left her feeling “very 
disconnected.” Moreover, for Meg, this feeling of disconnection was only compounded by 
being, as she described it, “the token middle school teacher” of the group—an experience that 
left her feeling as though she was “always defending middle school.” Although she 
acknowledged that Kathleen also taught at the middle level, Meg argued their experiences—the 
activity systems in which they worked—did not feel equivalent. Specifically, Meg felt 
“[Kathleen’s] job looked different and perhaps qualified her a little bit more to speak toward the 
concerns that high school teachers also shared.” As she did in her explanation of project-based 
learning and assessment, during our group meetings, Kathleen often drew on her leadership and 
administrative experiences at the district- and state-level, rather than on her middle level 
teaching experiences. Given this, Meg’s perception of Kathleen’s work and activity systems as 
markedly different than her own seems understandable.  
Like Meg, Kevin noticed the disparate nature of our various teaching systems and the 




Kevin felt that Joe (and Christina, to a degree) seemed to “work” for him because not only were 
they each high school English teachers, but “the way [Riverside] is doing things and the way 
[Eden] is doing things are similar-ish.” These similarities across districts, however, did not, as 
Kevin saw it, extend to Meg and Annabelle’s schools which were also part of Eden Public 
Schools. As Kevin put it, “the sort of high poverty situation” Annabelle faced at Riverside High 
and “the junior high situation, which wasn’t so much about poverty, but is a response to 
poverty” that Meg faced at Fox, made their concerns significantly different from those of Kevin 
and Joe. What Kevin was noticing here was less about the similarities between Riverside and 
Eden as districts or the shared experience of teaching high school (as Annabelle also taught in a 
high school) and was more about how our different teaching activity systems, as they were 
shaped by our students and surrounding school community, structured our advocacy concerns.  
Moments like this one illustrate not only how different our teaching and professional 
activity systems were, but also how apparently unaware we were, especially early on, of how 
these differences would impact our advocacy concerns. That is, while we all understood that we 
each came from different teaching contexts, during our conversations we did not seem 
particularly aware of how the advocacy ideas and concerns we were suggesting were so deeply 
rooted in our individual teaching contexts (our activity systems). Like with the above discussion 
of our struggle to come to a shared understanding of advocacy, if we had taken the time early in 
our work together to first think deliberately about our individual activity systems, the 
characteristics of these systems, and the kinds of concerns they led us toward, and then shared 
these with each other in order to develop a collective understanding of the complexity of 
experiences we each brought to the group, perhaps in moments like this one, we might have 
been better able to name where the conflict in perspectives was coming from. Had we begun 




advocacy goals, rather than starting with the goals themselves, perhaps we might have more 
quickly been able to understand our differing perspectives and build from those toward 
identifying a shared goal.  
The above example might suggest that our points of connection and disconnection, 
agreement and disagreement, allegiance and contention with one another were stable and 
consistent based on our positionality within middle or high schools, Title I or non-Title I schools, 
or secondary or postsecondary institutions. The truth, however, is that the complex nature of 
activity systems—the ways in which they overlap, intersect with each other, and are embedded 
within larger systems—meant the situation, our interactions, and the relationship of our ideas 
with those of others, was even messier than it might appear. In reality, each of our positions, 
points of disagreement, and moments of alliance were constantly shifting—in one moment 
finding ourselves and our perspectives in conflict with a given person and in the next finding 
points of overlap and agreement with the same person. For instance, while Annabelle and Meg’s 
countering of Joe’s perspectives during our “thought experiment” seemed to suggest that the 
former two had little in common with the latter in terms of their teaching activity systems, less 
than five minutes earlier the three shared amusement over their district’s struggle to settle on 
an approach to the 10th grade curriculum. Discussing their experiences with “the binder” (a 
standardized district-directed day-to-day curriculum guide) and the differing roles it played at 
various levels and schools, Meg raised an issue she and her middle school colleagues were 
facing, saying that the lack of a binder at the middle school level was frustrating for her because 
“we come to district meetings and none of us are doing the same thing. Half of us want to have 
a novel based curriculum and half of us want to have a textbook based curriculum.” To which 
Joe replied, smiling and nodding, “High school is the exact same way. English 10, they are 




having a time!” Though perhaps brief, in this moment both Meg and Annabelle found 
themselves standing on common ground with Joe in spite of his very different teaching context. 
In Meg and Joe’s case, while the nature of their school activity systems was very different, their 
experiences intersected at the disciplinary and district level. Despite working within separate 
grade level activity systems, as both ELA teachers and members of the same district activity 
system, Meg and Joe were able to connect over the larger discipline and district’s struggle to 
decide on a consistent curriculum for their respective grade level. In the same way, though 
Annabelle and Joe also shared little in common in terms of school activity systems, their shared 
disciplinary, district, and grade-level activity systems allowed them to connect (and share 
laughter) over the current district debates surrounding the 10th grade curriculum.  
This brief exchange among Meg, Annabelle, and Joe serves as one example of how 
perspectives—and which activity systems we accessed at a given moment—were constantly 
shifting. Later as we considered tackling the issue of standardized testing through our advocacy, 
the complexity of these interactions and the ways in which our points of connection could shift 
within a single conversation became even more evident. The following conversation illustrates 
this pattern and is representative of many of the group’s conversations. 
“They Hate It As Much and More Quickly Than They Did the [Previous] Test”: Shifting 
Allegiances, Perspectives, and Activity Systems 
As it became evident that our “thought experiment” had revealed our advocacy system 
differences more than it had helped us find a collective path forward toward advocacy, Kevin 
summed up the conversation by pointing out that, in spite of the disconnect between he and 
Joe’s and Meg, Annabelle, and Christina’s viewpoints, both sets of perspectives were ultimately 




departments.” Unfortunately, rather than using Kevin’s insight to delve deeper into how we 
might develop advocacy initiatives directed at breaking down these walls, we instead allowed 
the conversation to drift toward a discussion of the particular cross-disciplinary courses offered 
at various schools. By way of example, Kevin and Joe each highlighted a co-taught AP Language 
and AP U.S. History course and an American Literature/American History course taught at their 
respective schools. This led Christina and Annabelle to point out that neither of their schools 
offered such courses and, in fact, offered very few electives to students. Instead, they explained, 
while the old 11th grade curriculum in Riverside used to include a combined American Literature 
and composition course, the district curriculum had been changed to stand-alone composition 
and advanced composition courses for 11th graders. As Annabelle and Christina shared laughter 
over how much their students disliked the new composition curriculum, Joe chuckled. “The 
students hate [the new composition curriculum] as much and more quickly, than they did the 
[previous state standardized] test.”  
This, then, brought us to the conversation around standardized testing and the ACT as 
graduation standard that I referenced in the previous chapter. Delving further into the 
conversation here, however, I illustrate how our various activity system perspectives shaped our 
conversations in incredibly complicated ways. At any given moment, as we added to the group 
conversation, each of us might draw on any one of the particular activity systems in our 
constellation of systems. This tendency to draw on different systems and aspects of our systems 
at different times led each of us to align our ideas with one set of group members in one 
moment and, in the next, align them with other members of the group. Somewhat aware of the 
way our differing experiences were shaping our contributions and advocacy concerns, members 
also sometimes tried to reach across systems to identify with the experiences of others, 




shifting ways, they also led us to unwittingly change the focus of our conversation, keeping the 
conversational ground continually shifting beneath us. In what follows here, I have divided this 
conversation into two short movements in order to highlight the effects of activity systems in 
terms of our shifting and overlapping alliances with one another and the ever-changing focus of 
the conversation.  
Movement I: Formulaic Writing and Test Bias  
Following our discussion of the degree of authentic writing allowed for by the ACT and 
my instance that we needed more authentic, teacher-led assessments, Meg brought us to a 
conversation about formulaic writing, saying “I think arguments about formulaic writing are 
really interesting because I think about my kids who need the formula because they've never 
seen it [and therefore] we need to teach formulaic writing to a certain degree.” Starting quietly 
at first but gaining volume as she spoke, she contrasted her current students with those that she 
student taught at a more affluent Riverside high school and who she felt “had the formula so 
well learned’ that they already knew “how to be proficient writers.” This brought her back to her 
concerns with “the lack of integration” and left her asking, “I wonder what happens if we have 
all of our kids mixed up from the beginning and everyone is pulling each other up instead of one 
group being dragged down by circumstances.”  
“Yeah,” said Joe, lending his support to Meg’s point, “like we try to de-emphasize 
behavior as a part of grading, yet we separate by behavior. I mean that's really what it is.” 
Slightly shifting the focus of the conversation, Annabelle chimed in to say, “I was talking 
about the reading assessment the other day and how it's less a test of how well you can read 
than a test of endurance. Can you sit and take a 5-part reading test in two days? I don't know. 
Will you fall asleep? Will you excuse yourself to the bathroom for half an hour?” she asked 




grade will depend on those things, not whether or not you understood the 15 pages you read 
before your head dropped." 
 “And there's always at least a speaker-centric bias in the reading test, right?” added 
Kevin, “The questions are arising from an assumption of life experience in reaction to the text.”  
Agreeing, Annabelle likened this speaker-centric bias to her students’ challenges with 
particular vocabulary words, explaining she had recently made a vocabulary quiz for some of her 
students and “some students were like, I don't understand the options you gave me as 
synonyms.” 
Kevin continued, adding, “And that really concerns me about the ACT too because the 
ACT is written as—”  
Finishing Kevin’s thought for him, Joe interrupted. “Yeah, it’s a separating test. It’s 
designed to separate students…” 
In this segment of the conversation, the particular systems (from within our activity 
system constellations) or the aspects of these systems from which we spoke seem to change 
slightly, with our perspectives apparently diverging along school income-level and curricular 
lines. In her return to the topic of formulaic writing, while Meg’s perspective remains grounded 
in her secondary experience, it more specifically emerges from her positionality within a Title I 
middle school. While I initially raised the concern about inauthentic writing and Kevin, Joe, 
Annabelle, and Christina acknowledged my concern but ultimately seemed to feel the 
assessment did not overly encourage formulaic writing, Meg’s experience with a more mobile, 
largely lower-income, and younger student population who often had access to fewer resources, 
led her to challenge our implicit argument that formulaic writing is always a negative thing. With 
her comments, Meg almost imperceptibly redirects the conversation from teacher-led 




of more fully integrated schools (both points which are based on her experiences in her activity 
system).  
When Annabelle responds by recounting her experience with her ninth-grade reading 
students, she keeps the conversational ground ever moving. On one level, she draws on her 
experience at a Title I high school that serves a demographically similar student population to 
that of Meg’s school and in this way identifies with and intends to affirm what Meg said. 
However, while Annabelle’s tongue in cheek rhetorical questions highlight the way in which the 
challenges her students face may be similar to those of Meg’s students, Meg’s point about 
teaching formulaic writing continues to go unaddressed as Annabelle moves the conversation 
toward her curricular expertise, reading. In doing this, not only is Annabelle drawing on her 
curricular activity system (reading versus composition or a more general ELA class), but she also 
brings the issue of test validity into the conversational melee. When she jokingly suggests that 
for some of her students their grades on the test do not really reflect whether they were able to 
read the assigned pages, but whether they could stay focused or had access to breakfast that 
day, she uses irony to call into question whether the test measures what it purports to, and in so 
doing adds test validity alongside formulaic writing instruction and student tracking to the 
rapidly growing list of discussion topics.  
Throughout this portion of the conversation Joe and Kevin both sought to identify with 
Meg and Annabelle’s points. However, because neither of them inhabits the same kinds of 
school or curricular activity systems as Meg and Annabelle, each unintentionally refocuses the 
conversation ever so slightly. When Joe responds to Meg, he evidently intends to agree with and 
add to her point about the value of formulaic writing in particular contexts and the way in which 
some of the district’s schools seem to be segregated by their level of access to resources, broad-




for the regularity of routines. Based on his lack of experience in a school activity system like 
Meg’s, however, he makes a more abstract point about schools separating students based on 
behavior rather than actually addressing Meg’s main point. While Joe’s response does relate 
tangentially to Meg’s latter point, it is not exactly what she is talking about (the systemic 
segregation of some students based on income level and where they live). Instead, his point 
seems to relate more to his experience in a school where, by and large, students do not face as 
many systemic challenges but might be separated into honors, general, or remedial classes 
based as much on their behavior as on their actual academic performance. Thus, in this 
moment, while Joe clearly tries to build on Meg’s points and identify with her experience, by 
speaking more to issues related with academic status markers than socio-cultural ones, he just 
barely misses the mark and in so doing ever so slightly shifts the focus of the conversation. 
Similarly, as Kevin answers Annabelle’s concerns about test validity by foregrounding the issue 
of “speaker-centric bias in standardized tests and Joe points out the way these tests are often 
used and designed to separate students, our conversational footing is subtly altered yet again. 
While Annabelle’s point is about the ways other factors in a student’s life (beyond their 
academic skills) can affect their ability to perform well on a test, Kevin’s response is about a 
slightly different issue: the way that tests regularly presume of students a particular kind of 
cultural and class-based knowledge and how the lack of this knowledge unjustly hurts particular 
student populations. Similarly, after Annabelle affirms Kevin’s point by providing the example of 
speaker-centric bias in her vocabulary quizzes, the focus of the discussion moves slightly again 
when Joe points out the “separating” nature of the tests.  
Throughout this exchange, though Kevin and Joe are both clearly trying to identify with 
Meg and Annabelle’s points, the conversation’s focus keeps moving because neither have had 




and Annabelle. Consequently, rather than being able to respond with concrete experiences 
similar to Meg and Annabelle’s, Kevin and Joe both respond by raising relatively abstract ideas—
“speaker-centric bias” and the idea of tests as “separating.” Intellectually both Kevin and Joe 
know about “speaker-centric bias” in tests and how tests work to separate students and how 
these two things disproportionally negatively affect students like those Meg and Annabelle 
teach. However, because they haven’t taught in a similar school activity system or the exact 
same curricular area, they do not realize that though these ideas are tangentially related to Meg 
and Annabelle’s point, they in fact shift the focus away from their points to something new. 
These shifts potentially left group members feeling their points had been dismissed or 
misunderstood, and also made it difficult for us, as a group, to find any kind of conversational 
foothold from which we could gain traction for developing our project.  
Movement II: The ACT as Graduation Benchmark 
Building on Joe’s point that the ACT functions as a “separating test, Kevin added that 
this made it “a strange thing to adopt as a graduation standard.” With this, the rest of us began 
nodding and talking over one another in enthusiastic agreement  
“Yes!” said Annabelle with passion in her voice, “[it assumes] all of our children go to 
college…Like you have to be ready for college to graduate from high school,” she said, 
emphasizing her point by lifting her hands up in front of her, palms to the sky, as though 
releasing a bird into flight.  
Overlapping Annabelle’s words slightly, Joe and Kevin jumped in to comment on the 
State’s move from the previous graduation assessment to the ACT. “But we were thrilled the 
[previous State assessment] was going away,” said Joe excitedly, before Kevin interjected, 




“It was so bad, we love the ACT!” said Joe, punctuating his point with laughter and by 
repositioning himself in his chair with just a hint of dramatic flair.  
“I actually don't mind using the ACT as the standard,” said Kevin as our collective 
laughter dissipated. More seriously now, he continued, with his arms crossed contemplatively 
across his chest, “it's just that the benchmarks for high school graduation should be about six 
points lower than what the benchmarks are for college acceptance. So get an eleven on your 
reading test and you’re great.” 
“Yeah…” began Annabelle, stretching the word out as if to make room for her thoughts 
and skepticism. “I mean it’s still got bias in it, right?” she asked.  
“Is it about points?” I asked, before answering my own rhetorical question with another, 
“Like, does lowering the amount of points to graduate even the playing field?”  
Adding to my list of skeptical questions, Annabelle also asked, “And what’s the role of 
context?” 
Waiting for a slight pause in the conversation Meg again started quietly and slowly, 
pointing out, “You don't want to tell your kids who aren't going to college that you lower it by 6 
points.” Letting her voice crescendo slightly as she spoke, she suggested, “[I wouldn’t want to 
say ‘oh, you're not doing that [planning to attend college], so we don't expect it [a higher ACT 
score] of you’ [because] that’s how [the] kids would read it.” She continued, “if I say, I’m going 
to give [them] a slightly shorter reading assignment just because that’s what [they] need right 
now, they're personally offended and they refuse to read it.” 
“Which brings us back to that individualized…,” I said, turning to Kathleen for help 
finding the term she had introduced and I had lost.  




“Right, personalized learning plan,” I said, jumping back into my thought, “where 
everybody is doing something different to some degree. So, that kid having a shorter reading or 
a different kind of reading doesn't feel bad in the same way that it does now where it's like we 
have the standard and the middle ground and the advanced and the others...” I paused, again 
searching for the right word before smiling and saying, “the red zoners!”—a reference to a term 
Meg’s school had adopted, as a means of labeling students who were struggling academically or 
had behavior concerns and a term we all found amusing and which sent us into the collective 
snickers of an inside joke.  
In these last few exchanges, the ways in which we approached the conversation through 
our activity-system-tinted-glasses and, as a result, seemed to misunderstand or talk right past 
one another again becomes apparent. As Annabelle responds to Kevin’s comment about 
“college readiness” functioning as an odd standard for high school graduation, she builds on his 
point to suggest that such a standard is based on problematic logic that implies that all high 
school graduates should be planning to attend college immediately after graduation and that in 
order to graduate one must be prepared for college. In challenging the assessment’s implied 
expectations for what students should do after graduation, she speaks from her activity system 
perspective wherein many of her students are not likely to be college-bound (be it for 
financially-, academically-, or professional goal-based reasons). When Kevin and Joe respond to 
Annabelle, however, they do not address Annabelle’s concern, and instead shift the focus of the 
conversation to how bad they and presumably their colleagues (based on their use of “we”) felt 
the previous assessment was and thus their collective appreciation for the ACT as the new 
standard. As they do this, however, it does not seem either was aware they were redirecting the 
focus of the conversation. Instead, without significant experience with students like those 




response, seem to have—as the two group members with the longest teaching careers—
reached for their greater and longer experience with the past State assessments.  
When Kevin then proposes that he doesn’t mind the ACT as the assessment tool, but he 
believes the high school graduation goal should be “about six points lower than the benchmark 
for college acceptance,” he returns to Annabelle’s point and seems to be working to reach 
across their activity system differences to agree with her. Unfortunately, though, he proposes 
(at least as Annabelle, Meg, and I appear to have understood it) that one way of resolving the 
issue of “college readiness” as the standard for graduation might be to lower the required 
benchmark score by six points for students who are not college-bound. However, because he 
does not teach in an activity system similar to Annabelle’s (or Meg’s, who also responds to his 
comment), he does not seem to realize how such a lowering of standards would be experienced 
by students like those Annabelle and Meg taught and thus the problematic nature of this idea. 
In both of her rhetorical questions about the bias that still exists in the test and context, 
Annabelle seems to be suggesting that, from her experience with her students, a lowering of the 
benchmark score would still not really resolve the issues her students face with the test. 
Likewise, Meg clearly draws on her experience with her students to explain what is problematic 
about telling non-college-bound students that they need not score as high as their peers. While I 
lack teaching experience in school activity systems like those of Meg and Annabelle, my 
resistance to the notion that lowering the requisite score truly “evens the playing field” was 
shaped by two separate experiences. First, growing up as a student with a disability, I 
remembered hearing those same words—you don’t have to do as much or as well—and how 
awful they felt. Second, the scholarship I had read around social justice education examined the 
systematic disenfranchisement of particular student populations (a marker of my postsecondary 




passionate, urgent, and protective tone—Meg’s arising from a feeling of being called to defend 
and protect her students, and mine emerging from my own memories, my anticipation of how 
Kevin’s idea might sound to Meg, Annabelle, and Christina, and a desire to defend both them 
and the hypothetical students like myself. In retrospect and with the benefit of a close 
examination of this moment, however, it seems Kevin’s comment may have been meant to 
suggest that the score required to graduate for any student (not just those who were non-
college-bound) should be lowered by six points. However, through the lenses of our respective 
activity systems—knowing he had not worked extensively with non-college-bound students—it 
appears Annabelle, Meg, and I were predisposed to hear Kevin’s point as we did and thus raise 
our concerns about test bias and the problematic nature of lowering the expectations for one 
group of students. In this case, while Kevin’s activity system experiences may or may not have 
shaped his comment, Annabelle, Meg, and my activity systems clearly tinted our interpretation 
of Kevin’s words and consequently led each of us to marginally redirect the conversation toward 
our own concerns.  
As I returned us to the idea of individualized education for all students, we all seemed to 
release a shallow sigh of exhaustion and each subtly repositioned ourselves in our seats, all 
evidently beginning to feel the effects of two and a half hours of deep conversation spent in 
uncomfortable institutional chairs. Taking the hint and glancing at my watch, I drew the group’s 
attention to the time. Acutely aware of the circles it felt we had talked in for hours, in an 
awkwardly shrill voice apparently meant to convey my utter uncertainty about the potential 
answers to my question, I asked, “so, where have we gotten?” and punctuated my question with 
a nervous giggle. 
“I feel like we’ve gotten closer, but I’m not sure we’re there yet,” said Joe with a slight 




Joe was perhaps right: while at this conversation’s end we still had no clear direction for our 
work together, we had circled slightly closer to what would become our eventual project 
(though it did not feel like it at the time).  
In the end, while it lasted only 7 minutes and 47 seconds, this larger conversation was 
representative of many of our other discussions, particularly early in our work together as we 
tried to settle on an advocacy project. While at first glance this exchange seems to simply be 
about standardized testing, our respective concerns about it, and which of those might lead to 
an issue worth our collaborative advocacy, in the span of less than ten minutes our specific 
focus shifted nine different times. In the moment of the conversation, each of us would have 
likely understood and described our topic and purpose in similar terms, imagining we were all 
on the same page. It appears, however, that this was not the case. Activity theory, then, helps us 
understand the complex set of influences that led us to come at these critical conversations in 
differing ways. As the conversation shifted slightly in focus from speaker to speaker, each of our 
perspectives were apparently so strongly shaped by our activity system experiences that it was 
as though we were each wearing our own pair of uniquely tinted activity system glasses. 
Through the tinted lenses of these glasses we seemed unable to: 1) see that our individual 
contributions and points of discussion were not quite the same as those to which we were 
ostensibly responding, 2) realize that those who were responding to us, were talking about 
something somewhat different, and 3) recognize that we were not all, in fact, talking about the 
same thing. I think we were all aware at various times that it felt as though our conversations 
went in frustrating circles, but we remained unaware of what led to these circular discussions, 
what about them made them feel so circular, and how they kept ending up taking this form. 




ahead toward identifying an advocacy goal together, we remained mystified as to why it was 
proving so difficult for us to gain any traction toward developing our advocacy project.  
 
Activity theory can raise our awareness of the range of experiences that shape ideas 
about advocacy as well as the range of contexts in which English and literacy teaching happens; 
and all of this, in turn, can enable us to more deeply understand one another’s perspectives. 
While I provide a fuller set of recommendations in the Conclusion, here I wish to simply suggest 
that rather than beginning our work by trying to immediately identify an advocacy goal, we 
might have been better served to start by first reflecting on our unique activity system 
constellations. These reflections might have then helped us recognize how our activity system 
glasses were tinting our approach to advocacy and coloring our advocacy concerns. With these 
insights in mind, we might have more easily been able to identify the moments when we 
ourselves or others in the group were slightly shifting the conversational focus. Furthermore, in 
bringing this activity theory perspective to our work, we may have been able to see more clearly 
(or quickly) the possibilities and opportunities our diverse systems might afford us in our work 
together. In spite of the challenges outlined here, we were ultimately able to benefit from the 
diverse experiences we each brought with us to the project and leverage them toward 
advocacy. In the following chapter, I continue to draw on the notion of activity systems in order 
to focus on what allowed us to get our activism together and start “batting on the same team.” 
Coming together as an advocacy “team”—an activity system within ourselves—I argue, is what 






AND THEN IT’S “NOTHIN’ BUT DRAWIN’ DICKS”: BECOMING OUR OWN ACTIVITY 
SYSTEM, FINDING SUCCESS 
 
As our December discussion about standardized testing trailed to an end, our 
conversation drifted back to the importance of having teacher voices more regularly involved in 
policy discussions. While Kathleen and I considered the relationship between research and 
advocacy, Joe, who had been taking notes on our shared group Google doc, began chuckling to 
himself as he looked down at his laptop and then shot a smirking glance at Annabelle. Noticing 
the giggles, Kathleen, who had been pointing out that “the inquiry process could be our 
beginning step, but ultimately our goal is change,” paused and looked inquisitively at Joe and 
Kathleen. From the other side of the now depleted tortilla chip bag and empty guacamole 
container, I smiled slightly as I looked at Joe and asked in my best exaggeratedly affected 
teacher voice, “are you ok over there?”  
 “Sorry,” said Joe, waving his hand in front of him, trying to dismiss the disruption. “It’s 
something else; Annabelle and I are fighting [on the Google doc].”  
 “You’re my students on a Google doc!” I said with a tone of joking accusation, and we all 
laughed.  
 “Annabelle and I taught together for a semester and now we like to bug each other,” 
explained Joe, the skin at the corners of his eyes crinkling into starry smile lines, while Annabelle 
punctuated his sentence with a buoyant laugh.  
 “I had a group of students one time and I gave them a Google doc to work on and they 
just couldn’t handle it! They would erase people’s things and write things like monkey butt!” I 




tone as I added, “I was like, ‘you all are in college! How is this what’s happening in my classroom 
right now?!’”  
 “Yeah, we tried that too once with 9th graders,” Joe admitted, chuckling as others 
nodded and smiled in understanding. 
 “I’ve had classes before that are really good at self-policing,” added Kevin, snapping his 
fingers for emphasis on the word policing. “As soon as something comes up that is not helpful 
like six or seven kids are just like, nah, that’s gone,” gesturing as if to wipe clean the invisible 
blackboard in front of him. 
  “I used to have that,” added Kathleen, laughing darkly as she finished her sentence, 
“but now I’m with behavior intervention students.” Understanding all too well Kathleen’s point, 
we all joined in her laughter.  
 “Yep, and then it’s nothin’ but [everyone] drawin’ dicks!” said Kevin, leaning 
dramatically back in his chair while drawing invisible exaggerated phallic peaks in the air. 
Immediately erupting into the laughter of shared understanding, we all began to talk at once, 
each recounting our own many classroom tales that all ended in some version of “everyone 
drawin’ dicks.”  
 While a welcome moment of comic relief in what was otherwise a meeting filled with 
deep thinking and tangled conversation, this incident represented much more than an amusing 
reprieve from the hard work of identifying a shared advocacy goal; it beautifully (and 
humorously) highlights—in spite of the ways in which our various activity systems posed 
challenges to our work—how very much we also had in common. Despite teaching in different 
districts, at different schools with different student populations, and at different grade levels, 
we were, at the end of the day, all still teachers—teachers who (among other things) had all at 




referencing body parts or bodily functions was hilarious. In this moment, and others like it, there 
was the early glimmerings of the kinds of connections that would eventually allow us to 
accomplish the work we did.  
 In this chapter I draw again on the data from our meetings, interview transcripts, and a 
set of reflections we wrote in February, to highlight how we accomplished the advocacy we did. 
I propose that in order to realize our advocacy goals and overcome the challenges we faced in 
persisting in the work, coming to a shared understanding of advocacy, and identifying a 
collective advocacy goal, we needed to become an activity system within ourselves. After briefly 
detailing our accomplishments, I borrow from Bakhtin’s notion of internally persuasive discourse 
to further argue that our group’s activity system had to become internally persuasive enough to 
hold its ground among the other systems in our individual constellations that drew on our time 
and energy. In our case, the development of such a system, I argue, required that we take the 
time to build relationships among one another, develop a collective identity, and find some 
intrinsic reward within the work. 
In what follows, I provide a brief description of the time it took for us to complete the 
project, focusing on how the time we spent together enabled us to build relationships among 
one another—relationships which significantly contributed to our ability to persist in the work 
together. Given the important role the eventual formation of our collective group identity 
played in our success, I then outline how we evolved from being simply a group of participants 
to being CSEC, a community organization with a clear sense of purpose. Finally, I propose that 
fundamental to our ability to persist in the work together (and thus key to our successes) were 
the various intrinsic rewards we each found in our work together. Specifically, I propose that the 
rewards we found in attempting to foster change, producing a material product, learning 




our motivation to persist in the project and consequently enabled our successes. Thus, while our 
diverse activity systems pose challenges to collaborations, these motivating experiences 
encourage us to persist through the messy aspects of the work. In the end (as I will detail in this 
chapter), it is ironically the opportunity to work with others across these diverse systems that 
often becomes a primary motivation for the work. 
BUILDING A COMMUNITY OF ADVOCATES: OUR ADVOCACY ACHIEVEMENTS 
While the early months of our group’s meetings were marked by messy circular 
conversations as we strove to come to a shared purpose for our work together, by our fifth 
meeting (in February) we found our first bit of firm ground. With only Kathleen, Kevin, and I able 
to attend that evening, the three of us reflected on what we had valued thus far about our work 
together and what our hopes were for the project as we moved forward. Kevin wondered aloud, 
“I don't know if there's a way to create some sort of discourse between university and public 
school teachers or at least high school and junior high teachers that would create more of a 
sense of a unified continuum." 
 Agreeing, I added, “When we just respond to an issue in the moment, that's what 
creates advocacy efforts that pop up and then disappear and then pop up for the next issue and 
disappear. It seems like we need something ongoing that gives teachers a place to go for 
resources when an issue does pop up.”  
 Chiming in a few moments later, Kathleen synthesized best the concerns Kevin and I 
were raising, saying “the biggest challenge of advocacy groups... is that largely, our behavior has 
to be reactive vs. responsive and we wait for an issue to come up and we're not getting at the 
forefront of issues.” She then suggested we might create something like the “visionary 




be a bit like a think tank, a group of “secondary and postsecondary or primary teachers that are 
together and kind of know what’s on the forefront of issues that they think might be emerging.” 
 In this moment we came to a shared realization that advocacy is too often reactionary 
and that something like Kathleen’s “visionary committee” might be one solution to this issue. 
Though it took several more meetings for us to develop clear forward momentum, this 
conversation and one we had a month earlier about the challenges we (and other teachers) face 
in understanding to whom to advocate on any given issue emerged (in retrospect) as key turning 
points in moving us toward the advocacy we accomplished. Over the next nine months we 
would come to realize: 
1)  like the “book of flow charts” Meg suggested several months earlier, what other 
teachers interested in advocacy like us may need is some kind of repository of easily 
navigable resources for teacher-led advocacy and information about how education 
policy gets made in our state, and  
2) like the “visionary committees,” other teachers too would value the opportunity to 
connect with, learn from, share policy concerns with, and possibly collaborate with 
others from different schools, districts, disciplines, and levels. 
From these ideas evolved the community organization (Cross-State Education Community 
[CSEC]) website and happy hours we eventually created. Painted throughout in shades of rich 
forest green and soft buttery yellow, intended to pay subtle homage to the endless fields of corn 
that carpet much of our state, the website serves as CSEC’s virtual home. The homepage 
welcomes visitors with a brief description of who are and an invitation to join us, which reads: 
The Cross [State] Educational Community (C[S]EC) draws together advocates for public 
education in [our state]. Originally a small group of middle and high school teachers, 
C[S]EC brings together educational professionals to participate freely in discussions 
advocating for public education in [our state]. 
We believe open dialogue between all stakeholders is the surest way to 




invite all educational professionals and community members to join the Cross [State] 
Educational Community.  
 
From the top of the homepage, visitors can select from the “About,” “Get Involved,” and 
“Resources” tabs. Along with information about our values and mission, the tagline at the top of 
the “About” page declares our hopes for “Turning Interest into Action.” The “Get Involved” page 
invites guests to “Meet with Us,” “Write for Us,” and “Advocate with Us,” explaining that one of 
the primary goals of CSEC is to “foster community among educational professionals and 
community members.” Hovering over the “Resources” tab reveals a drop-down menu that 
offers visitors five different resource pages which include information about and resources for 
the State Legislature, the State Board of Education, the state’s public education funding formula, 
templates for advocating, and outside resources. Scrolling down the page, visitors are met with 
a flow chart (see Figure 4.1), precisely like that which Meg had facetiously argued for in 
December. Based on our collective research on how state education policy is made we designed 
the chart with the hope of helping others make sense of what we ourselves had struggled to 
understand: the complex web of structures through which these decisions are made and where 







 In addition to the information and resources provided by the website, we all agreed 
that, like the visionary committees Kathleen described, what each of us valued most about our 
work together on the project was the opportunity to connect with and learn from each other—
other teachers who are committed to social justice, advocacy, inquiry, and learning but who 
bring different perspectives based on their range of teaching contexts. Building on our 
appreciation of our time spent together, we developed the idea for educator happy hours. Each 
month CSEC would host a happy hour at a local restaurant or bar, with the goal of bringing 
together a range of stakeholders—teachers, administrators, policymakers, parents, and 
community members—to engage in genuine conversation about their interests and concerns 
relating to education. With the launch of the website on October 30, 2018 CSEC successfully 
hosted its first happy hours the following week (November 4th and 5th) at a Riverside coffee shop 
and Columbus brewery, respectively. Collectively the happy hours drew working and retired 
ELA, social studies, and modern language teachers from five different districts, university faculty 
from three institutions, a children’s services advocate, and friends and family of the CSEC Board 




members. Gathered around coffee, beers, and munchies, participants introduced themselves 
and their interests in the group, exchanged stories from their work, shared their concerns about 
and interest in education policy, and met others with similar commitments. While the demands 
of teaching and graduate study, the arrival of new babies, family commitments, and the onset of 
a global pandemic have prevented CSEC from arranging further happy hours, we have hopes of 
doing so in the future and continue to think of these as one of our significant advocacy 
successes. 
 Finally, while perhaps an evidently mundane accomplishment, among our successes was 
simply our ability to persist in the work over the course of nearly a year and a half. Given the 
significant challenges to persisting in and sustaining collaborations like this due to the barriers 
posed by our many activity systems (as described in the previous chapter), this alone was a 
noteworthy achievement. While three of our original seven group members had to step away 
from the work at some point in the project, over half of us—Kathleen, Meg, Kevin, and myself—
remained from the beginning to the end of the study. Moreover, even though Joe, Annabelle, 
and Christina had to step back from the project, each contributed valuable ideas, perspectives, 
and work that contributed significantly to our eventual development of CSEC, the website, and 
the happy hours.  
BECOMING ADVOCATES, BECOMING AN ACTIVITY SYSTEM: HOW WE ACHIEVED OUR ADVOCACY 
GOALS  
While moments of laughter, mutual understanding, and shared experiences like those 
described in the opening of this chapter allowed us to build community and relationships among 
one another, they alone were not enough to overcome the obstacles we faced in coming to a 




together. In addition, amidst the demands placed on us by our other activity systems, it was 
difficult to find the energy, motivation, and time to persist in the messy work of advocacy, 
particularly given that this work is rarely (if at all) rewarded by the other activity systems in our 
lives. Therefore, in order to be successful in our work together, we had to form for ourselves, 
essentially, an activity system that would compel us to persist in the work even as other systems 
competed for our energy and attention. More specifically, given the lack of extrinsic reward for 
this work, the activity system we developed for ourselves could not just be any activity system—
it had to become intrinsically rewarding enough to each of us that we would be willing to persist 
in the work. In other words, our activity system had to become what Mikhail Bakhtin would call 
internally persuasive.  
 “The ideological becoming of a human being,” argues Bakhtin (1982), “is the process of 
selectively assimilating the words of others” (341). These words, or discourses, may be either 
authoritative or internally persuasive and “determine the very basis of our ideological 
interrelations with the world, [forming] the very basis of our behavior” (342). An authoritative 
discourse as Bakhtin defines it, is one that “demands that we acknowledge it, that we make it 
our own” and when we encounter it, it comes with “its authority already fused to it” (342). In 
contrast, “internally persuasive discourse ... is, as it is affirmed through assimilation, tightly 
interwoven with ‘one’s own word.’ In the everyday rounds of our consciousness, the internally 
persuasive word is half-ours and half-someone else’s” (345). That is to say, while authoritative 
discourses provide a kind of extrinsic motivation or pressure on our thoughts and behaviors, 
internally persuasive discourses are those which become uniquely our own by sewing so tightly 
together the words and ideologies of others that they become inextricable from one another 
and intrinsically motivate our thoughts and actions. These discourses, however, do not exist 




alien voices enter[ing] into the struggle for influence within an individual’s consciousness (just as 
they struggle with one another in surrounding social reality)” (348). Our “ideological 
development” and identity, argues Bakhtin, results from this “intense struggle within us for 
hegemony among various available verbal and ideological points of view, approaches, directions 
and values” (346). In the case of our group, as our work together lacked an authoritative 
discourse (i.e. no outside activity system compelled or rewarded this work), to persist in the 
project together, the work we did and the activity system we formed needed to become 
internally persuasive for each of us. Moreover, not only did our work together have to become 
internally persuasive, but it necessarily had to become internally persuasive enough to hold its 
ground among the other many discourses both within and outside of each of us that were 
pulling our energy and motivation in so many other directions. 
Crucial to our advocacy project eventually becoming an internally persuasive activity 
system of our own was time to build relationships, the development of a shared sense of 
identity, and the opportunity to find intrinsic reward in the work. Analysis of the data from this 
project, including written reflections and follow-up interviews demonstrate that these factors 
emerged as key reasons the participants persisted in this work. That is, these elements made 
this project, in Bakthin’s words, “internally persuasive” enough to compel our attention and 
energy in the midst of so many other demands and were critical to our success.  
Time: “If you want things to last and be good, it takes some time to actually build the 
foundational work” 
When I conceived of this study—acutely aware of the constraints of the academic 
calendar year, graduate school timelines, and the many other demands on participants’ and my 




most a full twelve months, but never imagined it (from the start of participant recruitment to 
the point I named as the study’s end) would take the 16 months it did. More experienced than I 
was with this kind of work, Kathleen was wisely aware that just as anything worth doing is rarely 
easy, so too do collaborations take time to develop and effective advocacy takes time to enact. 
“I think my younger self, as an educator, wanted to get things done quickly,” said Kathleen in 
her interview. In contrast, “my older more experienced self,” she continued, “sees if you want 
things to last and be good, it takes some time to actually build the foundational work.” Thus, as 
Kathleen so wisely anticipated, essential to our ability to realize our accomplishments was, very 
simply, time—time to develop a shared sense of advocacy and an advocacy goal and time to 
build relationships among one another. 
Not only did we need time to get to know one another and feel comfortable sharing our 
ideas, but we needed time to develop a sense of community. As Meg astutely pointed out in her 
interview, across these months of our work together, our group’s make-up never felt terribly 
“static” (at least not until the last few months).  
Instead, we were “more like an ensemble cast, like on Grey's Anatomy. ... There’s like 
the main group that's been there for 15 years but then there's all these other characters 
that come in [and] played an important role and then went off to do something else. It 
doesn't diminish the role that they had, the role is still important; it's just that that arc 
had come to an end and so new roles [are] created and new identities.”14 
 
With the shifting group membership and the meetings often scheduled a month or more apart, 
it is no wonder that we were slow to develop individual relationships among one another and 
grow together as a community.  
The open and flexible nature of the group structure also contributed to the time we 
needed to develop relationships among one another. From the inception of the project, I was 
 
14 Meg also added, “Today [February 28, 2018] Grey's Anatomy becomes the longest running medical 




dedicated to a Participant Action approach which, as Nancy Shore (2006) argues, necessarily 
“entails a commitment to empowering practices, which include creating participatory practices 
where all [collaborators] have a voice in decision making and where there is a commitment to 
translate findings into actual community benefits” (12). In terms of our group, this commitment 
meant entering our work together with no predetermined structure, group organization, roles 
for members, or advocacy goals in mind—that is, the very nature of our work together would be 
fully determined by the group as a collective. Moreover, as activity theory suggests: “The 
prospect of expanded control and the action possibilities this creates, leads participants to a 
positive emotional response in which they buy into and realize the activity” (Vermeulen et al. 
2016, n. p.). For Kathleen this proved true, as she explained that our group’s open structure 
contributed to her feelings of commitment and dedication to the project. When asked in her 
interview what helped motivate her to stay with the group for the duration of the project, she 
answered, “Because I had a voice in it, a purpose. Someone wasn’t telling me this is what we’re 
going to do. I had a voice in creating the purpose, so I wanted to see it through.” Similarly, Meg 
agreed that “there’s a lot of benefit to not having that because when you have an agenda and 
you have questions and all those sorts of things, you can unintentionally or prematurely 
constrict what might occur and what ideas might be brought forth. By not necessarily putting 
restraints on our meetings or by having something less nebulous, I think that allowed us to really 
explore a wide range of things that we probably wouldn’t have.” This commitment to 
collaboration and egalitarian decision making, however, also necessarily meant our work at 
times—especially early on—felt messy, disorganized, and circular as we got to know one 
another’s personalities, interests, experiences, and concerns. As Kevin put it in his interview, this 
open structure meant “we danced around what we could do for a lot longer than [he] expected” 




because of that nobody wanted to say where they wanted to go eat or whether they wanted to 
play mini golf." Similarly, when reflecting in her interview on our group’s dynamic, Christina 
pointed out that “there were a lot of us with lots of ideas and maybe not that decisive voice.” 
The time it took us to find our direction, however, also made it possible for us to 
develop relationships among one another and each find our role within the group. As Kevin 
described it, we “sort of settled into Meg being the concrete actuator, like she got the website 
stuff. ... And then you [Nicole] were more of sort of a complicator, [... asking] a lot of ‘what ifs?’ 
And that Kathleen and I sort of offered slightly different polls of more bigger picture things, 
[...both asking questions like] what's [the website] going to do and how is that going to impact 
people in the real world?” As we grew into these roles, especially in the later months of our 
project (from June onward), we began to gain momentum toward developing the website and 
envisioning CSEC, our community organization.  
 Not only did the flexible and organic nature of the group’s structure contribute to our 
ability to develop relationships and thereby accomplish what we did, but the “very honest and 
open” nature of the group’s members, as Kathleen described us in her February reflection, also 
contributed to our growing relationships. In her interview, Kathleen highlighted her appreciation 
for what she perceived as everyone’s willingness to be open and form relationships with one 
another, saying, “we each brought pieces of our passion ... to the table and everyone was very 
open about what they wanted the outcome to be.” For Kevin this open and social nature of the 
group came as a bit of a surprise, noting in his interview that the group “was a lot more social 
than I expected... Like I knew we would all talk about our lives and our jobs a little bit, but there 
was a lot more ... navigating of the interpersonal social spaces of the members of the group than 
I expected.” From Kevin’s perspective, this social aspect seemed integral to the project because 




goal.” Similarly, Kathleen, again in her reflection, shared that she felt “our ability to be 
vulnerable without floodlighting ... helped us remain progressive.” In other words, our 
willingness to connect and share with one another enabled us, with time, to build a community 
in which we could feel comfortable honestly sharing our experiences and ideas. This in turn 
allowed us to slowly develop and accomplish our goals.  
 For some participants, the relationships we were able to build came to form part of the 
foundation of their commitment to the project. From my perspective, as our connections to one 
another grew, these relationships felt sustaining and motivating even when the work felt 
challenging. In February, for example, I wrote, “Every time we meet, I’m re-energized by the 
group’s passion for the work, even when it feels hard or vague.” For Kevin, our relationships 
came to be part of the fabric of the group’s identity and were in part the thread that kept us 
committed to the work. “I think by the end when there was just a handful of us,” explained 
Kevin, our identity came from “a sense of commitment to a project—a sort of, ‘I said I would do 
this and I'm going to commit to doing it and that means I'm going to do it the best I can.’” In 
other words, the relationships we built among one another not only energized our work 
together, but in so doing also created, for some of us, a positive sense of obligation to one 
another—an internal persuasiveness—and thereby to the work as well. 
These relationships and the sense of obligation we developed toward one another 
blended with our own personal convictions and interests to further create in us an internal 
persuasiveness around the project, encouraging us to persist in the work. In her interview  
Meg shared that, in part, she stuck with the project because she “valued being able to connect 
with other teachers that [she] otherwise wouldn't have connected with” and she “like[d] 
hanging out with you [Nicole ...] and wanted to see what this would be because it sounded like a 




built in the group (along with the existing one she and I already had), combined with her 
commitment to not quitting things she starts, helped her remain committed to our work. 
Similarly, for Kathleen, this combination of positive social pressure and personal commitments 
came from her need for a “passion project.” Specifically, she explained in her interview that she 
felt “validated” in the work because it was “a passion project,” something she needs in her “life 
to feel alive.” Furthermore, because our group and work serve as a passion project that helped 
her get through “a tough, challenging professional situation,” the experience “reinforced to 
[her] that no matter how busy [she is, she has] to have a passion project.” In the end, for the 
four of us who remained active in the group through the duration of the study, some 
combination of the relationships we built among one another mixed with our own existing 
personal commitments and values helped us to persist in the project together. While these 
relationships took time to form, as they did, so too did we begin to develop a collective group 
identity which contributed to our eventual ability to find and accomplish shared goals. The 
critical role this relational work played in our success will get further exploration in the 
concluding section to this chapter.  
 
Developing Group Identity, Becoming CSEC: “We are a group of educators, secondary to 
postsecondary, trying to find ways to give more voice and capacity to our colleagues across 
the state and across various institutions.” 
“That’s easy! I’ve thought about my elevator pitch quite a bit,” Kathleen said when 
asked how she would describe the identity of our group and what we did. “We [CSEC] are a 
group of educators, secondary to postsecondary, trying to find ways to give more voice and 




specifically about our core group—the seven of us brought together by the study—Kathleen 
further described us as “committed, frustrated optimists.” That is to say, we were a group of 
teachers “frustrated” by current education policy, “optimistic” that we could affect positive 
change in these policies, and “committed” to fostering these changes. When asked the same 
question, Meg focused on our individual and collective identities as educators, saying, “I feel like 
we all identified very strongly as teachers.” While perhaps an apparently obvious 
characterization, I would argue it is not an insignificant one, as each of us would likely point to 
this as central to who we understand ourselves to be, both professionally and personally. For 
both Kevin and Joe, the work of our group reminded them of a “think tank” with, as Joe put it, 
the goal of exploring “the idea of advocacy within education and how we [could] empower 
teachers to be advocates.” In these answers each participant points to key elements of what 
became a collective sense of group identity. However, while the development of this shared 
identity became critical to our ability to accomplish what we did, it was not something we came 
by easily or quickly. 
Throughout the project, especially during the first four months, there were times when I 
think we all felt acutely aware that, as Kevin put it, “we didn't get together organically and then 
you [Nicole] stumbled across us as a natural experiment where you could watch the 'gorillas in 
the wild.’” For Kevin, and perhaps for others, this awareness created a sense of performativity. 
“Like I'm 50% genuinely interested in doing the thing,” he said during our February meeting, 
“and I'm 50% interested in performing as a participant in a research study who may or may not 
actually be interested in doing the thing. But these are the behaviors I would exhibit in the Zoo 
for the people who came to see what a teacher at a meeting looks like." As we developed a clear 
sense of the work we were doing together, however, this sense of performativity and the 




In terms of our evolution as an activity system within ourselves, this development of a 
shared group identity in some ways coincided with the development of our system’s object and 
outcome. For us, the object (or the immediate concrete goals) we settled on for our work 
together was the development of the website, CSEC, and the happy hours. Our shared 
outcome—our broader long-term goal—became “bringing together educators from across 
academic levels, from a variety of disciplines, and from a range of districts and educational 
contexts ... to share experiences, learn from one another, and problem-solve [in order to] create 
opportunities to improve education in [our state]” (“About,” CSEC). Specifically, through the 
creation of our objects, we hoped to support teacher advocacy by sharing information and 
resources (via the website) and create a larger community of advocates (through CSEC). As we 
came to these shared understandings of our objects and outcomes, we simultaneously began to 
develop our shared sense of identity—moving from being a group of teachers brought together 
for the purposes of a study and with the vague object of “advocacy” to being CSEC.  
 Across the 16 months of our work together, there were several moments that, in 
retrospect, seemed key to this move from being “we”—a group of people brought together for 
this study—to being “We” —the founders of CSEC. The first inkling of a sense of our identity 
beyond that of the study group emerged during our February meeting. As we discussed 
Kathleen’s idea of a “visionary committee,” Kevin suggested we might “take it even a step 
beyond that and see if we could find money, like a Carnegie grant or a Guggenheim grant that 
would provide resources for that sort of visionary committee to meet.” Kevin’s idea sparked a 
longer conversation about the possibility of applying for a grant to support our work. In this 
moment, we are for the first time envisioning our work as larger than the parameters of the 
study, a first step in moving toward the development of our shared group identity. However, as 




this same meeting), this move toward a shared identity was neither seamless nor unidirectional. 
It, instead, often involved two steps forward toward our CSEC identity and one step back. 
 In March, we gained further momentum toward finding our shared identity when 
Kathleen, Meg, Christina, and I made our first concrete steps toward envisioning the website. 
Summarizing our conversation from the previous meeting (which neither Meg or Christina were 
able to attend), Kathleen explained that we had imagined creating an online resource where 
others could learn about what advocacy efforts are already happening, submit their own 
advocacy efforts, or connect with others who might have similar concerns. “It’s a pretty rough 
idea,” she said, adding, “but I actually think it would be kind of useful.”  
While Meg and Melisa were not initially entirely sold on the idea as Kathleen and I 
presented it, we soon found ourselves discussing what this hypothetical site of ours might 
involve. “What are the sections we want on the website?” I asked, my mind rushing toward too 
many questions. “What are the features that we want it to have and then what are the 
questions that we need answered or concerns that we have that we need to figure out still?”  
Moving to the white board that ran the length of one of the walls, Meg grabbed a black 
marker and drew a large rectangle on the board. “This is our website, guys!” she said, gesturing 
at her drawing like a gameshow model. Christina and I then began to list potential section 
headings for the site. Grabbing a magenta marker from the tray, Meg spun around to face us, 
her sandy hair whipping dramatically around her face as she declared, with just a hint of cheese 
in her voice, “I’m going to use different colors, guys!!”  
“Woooo!!” exclaimed Christina, enthusiastically raising the chocolate chip cookie she 
held triumphantly into the air.  
“Oh my gosh! This is going to be so great!!” I said, giggling slightly and melodramatically 




 As we continued to brainstorm, questions about how we would literally construct the 
website, what might require coding knowledge, who our potential audience would be, what 
content this audience would need, what resources we may want to link to, and how we might 
incorporate a forum in the site bounced between us like so many kernels of popping corn. 
Eventually, exhausted by our own enthusiasm and with the board filled with a colorful array of 
phrases, bullet points, arrows, and circles, I asked what we felt our next steps should be.  
“We need a name,” suggested Meg, twirling a dry-erase marker in one hand. 
 “We need a mascot!” I added, laughing at my own facetious joke.  
Always quick with her dry humor, Meg looked over her shoulder at my snoozing German 
Shepherd guide dog, Pumpkin, who lay sprawled out against one wall and said flatly, “Pumpkin 
can be our mascot.”  
“Yes! Like just [an image of] dog ears!” I said, laughing and drawing exaggeratedly large 
pointed German Shepherd ears in the air. 
“Yassss!” agreed Meg enthusiastically and we all laughed as we imagined the confused 
reactions an outline of only dog ears would be met with.  
While we would ultimately remain name- and logo-less for at least another two months, 
this moment served as another key stepping stone on the path to our collective identity. In 
addition to developing a list of concrete tasks that would move our work forward, this was the 
first time we imagined identifying ourselves (through naming and “branding”) as a collective, 
independent of the parameters of the study. 
In spite of plans to build on this momentum the next month, with the final weeks of the 
semester dropping far too quickly from the calendar, we found ourselves deciding to cancel our 
April meeting. Shortly thereafter, and before we were able to reschedule our meeting, I was 




terminal vascular cancer and vanished from my life within a week. Nearly swallowed alive by 
grief, I found myself barely able to fulfill the most basic of end-of-semester obligations. It was 
nearly six weeks later that I found the emotional and mental space to reach out to the group 
again and not until June that we were again able to meet.  
Finally, all together in person again, for the first time in over four months, the five of 
us—Meg, Christina, Kathleen, Kevin, and I—worked to catch one another up on what had been 
discussed and tentatively decided upon at previous meetings. Our conversation ping-ponged 
from talk about the website to the possibility of developing an online forum to more ideological 
discussion about our individual goals for our work together, and back again. Eventually, building 
from the idea of an online forum of some kind, Kathleen proposed something new. “I have a 
wild idea, guys!” she said slowly, the ideas still forming as she talked. “I think a lot of the 
genuine conversations happen when you’re face to face so maybe a small component that we 
could have is a little meet-up.”  
 “And then the website serves as [a site of] information!” said Christina, jumping in 
enthusiastically.  
Excited by the idea, we discussed the further opportunities meet-ups might allow us to 
invite other stakeholders to participate in our conversations. This led us to consider what the 
relationship might be among these meet-ups, the website, and the online discussion forum. 
Agreeing we did not want the meet-ups to become the primary focus of our work, but rather a 
piece of something larger, we began to puzzle through how the smaller pieces—the discussion 
forum and meet-ups—might fit together within a larger website. Leaning back to grab a black 
dry erase marker from the tray on the wall behind me, I began to cover the white board with 
phrases, arrows, and bullet points as I tried to map our quickly evolving ideas. Amid the 




brand ourselves”—an off-handed comment that launched us into a vibrant discussion of what 
our burgeoning organization’s name might be.  
 Meg was the first to speak. “[State], teachers, voices, speak,” she suggested and with 
that we began to throw words and phrases at the white board, waiting to see what, like 
spaghetti, would stick. Words like “educators,” “teacher,” “voices,” and “[State]” swirled like the 
white threads of cloud in the air between us (as illustrated in Figure 4.2). Terms shapeshifted 
above us, changing from one form to another and constantly aligning and realigning themselves 
into one phrase and then another: “[State] Teachers’ Connection, State Teachers’ Network, 
[State] Educators Speak, [State] Education Voices.” As we laid together these various 
combinations of words, we found ourselves reconfronted with questions about exactly what 
advocacy we hoped to do, the subject of that advocacy, with whom we imagined doing that 
advocacy, and the geographic focus of that advocacy. Simultaneously we strove to craft an 





Fearing its potential overuse in organization nomenclature, Kathleen suggested we 
“gear away from [including] advocacy” in our name.  
 “What if we think of things that have to do with [our state]?” I asked. “That might help 
us come up with something catchy.” Thinking about our state’s largely rural population and 
agricultural identity, I proposed the terms “fields, corn, cultivating, and urban-to-rural,” 
suggestions that were met with blank skeptical expressions from the others. I tried defending 
my evidently corn-y ideas. “I’m trying to make it sound sexy!” I said, laughing. I let my sentence 
trail off, realizing the absurdity of what I was proposing, “...because corn is so sexy.”  
 Brought back on track by more suggestions from Christina and Meg, we continued to 
scour the internet for words relating to “connection” and debated the merits of “teacher” 
versus “educator.” Still unable to settle on a name that included a reference to education, 
reflected our commitment to collaboration, and signaled our rootedness in the state, we tried 
our hands at crafting potentially catchy acronyms and considered what would “hashtag well.” 
This drew us to imagine what our logo might entail.  
Figure 4.2: Cloud of Brainstormed Name Words from Transcript (Size of text correlates with 




“Something like cross-state,” suggested Kevin, adding that we could use an X in the logo. 
Inspired by this suggestion, we all began tossing out ideas and Kevin and I sketched out potential 
designs on the board.  
“How about Cross-[State] Education Forum?” said Meg. I agreed and suggested the logo 
could include something like a compass rose. “And you could put a corncob at the top!!!” 
exclaimed Meg, gently mocking me for my earlier enthusiasm for corn. We all erupted into 
laughter.  
In the end, with each line or X we sketched, word or series of letters we jotted down, we 
circled closer and closer to what would become our name and logo. By the meeting’s end we 
had unofficially become the Cross-[State] Education Community, we had a first draft of our 
logo—a circle encompassing a large X with an outline of our state in the top vertex and the 
letters C, E, and C in the remaining three vertices—and had decided on shades of green and 
gold—a subtle homage to corn—as our theme colors. “Wooohooo!!” I shouted as I thrust both 
fists into the air, the marker still clenched triumphantly in my right hand. “We named ourselves 
and we came up with a logo all in the same day!!!”  
By early July, when Meg, Kathleen, and I met at a local coffee shop, I was excited to 
share that a colleague and friend of mine with graphic design experience had generously agreed 
to design our logo for us. Likewise, Meg was eager to show us the website shell she had created. 
Kathleen reported on compiling her research on the complex State education funding model 
into content for the website, and Kevin, while unable to attend, had shared with us an initial 
draft of a mission statement. 
 Most excited by Meg’s mock-up of the website, the first concrete product we had to 
show for our work together, we spent much of the meeting focused on further developing and 




counts as a "resource," and how long the text should be on any given page. Considering these 
pragmatic concerns, however, quickly led us to more deeply consider issues related to our 
evolving group identity: who did we imagine our (CSEC’s) audience to be, how did we 
understand our relationship to this audience, and how did we want to rhetorically construct this 
relationship and our identity.  
For instance, a conversation that started with a relatively simple question about what 
content would be included on the “What’s Happening Now?” page, quickly brought us to a 
much more complicated discussion about recruiting more members and the ultimate 
sustainability of our group. In response to our concern about who would keep the “What’s 
Happening Now?” page up-to-date, Meg suggested recruiting undergraduate English education 
majors to join the group and potentially earn internship credit for doing this work. While excited 
by her idea, Meg’s proposal sparked in me several concerns: 1) who would recruit these 
university students when I graduated and if I was no longer at the University, 2) who would 
“we” become when the study aspect of our work together came to an end, and 3) what did we 
need to do in order to make this in a way that would encourage CSEC’s longevity. As a result of 
this conversation, we took one more small step toward understanding our shared identity, 
agreeing that going forward, and regardless of the group’s membership, we did not intend for 
our identity to be, as Meg put it, “centered at the University in any way shape or form [and 
would] just use the university as a resource.” In the end, this July meeting marked two 
important stepping stones on our journey to developing our identity, including: working toward 
creating concrete aspects of our website, and the important conversations we had about who 
we saw ourselves as, the relationship of our identity to the circumstances of being part of a 




By the start of the new school year in August, we had proofs of our logo and by 
September, when we met in-person again, Meg had already added some of our drafted content 
to our growing website, which she had styled in shades of juniper and buttercup. Unanimously 
impressed with Meg’s color choices, we agreed that once applied to our logo in conjunction with 
a few other slight revisions, CSEC would officially have its logo. By the meeting’s end we had 
discussed and revised our mission statement and “About Us,” planned for the launch of the 
website, scheduled our first two happy hours, and CSEC had its own email, Facebook, and 
Twitter accounts. Unlike previous meetings, as we worked together this time there seemed to 
be a subtle change in our conversations. We were no longer just Kathleen, Meg, Kevin, and 
Nicole—four English educators brought together by a research study and a shared interest in 
education advocacy, vaguely defined. We were also a capital “W” We. We were the Cross-State 
Education Community, an organization with the goal of, as Kathleen said it, “bringing together 
teachers in the spirit of advocacy.” Over the next few months, as we finished developing the 
content for and building the website, publicly launched the site in late October, and hosted our 
first Happy Hours in early November, this shared purposeful identity would only continue to 
strengthen and grow.  
In her interview, Kathleen highlighted these moments of identity development as 
pivotal in our work. “[A] moment that I just remember very clearly and loved,” she said, “is 
when we were meeting over the summer and we had the vision come to reality.” Specifically, 
she pointed to the moments when we developed our logo, “were very clear in our objectives,” 
planned our first happy hours, and made the website public, all key moments in our 
development of a shared identity. For her, all the time we had spent talking, grappling with 
ideas, and figuring out who we were and what we wanted to do, felt like struggling through the 




emerged out of that mud!” She recalls leaving these meetings thinking, “Yes! ... This was all for 
something and we are moving forward!”  
Kathleen’s reflection on these memorable moments highlights the positive correlation I 
think we all experienced between our collective identity development and excitement for our 
advocacy work. That is, as we reached each of the above milestones on our journey toward our 
collective identity, we also gained momentum and energy for the work. With our growing sense 
of group identity, we simultaneously became increasingly committed to one another and to our 
developing shared goals. As we became CSEC, we became more than just a “think tank” of 
“committed, frustrated optimists” who all “strongly identified as teachers.” We became, as 
Kathleen so eloquently described us, “a group of educators, secondary to postsecondary, trying 
to find ways to give more voice and capacity to our colleagues across the state and across 
various institutions.” This collective identity and shared purpose worked in conjunction with the 
relationships we were simultaneously building among one another to create in each of us a 
sense of positive obligation. As members of CSEC, a group with a clear shared purpose, we 
found ourselves committed and obligated to a purpose greater than our individual selves, and as 
colleagues and friends we felt a sense of interpersonal obligation to one another. This sense of 
positive obligation to both CSEC and one another as individuals was critical to our ability to push 
through and emerge from the metaphorical mud.  
Finding Intrinsic Reward and Motivation: “Success is in the experience, the growth process.” 
During our March meeting when Kevin floated the idea of applying for a grant, he 
suggested grant funding could provide “snacks or booze to get people to go frequently enough 
to meetings” and “cover the cost of a substitute teacher or things like that” if group members 




the visionary committee, it’s unlikely that anything would come out of that,” argued Kevin, 
because “it would be hard to get people to volunteer long term ... without some kind of long-
term support.” Kevin’s comments speak to a significant and persistent challenge any group 
trying to accomplish advocacy (or any labor more broadly) on a voluntary basis faces: How do 
you keep members engaged and willing to offer their time and energy to the project? Though 
Kevin sought to point out the need for some kind of external reward for participation in (what 
would become) CSEC, this was also a challenge we faced within our own core group of long-term 
participants. That is, no project (activity system) can be successful if its participants quit 
engaging in it. While some systems obligate individuals to participate (e.g., school or work), 
involvement in other systems is entirely voluntary. In the case of voluntary systems like ours, 
participants’ motivation to persist in the work of the system then becomes essential for its 
success.  
 One aspect of activity theory that makes it a powerful tool for understanding human 
behavior is how it renders visible some of the inner workings of motivation as they are 
embedded within an activity system. Within activity theory the relationship between the object 
(the immediate goal) and outcome (the longer-term goal), together constitute the motive(s) of a 
system and these motives “direct the subject’s activity” within that system (Kain and Wardle 
2019, 277). This relationship between the subject and motive, as related to the object and 
outcome, begins to offer a partial explanation of why individuals might engage in a particular 
system and pursue particular activities within that system. In their 2007 article arguing for the 
value of activity theory in shaping educational practice, Wolff-Michael Roth and Yew-Jin Lee 
explain that “motivation in any activity properly involves a degree of control over the object 
[and] the prospects of expanding control and action possibilities has positive emotional valence” 




they ‘reflect relationships between motives (needs) and success, or the possibility of success, of 
realizing the action of the subject that responds to these motives’" (Leont’ev, 1978, p. 120). That 
is to say, an individual is motivated by the pursuit of a system’s object-outcome and the degree 
to which they are motivated depends on their success or how likely they imagine they might be 
to accomplish the object-outcome. The achievement of this object-outcome and the positive 
emotions that accompany it, then become rewarding (and further motivating) for the individual. 
This means, according to Roth (2007), individuals within systems choose to pursue goals or 
actions which they imagine to have the greatest positive short- or long-term payoff because 
these positive payoffs are then associated with positive emotional valence and feelings of 
reward (59). “Motivation,” writes Roth, “arises from the difference between the emotional 
valence of any present moment and the higher emotional valence at a later moment, to be 
attained as a consequence of practical action” (60). In other words, an individual’s level of 
motivation to achieve a given object-outcome (and participate in a system) is equal to how they 
are feeling at a given moment plus or minus how they imagine they will feel in the future if they 
successfully accomplish that object-outcome.  
While activity theory does not traditionally understand motivation in terms of extrinsic 
or intrinsic15, this distinction seems particularly useful when considering what might motivate an 
individual to remain engaged in a voluntary activity system like that of our project. Parsing out 
the potential multiple object-outcomes at play for an individual within a voluntary system and 
the range of motivating rewards associated with the achievement of these object-outcomes, 
 
15 While the idea of extrinsic and intrinsic motivation and reward have traditionally been associated with 
self-deterministic psychological theory (see Vermeulen et al. 2016), and therefore some might argue, as a 
separate theory of human behavior and cognition, these concepts cannot be combined with those of 
activity theory. The notions of extrinsic/intrinsic motivation, however, nevertheless seem to provide a 
useful distinction here for understanding what encouraged participants to remain engaged in our work 
and the debate over whether or not self-determination theory and activity theory can be used in 




then, helps us to better understand the complex web of factors that motivate an individual to 
persist in a voluntary system. Specifically in terms of cross-level collaborative teacher advocacy, 
conceptualizing a group’s activity system in this way can help us more carefully consider the 
various object-outcomes that exist for a participant and the range of ways these may (or may 
not) offer extrinsic and/or intrinsic rewards that will encourage participants to persist in the 
work.  
Conceptualizing Reward and Motivation in CSEC 
In the case of our group, when we began our work together our shared outcome was to 
enact some kind of teacher-led advocacy, with the short-term object of learning about advocacy 
and deciding on a specific advocacy project. As we evolved to become CSEC, our outcome 
(advocacy) remained the same but our objects became the development of the website and 
happy hours and the creation of CSEC. In both of these iterations of our activity system, 
everyone’s participation was completely voluntary and neither object-outcome offered any kind 
of inherently extrinsically motivating reward for the work we were doing. Aside from my 
carefully planned meeting snacks, members received no clear extrinsically motivating reward for 
continuing their pursuit of our object-outcome—no financial or material compensation, nor real 
cultural or professional capital, nothing16.  
Moreover, because of significant participation in postsecondary activity systems, 
Kathleen and I were the only participants to receive any kind of extrinsic reward in another of 
our activity systems for our work in this one. As part of her doctoral program—a system whose 
 
16 Wanting to find some kind of tangible compensation or reward to offer participants for the significant 
time and energy they were dedicating to the study—a project that guaranteed only me a tangible 
reward—my advising faculty member and I devised a way for participants to receive graduate internship 
credit for their participation if they so desired (though they would still need to pay for these credit hours). 
Interestingly, however, no one chose to avail themselves of this option, suggesting that this one potential 




most basic object is earning the degree—Kathleen was able to earn internship credit for her 
work in our group. As she explained in her interview, she was further extrinsically rewarded 
when she received positive reinforcement from her graduate faculty, explaining that “[her] 
graduate professors in college were very excited when [she] told them about this.” She was 
moreover able to translate her experience in the project into several pieces of writing and draw 
on it during an interview for a prestigious committee. Likewise, I was quite obviously highly 
extrinsically motivated to participate in the project as, along with our collective object-outcome, 
I had the additional object-outcome of completing my dissertation research and eventually 
earning my doctoral degree, an incredibly powerful external reward. Furthermore, across the 
years of the study, I was also able to parlay pieces of our work together into several professional 
conference presentations, discuss the project in job interviews, and hope to leverage it in future 
publications—activities which are all highly rewarded by my postsecondary activity system. In 
contrast, for Meg, Kevin, and Christina (who all remained in the group for a year or more) 
neither the work we did together nor the real or imagined accomplishment of our object-
outcome offered them any kind of external reward in their other activity systems—no 
“professional development” credits, no potential raises or promotions, not even any 
professional accolades. When reflecting on how her work on our project was perceived by her 
colleagues, Meg shared that even in her interview for the new position she took in the second 
year of the study, her interviewers seemed uninterested in her advocacy work on our project 
and instead focused on her other extracurricular professional activity systems. Given this lack of 
extrinsically motivating reward both within our group’s activity system and in most members’ 
other professional activity systems, something else must have provided the underlying 




Roth (2007) suggests, “Individuals choose to participate in activities and, as part of this 
participation, choose goals that promise some type of payoff—more often than financial, payoff 
is related to satisfaction, sense of accomplishment, expansion of action possibilities, expansion 
of control over life conditions—and higher emotional valence” (55). Similarly, I would argue in 
order for participants to voluntarily join a system like ours and persist in that system which does 
not otherwise offer clear external rewards, participants must experience and/or be able to 
imagine some kind of intrinsic reward(s) that feel powerfully motivating to them as individuals. I 
would further argue that in order for participants to remain engaged in a purely voluntary 
activity system like ours, this intrinsic reward must be so powerfully motivating as to become 
internally persuasive and thereby compelling enough to encourage participants to remain 
engaged in the voluntary system in the face of the many other compulsory and voluntary 
systems vying for their time and energy. As Roth points out, what feels intrinsically rewarding 
and internally persuasive can come from something outwardly visible, like the accomplishment 
of a task or “expansion of control over life conditions,” or experiencing something that fulfills an 
intrinsic need or aligns with a deeply felt personal value.  
 In the case of our group, what felt intrinsically motivating for each of us and 
consequently what became internally persuasive and kept us persisting in the work, came from 
both outwardly visible successes and the experience of fulfilling intrinsic needs or acting in ways 
that aligned with our personal values. Specifically, what we found internally persuasive (or 
imagined might be internally rewarding in the future) and consequently, what intrinsically 
motivated us to persist in the project, took the shape of four types of experiences: 1) fostering a 
concrete change of some kind, 2) creating a material product, 3) gaining specific knowledge or 
learning as a result of the project’s process, and/or 4) building connections and learning 




our group found reward (and therefore motivation) in these four kinds of experiences, 
specifically highlighting how what we each found intrinsically motivating evolved over time. In 
order to do this, I draw specifically on participants’ responses to interview questions regarding 
what they valued about the work, what motivated them to persist in it, and what they felt were 
our accomplishments. In addition, I support these claims with data from participants February 
reflections in which they shared what they valued about the work thus far and what they felt we 
had accomplished at that point, with the assumption that what participants found valuable and 
saw as accomplishments they also experienced as rewarding.  
Making a Dent, Changing the System: Fostering Concrete Change as Motive 
 When we began our work together—charged broadly with the mission of ELA teacher-
led education advocacy—many of us imagined a successful answer to this charge ultimately 
involved fostering some kind of visible concrete change to one of the troublesome policies or 
situations we saw in our school systems. In our first meeting all together, as we reflected on 
how we each imagined advocacy, our answers were marked by two recurring themes: one, as 
Kevin put it, “an individual who holds some form of power [... using] that power with empathy 
to work toward interpersonal justice,” and two, in Annabelle’s words, “affect[ing] change in the 
name of social justice.” Personally, I entered this work strongly motivated by a sense that 
accomplishing our advocacy outcome, as I wrote in my own reflection, necessarily involved 
lobbying to district and state policymakers for a concrete change to a specific institutional 
system or policy. Likewise, later in the same meeting, our collective focus on change was 
evidenced by our easy brainstorming of a list of over 15 policy concerns we could imagine 
advocating to change, ranging from the challenges of communicating with colleagues across 





 As we progressed in the project, while we began to imagine other versions of successful 
advocacy that motivated our work, several of us continued to articulate our hope of fostering 
change. Throughout, Kevin in particular seemed to remain committed to (and thereby 
motivated by) the idea of successful advocacy involving change (though, as will become evident 
in the following sections, this was far from his only motive). As late as our June 2018 meeting, 
when we were deeply engaged in developing the idea of CSEC and discussing the value of 
finding a way to create more spaces for teachers to connect and share their concerns, Kevin 
expressed his concern that such conversations often feel “cathartic... but [are] rarely productive 
[because] they don’t often lead to meaningful change other than coming to some kind of 
emotional terms with what’s happening.” Even after having very actively participated in the 
development of CSEC, the creation of the website content, and the planning of the happy 
hours—none of which directly resulted in a policy change—in his interview, Kevin was the only 
participant to reference change as a marker of successful advocacy and therefore as at least one 
of his hoped-for rewards engaging in the work of the project. For him, successful advocacy was, 
“target[ing] a problem and negotiating a solution to that problem that either reduces it or 
eliminates it [and includes] the stakeholders who are involved, all coming to the recognition that 
the solution is better than the previous situation.” While he felt what we created was an 
achievement or an accomplishment,” it also felt “very performative ... like we're going to parade 
the Russian dignitaries through and show them this thing and then as soon as they’re gone, we 
turn off the lights and nobody sees it anymore.” He further explained, “I would say we were 
successful in creating a platform for the kind of advocacy that we imagined, but I would say that 
we were unsuccessful in doing any actual advocacy along the lines that we imagined.” Through 




change, Kevin implies that even though from his perspective we did not accomplish this change, 
he highly values it and therefore the continued pursuit of it likely served as a motivate for him. 
Like Kevin, I too found myself driven in part by the hope of fostering some kind of 
meaningful change, writing in my February reflection that one of my goals was for “us all to feel 
we’ve made a dent in the system that we care so much about.” I was also a bit skeptical “if this 
[was] realistic” at this point. This hope of “making a dent in the system” or changing any one of 
the policy concerns I named throughout our work together strongly motivated both my 
development of this project as a whole and my ongoing engagement with it. Kathleen, while 
also evidently motivated by the hope of fostering change, remained a bit more optimistic than 
Kevin or me. “Our most significant accomplishment,” wrote Kathleen as of her February 
reflection, was “opening the potential for action in the realm of educator advocacy.” As perhaps 
the most hopeful of us all, Kathleen suggests here even “opening the potential for action” that 
might lead to change not only felt motivating but also felt like an object we achieved. In each of 
these comments, while none of us specifically name changing a particular policy or even 
creating change more generally as motivating our participation in the project, we each seem to 
suggest that the potential of achieving change was one force motivating long-term engagement 
in our group.  
If We Build It, They Will Come: Creating Material Products as Motive 
In January, after having spent several meetings circling around countless ideas for policy 
change-directed projects to no avail, Annabelle was the first to propose the idea of developing a 
material product—a general resource guide—as a potential advocacy project. As we discussed 
what such a guide might entail, we began to note the benefits of creating a concrete product 
like this. “People end up feeling isolated,” pointed out Annabelle, “and even within their 




creating a guide like this could help “people to know that they are not alone in wanting to 
advocate for something.” Similarly, Kevin suggested that this kind of resource could “create 
space for people who don't have lots of time to advocate.” With this, the first inkling of the idea 
that would become the website began to emerge—a project goal (or object) that, unlike trying 
to change a single issue, “would be something that could be given to others,” as Meg pointed 
out, and “doesn’t necessarily have to end here.”  
Though it took more than nine months to bring this idea (in the form of the website) to 
fruition, by the time we wrote our February reflections, only a month after the idea of creating a 
resource guide had first been raised, it seemed many of us had already internalized this as one 
of our group’s advocacy goals. When reflecting on our goals for the project, Kathleen, Christina, 
and I all wrote about our desire to create a useable product. “I hope to help create a user-
friendly handbook for teachers that will help generate positive change in public education,” 
wrote Christina. “Such a document will be a great resource for educators, and I am excited 
about it.” Similarly, Kathleen “hope[d] to establish an online resource that would serve as a 
centralized pastiche for various advocacy measures and efforts in [the state]” and I simply wrote 
that “I really want[ed] us to create something meaningful.” For each of us, our choice of words 
like “hope,” “excited,” and “really want,” suggest our passion for pursuing this object—a passion 
that in part helped to motivate us to remain engaged in the project.  
Moreover, as the creation of the website became more and more concretized as one of 
our developing activity system’s objects, so too did the development of a material product 
become increasingly motivating to participants. As early as our February meeting, Kathleen 
shared that while her “original goal was very vague,” she now wanted to “have some type of a 
product and [she didn’t] want to make a product just to do something. [She wanted] to make a 




idea, here Kathleen highlights the motivational power of producing a product that she can 
imagine helping others. I, too, found myself motivated by the prospect of having a tangible 
product to show for our efforts. During our June meeting, after asking the others what would 
make our work together feel productive or “worth it” to them, I answered my own question. 
“From my own biased perspective, I said, “just creating a product of any kind makes it feel 
useful for me ... because it makes me feel like we have a point of completion. Like we came 
together, we had these conversations, we did this research, we did a thing, and we have a 
product to show for it.” Even if we were not sure at the time how much that product would be 
utilized by others, it still felt worth it to me because, as I explained, “I’m also the kind of person 
that has the faith of Field of Dreams—like if you build it, they will come.” In my case, I was not 
only motivated by the imagined value of the product, but by the positive emotional valence 
associated with purely accomplishing an outwardly visible object.  
In the end, during their interviews, participants also pointed to our eventual creation of 
a material product as rewarding and motivating. While Kevin felt successful advocacy involved 
changing something (as explained above), he highlighted the fact that “we produced a thing 
[and] we have physical evidence of developing something new,” work which he did feel was “an 
achievement or an accomplishment.” Thus, while we did not accomplish the kind of change 
Kevin had hoped for, his positive assessment of the product we did create suggests that he 
found the completion of this somewhat rewarding. Kathleen, on the other hand, felt our project 
was “an obvious success” in part because “we had a concrete outcome: We have a platform, we 
have a logo, and we have a purpose.” When asked about the most memorable moments from 
the course of the project, Meg pointed to “when we decided on the website.” Deciding on this 
“very tangible thing that could meet everyone's needs because it could be so much more 




both Kathleen and Meg, the creation of the website was evidently rewarding. In addition, for 
Meg the sheer pursuit of a shared, outwardly visible object created a positive emotional 
experience for her, thereby contributing to her motivation.  
While the website itself was an outwardly visible and tangible product, none of us 
received any kind of extrinsic reward—either within our activity system or another of our 
systems—for its creation. Nevertheless we each seemed to find some kind of reward in having 
produced the website and several of us—namely Christina, Meg, and Kathleen—seemed to find 
motivation in the sheer process of its development. Therefore, the very development, evolution, 
and completion of the website itself aligned with our individual values or fulfilled a personal 
need for each of us, thereby becoming internally rewarding. Specifically, as evidenced by our 
reflections, we valued the act and process of making a tangible product, having something to 
show for our work, and helping others—values which became the root of our individual intrinsic 
motives.   
The More You Know...: Knowledge, Intellectual Stimulation, and Learning from the Process as 
Motive 
Along with valuing the outwardly visible creation of a product, participants also seemed 
to find reward and motivation in the even more inward experience of learning. It is perhaps not 
surprising that a group of teachers—people who have committed their entire careers to helping 
others learn—would themselves be motivated by the prospect of learning. For us, however, the 
learning we valued extended beyond simply gaining information or concrete knowledge to 
include learning more about advocacy specifically, valuing the opportunity for intellectual 
stimulation and development, and learning through and from the process of the project as a 




change and producing a product) within our system, with each resulting in its own unique 
intrinsic motivation.  
Research and Learning About Advocacy as Motive 
While we all ultimately engaged in some kind of research during our work together, it 
was Kathleen and I who most frequently turned to it and seemed to conceptualize the learning 
we gained from it as a goal in itself. Especially in our early meetings, as we grappled with 
identifying a shared advocacy concern, Kathleen and I were always quick to turn to research as a 
solution, feeling as though we could not make any decisions until we had more information. For 
example, during our January meeting as we discussed the various bills before the state 
legislature and how to take action on them, Kathleen and I both suggested beginning our 
advocacy with research. “As I've been listening,” said Kathleen, “I'm realizing how little I know, 
and I feel a little bit unprepared to comment on a course of action at this time. I feel like I need a 
little bit more time to research the options we might have.” Agreeing, I chimed in to add, “we 
could figure out what we don't know and what we need to know and then we can divide up who 
wants to research what so that the next time we come together we can report info.” In 
response, Kevin expressed concern about what we would be “looking for that's not already 
made public" and knowing “what happens in a back room” policy discussion would not 
necessarily help us “figure out how to get more teacher voices out there.” Moreover, in our 
February reflections, Kathleen and I were the only two participants to specifically highlight the 
research and concrete learning we had done. In response to what we had accomplished thus far, 
Kathleen listed having “researched and explored a few means of educator advocacy” and I 
wrote that, “Even in the moments where it feels like we’re talking in circles or there’s more that 
we don't know than what we do know, I still feel like I’m learning a lot.” By naming our research 




evidently served as a motivating object for us. In particular, it seems to have functioned as a 
kind of intermediate object bridging the gap for a period of time between it and the more 
concrete objects that would come later and thereby motivating our ongoing participation in the 
project and pursuit of our ultimate outcome, especially during the early messier periods of the 
project.  
 In addition, Kathleen in particular also seemed to find reward in what she learned about 
advocacy specifically from her participation in the project. During our February meeting, she 
highlighted the way “just talking to educators in other districts” had “opened [her] mind to 
possibilities in advocacy and helped [her] look at it through a different lens.” This experience, 
she continued, “has shown me the complexity of advocacy in a way that was just as valuable to 
me because I think in the past, I didn't realize how challenging it is for someone in our position 
to not only make a time commitment to having a significant impact, but also just understand 
what avenues and options are available.” Later, during her interview as she reflected on the 
project as a whole, she explained that, “as someone pursuing ed leadership,” she valued this 
experience because she felt her “capacity for knowing how to create a group like this and how 
to keep it going has actually increased by seeing how we talked, how we facilitated, how we 
made progress.” As someone who ostensibly hopes to pursue future collaborative advocacy 
projects, what she learned about advocacy felt rewarding because it offered her “another 
experience in [her] tool belt for how to organically create something.” For Kathleen, though her 
involvement in the postsecondary activity system of an education leadership program did not 
offer her any direct extrinsic reward for this kind of learning, it nevertheless provided an 
intrinsic reward as learning about advocacy aligned with her goals of facilitating future advocacy 
projects and her personal values. The reward Kathleen felt in learning about the process of 




motivating to us, encouraging us to persist in the project even through the difficult moments by 
fulfilling our individual needs for understanding systems and processes.  
Intellectual Stimulation as Motive 
During her interview Meg made a powerful statement: “I've often heard people refer to 
education and educators as the ‘B Team.’” She went on to explain, “Like the smartest and the 
brightest don't go off to become teachers and if they do go off to be teachers, they don't go off 
to be teachers in middle schools and high schools, they go and work at the university level 
where they can be intellectually stimulated in a way that you can't be at the secondary level.” 
While Meg reiterates several disappointing truths about the public perception of teachers in this 
statement, she also points to an experience many teachers recognize: a genuine desire for 
intellectual stimulation and interaction with other educators that goes beyond mandated and 
sometimes uninspired professional development sessions. For the members of our group, this 
desire for meaningful intellectual stimulation was one of the most powerfully motivating forces 
behind members’ participation. While chatting casually after our February meeting, Kevin 
highlighted this need, saying, “I think something that we don’t get enough of in public education 
is sort of relatively unstructured time to talk with other teachers about what’s happening and 
hear other peoples’ problems and solutions.” The opportunity for this kind of intellectual 
stimulation and conversation, continued Kevin, was “part of the reason [he] signed up” for our 
group. Likewise, though he ultimately had to step away from the project, Joe explained that one 
of the most engaging aspects of the work for him was the opportunity to wrestle with big ideas 
and engage in rich intellectual conversation. “I love just supposing and unpacking and then 
figuring out things that we need to know more about,” explained Joe, adding, “and I loved what 
we were reading, I loved what we were talking about.” Meg, too, who made a point of 




everyone as “very invested” and as a result she was drawn to the group because “there just was 
a lot of thought put into the ideas.” For her, however, the value of this intellectual stimulation 
extended beyond enjoying the opportunity to think about big ideas. When reflecting on our 
group’s success she explained, “I think a lot of times, we look at statistics and we say that it’s not 
a success if X percentage doesn’t change ... Because, yeah, it would be nice to help a large group 
of people but perhaps we’re not at that place yet.” Instead, she suggested, perhaps we were a 
success “if the ideas that we talked about gave [her] an idea that perhaps helps one or two 
students or one or two other teachers; that’s still making an impact on them and gives them a 
chance then to go out and make an impact on someone else.” In this way, Meg saw one of our 
potential objects as intellectual stimulation and growth of ideas, but with the further outcome 
of enacting advocacy through the sharing of those ideas. While in her comment about the “B 
Team” Meg was speaking generally, the desire many teachers have for intellectual stimulation 
and the opportunity to explore complex and challenging ideas through conversation with other 
dedicated professionals was clearly something many of us valued. The intellectual opportunity 
our group offered served not only to motivate participants like Kevin to join the group in the 
first place, but also provided powerful and ongoing intrinsically motivating reward for 
participants.  
Learning from the Process as Motive 
Very closely related to participants’ desire for intellectual stimulation is the value they 
placed on the learning that happens simply by going through the process of the experience. 
Much as he valued the intellectual stimulation involved with the project, so too did Joe point to 
the overall experience as one of his most motivating reasons for participating. “I liked that 
process of sort of having to grope and feel your way through and create a vision within a group 




I teach.” In Meg’s case she felt “even if it [the project] was just some meetings and we talk 
through ideas and we never really come to anything, it’s still worthwhile for the experience.” For 
her, being “interested” and “invested” in the project and wanting to “see what could happen,” 
were reasons enough to persist in the project. Similarly, Kevin, who was most vocally skeptical 
about what we could accomplish, also found himself powerfully motivated by curiosity and the 
experience of the process. In February when reflecting on what his goals for the project were, 
he wrote that, “for now, I'm content to mark time and see what comes up” and when asked in 
his interview why he continued participating, he said, “I was curious enough about what was 
going to happen that it outweighed any sense of frustration I was feeling about nothing 
happening.” 
 Interestingly, even more than just enjoying the process for the intellectually stimulating 
experience it may have provided, all three of the group members (along with me) who stayed 
with the project for its entire duration actually defined our success (at some point) in terms of 
having experienced the process. When considering in her interview what she felt we had 
accomplished together, Kathleen shared, “I think the older I get the more I realize you don’t 
always have to have a billion members to be a success.” Even if we had not accomplished the 
tangible things we did, she continued, “sometimes just having a growth experience is a success, 
adding, “Success is in the experience, the growth process.” Also considering what she felt we 
had accomplished, Meg began with a disclaimer, saying, “Not to be a Debby Downer, but I think 
there is a very strong possibility that everything that we worked towards will peter out.” 
However, she continued, “I also think that it inspired a lot of people to think about the issues.” 
Perhaps surprisingly even Kevin, who expressed the most doubt about the “success” of the 
project, mentioned after our February meeting that he approached our work together “with 




product,” suggesting that the process in and of itself was rewarding for him. In Meg’s case, 
much as she thought about the benefits of the intellectual stimulation we experienced causing a 
ripple effect by benefiting others we interacted with, so too did she imagine our success in 
terms of the experiences we had through the process and the way those experiences might 
benefit others. “So, even if like 50% [of our group members] had to step away,” she explained, “I 
still feel like this is probably somewhere in their thoughts ... and the ideas that we discussed and 
that were shared can still have an impact and we don’t necessarily know how large of an impact 
those thoughts might have.” In other words, Meg seems to suggest that rather than measuring 
our successes by the number of members to join CSEC or how long it remains active, our success 
might take the form of the experiences we had as part of the process of developing CSEC and 
the way we share those experiences with others.  
Ultimately, given activity theory’s focus on object and outcome as goals or endpoints 
within a system, it may seem odd that nearly every participant conceived of the process of 
engaging in the system as an object-outcome within itself. However, much like we tell our 
students that it is as much (or more) about the process of writing as it is about the writing itself, 
so too does it seem that the process of participating in an activity system can become at least 
one of the objects at play within that system. For us—especially for the group members who 
participated for the full length of the project—the very process of working together in pursuit of 
an advocacy outcome became its own kind of internal reward. Because it engaged our sense of 
curiosity, fulfilled our needs for personal growth and aligned with the value we place on 
learning, experiencing and learning from the process of working together became its own kind 




Out of our “Echo Chambers,” Into Diverse Community: Learning from One Another as Motive 
“It's very isolating being a teacher,” mused Meg in her interview. “You’re in your room, 
and then you're in your building, and then you're in your room again, and that's it.” Labaree 
(2004) also points to this issue, highlighting not only the challenges of this isolation but its 
relationship to our teaching activity systems (structures). He writes, “Because of the conditions 
of structural isolation under which teachers must carry out their practice, they must work 
through … dilemmas on their own, without much help either from the administrative hierarchy 
or from fellow teachers” (40). Given the sense of isolation felt by many teachers, it is not 
surprising that the opportunity to learn from other teachers and build community functioned as 
an incredibly powerful reward for us. In fact, this experience of learning from others and 
building community was the only reward mentioned (multiple times) by every single group 
member17, making it arguably the single most powerful motive present in our activity system.  
 As a fairly early career teacher working in one of Riverside’s smaller middle schools, Meg 
was acutely cognizant of the experience of isolation, explaining in her interview that she was 
initially drawn to the group because, “the idea of being able to connect with other teachers who 
were interested in doing some sort of advocacy work was appealing, especially teachers outside 
of my own immediate circle of teachers.” Kevin too expressed that the opportunity for 
“connect[ing] with University personalities” and “networking with more teachers in high schools 
who were interested in talking about shaping education” enticed him to join the group. 
Specifically, he shared that he had hoped to “meet people who have similar values and to share 
ideas and to take something home that improves my teaching or my building.” While Meg and 
Kevin were initially drawn to the project by the prospect of connecting with and learning from 
 
17 Excluding Annabelle who was no longer participating in the group in February when we wrote our 




others, it was not long before the rest of us began to experience and value what they had 
anticipated.  
 As early as our February reflections, we all had begun to realize the value of learning 
from and building community with other passionate teachers outside of our primary teaching 
context. By the time of the interviews, as participants reflected back on what they had gained or 
most appreciated from their time in the group, we could clearly point to learning from each 
other as powerfully rewarding. From our written reflections, meeting conversations, and 
interview responses, two themes emerged related to the reward we found in working together, 
including: our appreciation of being in community with other like-minded passionate teachers 
and the value we placed on learning from one another’s diverse experiences.  
 For several of us, participating in the project provided the opportunity to feel supported 
by and find a “safe space” among a community of equally passionate, engaged, and social 
justice-minded English teachers. In her February reflection, Christina wrote that she valued 
being part of our group because, “In times that feel particularly helpless and discouraging, it’s 
good to know that there are other teachers out there who feel the same way and are working 
toward helping others in the profession have agency.” Several months later in her interview, 
Christina reiterated how “good [it was] to see that there are other teachers that care about this 
sort of thing.”  
Even from his few months in the group, Joe emphasized that being part of our group felt 
“reinvigorating” as it reminded him “there are many teachers that feel this need to push for 
advocacy.” Kevin, taking his appreciation of our group community a step further, said his 
participation in the group helped him maintain “faith in the general good of humanity.” For him, 
our group reaffirmed “that there are people out there who are willing to volunteer their time to 




probably be more people that would show up.” Meg, who “valued being able to connect with 
other teachers that [she] otherwise wouldn't have,” found support in the “community aspect” 
of our work. For her, “meeting up with a group of teachers who had a lot of different 
experiences was reaffirming.” Finally, Kathleen valued the “safe space” she found in our 
community, a place where she felt we were “able to talk about the amazing things and 
challenges happening in our districts ... in an open and safe setting.” Overall, participants’ 
comments here highlight not just that they enjoyed meeting and building community with other 
teachers who shared their passion, but that their experiences within this community came to 
feel intrinsically rewarding.  
 More than appreciating the experience of participating in a community of fellow 
advocacy-minded teachers, however, we also particularly valued and learned from the diverse 
nature of this community18. With, as Meg put it, “people who worked in high schools, and 
middle schools, and at the college level, and people who worked at low-income schools and high 
income schools, and in [Columbus] and in [Riverside],” we each brought with us a diverse range 
of experiences and expertise. While our diversity of teaching contexts and experiences 
undoubtedly posed challenges to our advocacy work, in the end, we came to see them as an 
asset. From Kathleen’s perspective, “the diversity of members [...and] also the diversity of 
experiences ... added a lot to our identity.” This diverse identity, as Meg thought of it, was “one 
of the strengths of the group,” because, though “we were all English, [we had] a wide range of 
experiences within the field and also demographic [experiences].” Similarly, in my February 
 
18 Here it is important to note that while participants came from a range of professional and personal 
backgrounds, we were primarily white (with the exception of Annabelle), cisgendered (mostly female), 
straight, able-bodied (with the exception of me), native English speaking, Midwesterners. This lack of 
diversity is something Meg, Kathleen, Kevin, and I expressed regret about, especially toward the end as 
we began to develop CSEC. As we imagined the future of CSEC, we discussed a need to seek out a more 




reflection I specifically highlighted my appreciation of the group’s diverse perspectives, writing, 
“I’ve really valued hearing voices from multiple levels and multiple districts.” In Kevin’s case, 
while he recalled sometimes leaving our meeting feeling as though “we didn’t do anything,” 
what stood out to him was that, in spite of this, “it still felt like talking about the ideas and trying 
to establish connections across buildings and districts and experiences was worth it.” Thus, as 
Kevin’s comment highlights, while our diverse perspectives often felt like an impediment to 
clear forward movement, they also enabled us to engage in complex and fruitful conversations. 
 Beyond appreciating the interesting conversations our diverse perspectives fostered, 
what became ultimately most valuable to us was the learning this diversity enabled. Across the 
project, as our range of experiences and perspectives led us to stumble through our myriad 
ideas, talk in circles, and find ourselves tangled in a mess of crossed wires, it was the sharing of 
these same experiences and perspectives that turned out to be our greatest and most valued 
source of learning. Kevin wrote in his February reflection that he found it “interesting to hear 
from other teachers in other districts, buildings, and grade levels.” These diverse perspectives, 
he further explained, reminded him of how he is “part of a continuum, and hearing others' 
perspectives helps [him] put the scope of [his] practice, as well as [his] frustrations and 
successes into a more broad, and somewhat more objective think-space.” Months later, when 
asked during his interview about the most memorable moments of the project, he recalled one 
of our first meetings “when we were talking about how the different schools were approaching 
the problems” and Annabelle shared her experience of convincing her school administration to 
pay her a bit extra to offer an after-school study center for students who were not doing their 
work. In pointing to this as one of his favorite memories, Kevin provides a concrete example of 
how he saw himself learning from others and valued that learning. Later, near the end of his 




half, you know? But I learned a lot about how things happen in other schools that I hadn't 
thought about.” Here, as he reflects on his experience as a whole, what stands out most 
prominently to him is what he was able to learn from others.  
 In her February reflection, Meg again pointed to the concern that, as McCann et al. 
(2005) note “for much of the school day, most teachers … work in isolation from other teachers” 
(142). Underscoring her appreciation of what she had learned from others, she wrote “We 
spend so much time as educators around the same people and the same ideas that everything 
becomes a sort of echo chamber. “We start to agree with everything or nothing that our 
colleagues in our building do and stop growing and evolving.” For her, “Meeting other 
passionate educators and spending time discussing education issues has been a wonderful, 
learningful experience.” Moreover, in her interview Meg described our meetings as “a chance to 
get an outside perspective,” an experience which she valued because “any time you can step 
outside of your comfort zone that there's reward in that” In both of these comments—through 
her description of engaging with other group members as “wonderful” and “learningful” in the 
former, and literal use of “reward” in the latter—Meg points directly to the way learning from 
others functioned as a valuable reward for her. Likewise, in her reflection, Kathleen shared that 
from our group conversations she had gained “many insights about districts and capacities for 
impact across the state.” Moreover, she emphasized that her “exposure to individuals in sundry 
settings has helped broaden [her] view of possibilities for advocacy. Finally, I too reflected on 
the value of what I was learning from others. Addressing my reflection to my fellow group 
members, I wrote, “I love hearing everyone’s classroom stories and learning from your vast 
teaching knowledge.” Through this reflection I came to realize that, as someone committed to 
collaborative education advocacy, “no matter how much I may care about public education and 




get to share in that with you has taught me so much!” Given my own commitment to teacher-
led advocacy, perhaps a bit ironically, even more rewarding than “accomplishing advocacy” 
itself, was the experience of learning from the other participants.  
After our February and March meetings, when we discussed our reflections, we could 
not help but note how each of us had commented on learning from one another and how much 
we had appreciated that opportunity. In the end, then, we so valued these experiences that 
they became the very basis of our ideas for CSEC and the happy hours. We had each found 
learning from one another’s diverse experiences so powerfully rewarding (and thus motivating) 
that with the development of CSEC and the happy hours, our hope was to invite more diverse 
voices to join us, both so that we might learn from them and they from one another.  
BEYOND “DRAWIN’ DICKS” TO DRAWIN’ CONCLUSIONS 
On November 4th and 5th of 2018 in Riverside and Columbus, respectively, we gathered 
with friends, colleagues, and even a few strangers around coffee and beers to share our plans 
for CSEC, our experiences as teachers, and our hopes for improving our classrooms and schools. 
As Chapter 3 highlights, our path to these first happy hours was far from straightforward. As it 
turns out, the kind of cross-level collaborative advocacy we attempted is often complicatedly 
messy work that is made only that much messier by the diverse activity system experiences we 
each bring to it. Perhaps ironically though—after surviving the tangled challenges brought by 
our differing activity systems—it was this diversity of perspectives that we grew to value the 
most. As this chapter illustrates, with significant time to develop relationships and grow a 
collective identity of our own, we were able to begin overcoming these challenges. Most 
importantly though is what our individual reflections revealed: the critical role feelings of 




together. Although these rewards came at times in the external form of the material products 
we produced, what is perhaps most interesting is the powerful motivation we all unanimously 
found in the relationships we built with one another and the learning these relationships 
enabled.  
 Almost a year—to the day—before those first Happy Hours, when the seven of us 
gathered in the Writing Center around “cheese worth standing for,” none of us could guess 
what the following months would bring. At times, it would feel as though we were endlessly 
circling ideas and grasping in the dark at advocacy goals—challenges and frustrations which 
activity theory helped me to understand. The intrinsically motivating reward we found 
particularly in working with and learning from one another, however, ultimately enabled us to 
persist in our work and become advocates through providing resources and community for 
other teachers.  
 In the end, in the laughter (i.e., the chapter’s opening scene) and moments of tiny 
accomplishment, we both found and built shared experiences that drew us together toward our 
eventual shared purpose. As those who are committed to this kind of collaborative advocacy, 
then, it is important that we look for and name these small but powerful moments with our 
collaborators. More than this though, given the challenges our system constellations pose to our 
ability to sustain this work, this chapter underscores the importance role feelings of intrinsic 
reward can play in helping us persist in overcoming these challenges. While in an ideal world our 
secondary and postsecondary systems along with our larger culture would offer more extrinsic 
rewards for this work, the fact of the matter is that this is not presently the case. Changing this 
then requires our advocacy—advocacy we cannot accomplish without first fostering 
collaborations that motivate participants to persist in them. Given this, it becomes important 




what intrinsic rewards this work might offer and which of these feels most motivating. As our 
shifting and multiple senses of reward illustrate, it is important that this process of reflection be 
a recursive one which allows participants to consider and reconsider what at varying points in 
the work feels motivating. In the following chapter, I offer additional suggestions for those 






GETTING OUR ACT(IVISM) TOGETHER: BUILDING CROSS-LEVEL COMMUNITIES OF 
ADVOCATES 
 
Across the many years that I carried the seeds of this project around with me, I imagined 
it would go something like this: Through friends and colleagues, I would gather a group of 
talented secondary and postsecondary teachers who shared a passion for socially just ELA 
education and a commitment to advocacy. We would all come to the group with a list of specific 
local and national policy concerns about which we were passionate. Driven by these passions—
in spite of our swamped schedules—we would find time to meet regularly. With a little 
discussion, it would not be long before we landed on a single shared policy concern. After some 
research on our issue and a good deal of collaborative writing on a Google doc, we would be off 
to the State Capital where we would triumphantly present our brilliant ideas to legislators. I 
expected this initial proposal would be met with pushback, but after learning more we would 
return, better prepared and wearing sharp blazers and intimidating heels, and again lobby for 
socially just educational policy reform. This time, legislators would be swayed by our airtight 
arguments, new legislative allies, and powerful sense of style. Both the legislature and governor 
would not only enact our proposed reform but come to see the value in teachers’ voices being 
included in conversations around education policymaking in the State… or something like that.  
As the preceding chapters make clear, my sense of policymaking and advocacy was 
perhaps derived more from watching too many episodes of Madam Secretary and Veep than it 
was from reality. Instead—as is so often the case when committed people with complicated 
lives come together to try to solve complex social problems—the reality of this work was much 
messier and more time-consuming than I ever anticipated. It was, however, also arguably a 




valuable advocacy than any of us could have imagined. Across this dissertation I have argued 
that cross-level collaboration is necessary for us to be better advocates for improved education 
policy at a range of levels. As I highlight in the Introduction, however, these kinds of cross-level 
collaborations have historically been difficult to foster and sustain. Examining the specific 
challenges we faced through the lens of activity theory, as I do in Chapter 3, enabled me to 
uncover some sources of these challenges, including the ways our different activity system 
experiences impact the way we think about advocacy and the way we want to focus our 
advocacy efforts. In spite of these challenges, this project makes clear that the kind of 
collaborative advocacy for which I call is possible. As I illustrate in Chapter 4, in order for us to 
both persist in the work together and accomplish this advocacy, we had to become an internally 
persuasive activity system of our own—a system through which each of us found compelling 
reward in our work. Here, then, I offer four theoretical insights for supporting and fostering 
cross-level collaborative advocacy, two for those interested in facilitating or organizing cross-
level collaborative advocacy and two that speak more generally to the importance of this work 
and what it might look like in the future. For those interested in facilitating this kind of work, 
these first two insights include: 1) how activity theory can be a useful tool for helping group 
members consider the various perspectives we bring to the work and the potential challenges 
and opportunities these perspectives afford and 2) the importance of considering (both as a 
facilitator and collectively) the potential extrinsic rewards available for this work and the range 
of intrinsic rewards that might help to motivate participants’ ongoing involvement in advocacy 
projects. More broadly speaking, the third and fourth of these insights are closely related and 
include: 3) that overwhelmingly teacher-scholars at all levels are eager to find community—
others (outside of their immediate teaching contexts) with whom they can engage in intellectual 




can find potential partners for advocacy; and 4) developing, supporting, and participating in 
such teacher-scholar communities can be in and of itself, the work of advocacy. In the 
remainder of this chapter, I explain each of these insights in greater detail and offer a series of 
recommendations for the actions we might take based on each.  
FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE: USING ACTIVITY THEORY TO AID IN IDENTIFYING DIFFERENCE, 
UNDERSTANDING CHALLENGES, AND IMAGINING OPPORTUNITIES 
Building on Webber’s (2008) and Yancey’s (2006) initial suggestion that secondary and 
postsecondary teacher-scholars inhabit different activity systems, in Chapter 2 I outline these 
differences in greater detail, underscoring the ways they can broadly impact our cross-level 
collaboration efforts. Applying activity theory directly to our project in Chapter 3 enabled me to 
analyze and conceptualize the complexities of our work together, specifically the challenges we 
faced in coming to a mutual understanding of advocacy and in identifying a shared advocacy 
goal. This analytical approach and the subsequent insights it reveals can be particularly useful to 
others interested in facilitating organized, cross-level collaborations.  
 Aside from the larger political and systemic structures that make advocacy work difficult 
(e.g., gaining a grasp on what policies are made at what levels and by whom), the different 
perspectives and concerns that we bring to cross-level work based on our experiences in our 
professional and personal activity systems can make this work even more difficult. Considering 
our different experiences through the lens of activity theory can help us understand why, at 
times, this work feels so difficult. By using the various elements of the activity system triangle 
(e.g., tools, community, rules, etc.) as a heuristic for analyzing our teaching and other 
professional contexts, we can better understand the way these contexts and experiences will 




activity theory with our collaborators, we can systematically and deliberately think through with 
one another the different experiences that we bring to the work and reflect on how these may 
impact our approach to advocacy and what advocacy issues most concern us. Taking the time to 
consider—both individually and collectively—the range of perspectives we bring to the work 
and the multifaceted ways those perspectives affect our thinking enables us to anticipate the 
messiness and potential challenges our activity system differences can pose to this work. 
Moreover, when we encounter circular conversations or complex discussion similar to those 
outlined in Chapter 3, having an initial understanding of the range of perspectives we bring and 
the origins of these perspectives can offer us a tool for untangling these complicated moments 
when they arise. Equally important, such reflection can also surface the potential value of and 
opportunities created by activity system differences.  
 As we build organized cross-level collaborations, we can usefully draw on concepts from 
activity theory to guide a group through the “getting to know you” phase of a collaboration. By 
taking time early in a collaboration to think and talk in depth about our different teaching and 
professional contexts, we may be able to imagine how these experiences shape our approach to 
the work in a range of ways. In our case (and in hindsight), rather than jumping so quickly into 
discussing our specific advocacy concerns I would have dedicated significantly more time to 
getting to know one another’s teaching and professional contexts and experiences with 
advocacy. For instance, during our first meeting, rather than asking participants to answer only 
the most general of introductory questions (i.e., where do you teach? what do you teach? And 
what brought you to this work?), I would frame our introductions as an opportunity to begin 
thinking more deeply and analytically about the range of experiences we each brought to the 
project. Thus, I might ask participants instead to spend some time thinking and writing about 




• Where and what do you currently teach? Besides your primary “day job,” do you teach 
in other places or contexts? What have your previous teaching experiences included, if 
different from your current experience? 
• How would you describe or characterize the range of students you teach? What would 
you want a new colleague to know about them? 
• How would you describe or characterize your immediate school community (fellow 
teachers, administration, staff, etc.)? Likewise, how would you characterize your school 
culture or atmosphere? 
• Who would you say makes up your broader school and professional community (e.g., 
parents, district administrators, school social workers, school volunteers, general 
community members, etc.)? That is, who else do you interact with regularly in a 
professional capacity and how would you characterize these groups? 
• What policies or mandates—whether they be ones you agree with or ones you disagree 
with—have the strongest influence on your day-to-day work as a teacher? Think, for 
example, about policies around curriculum, division of teaching and other duties, 
guidelines for classroom management, contractual obligations and affordances, where 
you are required to commit your time, etc. 
By thinking, writing, and talking about questions like these, members of a newly formed group 
have the chance to introduce themselves to one another and begin to grow important 
relationships with one another (like those I pointed to in Chapter 4). More importantly, 
reflecting on more directed questions like these lays the groundwork for individuals and the 
group as a whole to start to systematically unpack some of the many elements of our activity 




participants are better prepared to start considering questions like the following that ask them 
to reflect more directly on advocacy: 
• How would you define advocacy? When you imagine advocacy or advocating, what 
scenes or actions do you picture? 
• What experiences do you think have most shaped your definition and/or vision of 
advocacy?  
• What other advocacy experiences (if any) have you had? In what ways are you currently 
an advocate? How have these experiences influenced how you think about advocacy 
today and, more specifically, how you might think of the kind of advocacy we might do 
together? 
• Make a list of and briefly describe other activities or communities, whether professional 
or personal, that you are a part of and that call on your time and energy? How, if at all, 
might these have helped to shape how you think about advocacy or the kind of 
advocacy you imagine this group might do? 
With conversations around questions like these laying the foundation for a group’s work 
together, participants have the chance to see how their experiences and expectations may 
intersect and/or diverge. In the case of the project at the center of this study, having 
conversations like these early in our process may have helped us recognize the different 
orientations toward advocacy that each of us pursued in our individual professional lives. From 
here, we may have then chosen to pursue an advocacy project that was based primarily on 
finding ways to support one another in our class- and school-level advocacy efforts. Alternately, 
reflecting on questions like these may have led us to more organically generate a richer and less 
abstract list of advocacy concerns, thereby allowing us to become more aware of the variety of 




Given the valuable foundational work of these early conversations, it is important for 
groups to track and document members’ responses and the themes from the resulting 
conversations. Such documentation can be a helpful tool for untangling conversations that 
might otherwise feel fruitless. In the case of our group, had we done this early groundwork to 
unpack the range of experiences and factors that would influence our perspectives on the work, 
we may have been better able to recognize the moments in which we were unintentionally 
“talking past” one another. We may have eventually been able to identify the roots of 
conversations that felt circular. Our conversation around standardized testing and the ACT as 
graduation standard (see Chapter 3) provides a good example. With a greater awareness of the 
experiences each of us brought to the conversation, we might have been able to recognize what 
was happening and pause the conversation long enough to think about why things were 
beginning to feel a bit circular. Had I been listening more deeply and with a sense of our 
different systems in the back of my mind, I may have more consciously noticed the divide in 
perspectives on the test that began to form between Kevin and Joe (teaching at more affluent 
schools) and Christina, Annabelle, and Meg (teaching at Title I schools). In this moment, with all 
of us sharing a richer understanding of each other’s teaching experiences, I may have been able 
to name more comfortably and explicitly the potential origins of this contrast in perspectives. 
Being able to pause and name these differences might have allowed me or another group 
member to observe that a policy concern we all likely shared was that the test did not seem to 
function equitably or justly for a range of students for a variety of reasons. In this way, activity 




FROM CHALLENGES TO REWARDS: USING RECURSIVE REFLECTION TO SUPPORT PARTICIPANT 
MOTIVATION 
In spite of potential challenges, the kind of cross-level advocacy for which I call is 
possible, as our project (and those of others, like Fleischer and Gallagher) make clear. In Chapter 
4, I argue that the advocacy we accomplished was made possible in great part by the range of 
intrinsic rewards we each found in the work and the way these rewards served to motivate us in 
persisting in the project. Before beginning this project, I imagined the obvious reward and 
subsequent motivation for advocacy work was the potential achievement of some kind of 
systemic change. While I was not alone in my hope that our work would end in significant 
change, in the end it was the intrinsic rewards we each found in the work that motivated and 
enabled us to persist through the challenges. Given the difficulty of sustaining advocacy 
collaborations like ours, this finding shows the importance of identifying potentially rewarding 
opportunities the experience might offer participants.  
Due to our professional involvement in postsecondary systems, Kathleen and I were 
fortunate to be able to find extrinsic reward for our work on the project which contributed to 
our motivation to continue in the work. That is, while Kathleen and I were able to levy this work 
into research and thereby professional gain, the fact of the matter is that for those who work 
primarily in a secondary system these kinds of collaborations and advocacy work are rarely 
rewarded. This lack of extrinsic reward for collaboration and advocacy within secondary systems 
is undoubtedly problematic as it is yet one more aspect of secondary teacher labor that has the 
potential to go unrewarded. Unfortunately though, this is the reality in which we exist. Thus, for 
those organizing cross-level collaborations, it is important to consider the unrewarded labor 
involved for many participants and, if possible, seek out opportunities that offer participants 




compensation for advocacy related travel or to present at a conference, funding to cover the 
cost of a substitute for a day, or the opportunity for participants to receive professional 
development credit for the work). Admittedly, the availability of opportunities like these are 
also rare.  
Given the limited availability of extrinsically motivating rewards, it becomes important 
for those interested in facilitating organized cross-level projects to be aware of the various 
aspects of the work that participants might find rewarding and thereby motivating. This means 
firstly 1) naming some of the ways in which this work can be challenging, especially amid all the 
other demands on our time and energy, 2) acknowledging the limited availability of extrinsic 
rewards for this work, and 3) explaining that given both of these realities, it can be helpful to 
think about and be aware of what we might find more intrinsically motivating about the work. 
With this in mind, it is important for everyone involved to individually and then collectively 
consider what aspects of the work they may find intrinsically rewarding. Early in a group’s work 
together, this might include individually reflecting on and then discussing questions such as: 
• What initially drew you to this project/group/work?  
• What aspects of collaborative work have you historically found rewarding or 
motivating?  
• What are you hoping to get out of participating in this group/project or what would 
make your participation feel “worth it?” 
• What do you hope you might learn from participating in this group/project? 
• Are there ways right now that you could imagine members of this group supporting you 




Later in the process, after group members have gotten to know one another a bit better and 
conversations have moved more explicitly toward advocacy, participants might also consider 
questions such as:  
• What does successful advocacy look like to you?  
• What would make you feel like our work together was a success? 
• For you, what are the similarities and/or differences in what feels like successful 
advocacy and what you imagine would make our work together feel like a success? 
• If our work together does not result in what you imagine as “successful advocacy,” what 
else, if anything, might make your work on the project feel worthwhile?  
• What about our work together so far has felt rewarding, exciting, or energizing?  
• What about our work together so far has felt tedious or frustrating?  
Not only does considering these questions at some point before the group is fully involved with 
enacting a project help to set the stage for what members might find rewarding, it is also 
important to carve out time to return to versions of them across the span of the project. 
Revisiting the concept of reward allows group members to “check in” on if and how each 
member is feeling rewarded or motivated and also provides an opportunity for members to 
reflect on and share what might feel demotivating, frustrating, or challenging about the work. 
This recursive reflection is important because, as our group’s experiences in this study 
demonstrate, what individuals find rewarding and motivating often evolves and shifts over time. 
Taking time for these reflective “meta moments” amid (what can feel like) the more pressing 
work of advocacy, not only encourages us as individuals to be aware of the aspects of the work 
we are finding rewarding, but also enables the group to have an evolving understanding of other 
members’ experiences of the collaboration. Understanding what aspects of the work other 




group, how (if necessary) the project or group’s practices might be revised to better meet 
members’ needs. In the case of our project, though we discussed some of these questions early 
on (namely, what drew you to the project), and on a couple of occasions (during our February 
reflections and a conversation in our June meeting) discussed what would make our work feel 
“worth it,” I never thought to frame these conversations in terms of what was (or was not) 
feeling rewarding about our work together. Furthermore, when we did discuss these questions, 
we never took the time to pause and deeply reflect on our collective answers in order to A) 
become more cognizant of the similarities or differences in our experiences of the project, 
and/or B) further consider how we might better support one another and shape our work in 
ways that felt as rewarding as possible to everyone.  
BUILDING COMMUNITIES, BUILDING BRIDGES: OPENING POSSIBILITIES FOR COLLABORATION 
AND ADVOCACY 
Advocacy through Community Building and Participation Section 
As I argue in the Introduction, as ELA, English education, and composition teacher-
scholars we all share a vested interest in socially just, pedagogically sound education policy at all 
levels. In their respective Chairs’ addresses to the 2016 NCTE and 2017 CCCC annual 
conventions, both Doug Hesse and Linda Adler-Kassnar support this point, each framing their 
comments in response to the 2016 election and the revitalized wave of neoliberal education 
rhetoric accompanying it. Hesse, in his remarks, asserts these neoliberal forces have “sought to 
define K–12 education as ‘college and career readiness’ and postsecondary education as ‘career 
credentialing,’” while Adler-Kassner likewise warns of the dangers of the Educational 




response to this neoliberal climate, both Hesse and Adler-Kassner call on their respective 
audience of teacher-scholars to become advocates for their students, our discipline, and 
themselves. In Hesse’s case he implores his audience of secondary teacher-scholars and 
postsecondary English educators “to write as advocates,” in order to work toward “build[ing] a 
bigger world of words, one populated by multi-dimensional people who write themselves into 
it” (375, 366). Similarly, Adler-Kassner calls her audience of postsecondary writing teacher-
scholars to “engage dilemmas, advocate for our beliefs, and make a difference,” specifically 
suggesting that it is through “attempts to put our knowledge into practice with others [that] we 
can most effectively advocate” (337, 335). However, the trouble with Hesse, Adler-Kassner, and 
my calls for advocacy is, as Meg so wisely pointed out in her interview, “the word ‘advocacy’” —
especially the formal organized versions of it which I have described thus far in this chapter—
can be “something that scares a lot of people.” Given this, perhaps more valuable than the 
insights this study offers in terms of understanding the challenges to and the value of 
considering reward in organized cross-level advocacy efforts is what it has to teach us about the 
many shapes of advocacy and the critical need for diverse cross-level teacher-scholar 
communities.  
In the latter half of Chapter 4, I highlight the critical value we each placed on the 
opportunity to be part of an inviting, intellectually engaging community of teacher-scholars from 
a range of school contexts, all of whom shared a commitment to socially just English education 
and school reform. These findings support Fleischer’s (2018) argument that “one of the keys to 
sustainable action is to find support through collaboration with others” and further suggest that 
like us, other teacher-scholars may be similarly eager to find community (67). Thus, in the 
remainder of this chapter, I suggest that an essential form of and step toward advocacy is 




while they may be somewhat informal, must be consciously shaped to include diverse 
perspectives, foster open dialogue in an inviting environment, and provide the opportunity for 
intellectual engagement.  
  Firstly, the findings of our project suggest that as we work to build the kinds of teacher-
scholar communities that can foster advocacy, we must make conscious efforts to include a 
range of perspectives in these communities. In our case, we each valued the opportunity that 
both our immediate group and the CSEC happy hours provided us to make connections with 
others from professional activity systems different from our own. In fact, we so valued the 
diversity of perspectives the other members brought to the group, that in their interviews every 
participant expressed, to some degree, a desire to have had even greater diversity in our 
membership. Meg, for example, felt in a group like ours “draw[ing] from a variety of academic 
and curricular areas would be beneficial” and Kathleen suggested having the perspectives of 
educators from all levels—“PK through postsecondary”—would be “especially [helpful] when 
you’re talking about how to build connections.” Similarly, Kevin wished we had “invite[ed] in 
[more] university perspectives” and even further felt including “parent perspectives, 
administrator perspectives, even legislator perspectives would be useful” in a group like ours. 
Key, however, to our appreciation of the diverse perspectives we each brought to the group 
(and our subsequent desire for even greater diversity), as Kathleen put it, was the “open and 
safe setting” of the group where we did not feel surveilled or at risk for being professionally 
penalized for sharing our stories. While it is difficult to offer a formula, this sense of professional 
“safety,” I believe, comes primarily with time and relationship building and in part from creating 
a comfortable somewhat informal environment that fosters conversation (and includes snacks!).  
 This “open” environment and the diversity of perspectives within a group, enables 




and systemic questions and which, in turn, creates opportunities for meaningful intellectually 
engaging conversation. For us, this opportunity for intellectually engaging talk, specifically 
around our pedagogical goals, our students’ diverse range of life experiences, and the systems 
that shape our teaching provided both the building ground for our advocacy ideas and came to 
motivate us in the work. Kevin articulated the draw and motivation this kind of intellectual 
engagement can offer, explaining that he has “always enjoyed thinking about big ideas and 
doing thought experiments.” Similarly, Joe shared that after having taken a summer class on 
pedagogy and civic engagement, he was excited by the opportunity this project offered for 
“more of an inquiry based” approach to the topic of advocacy and “seemed to be a lot like a 
think tank”—an opportunity which he imagined would be “fascinating.” In this way, Joe and 
Kevin’s sentiments reflect the appreciation we all felt (which I outline in detail in Chapter 4) for 
the intellectually engaging conversations and collaborative learning the group offered us. This 
suggests other teacher-scholars too are eager for similar collaborative learning opportunities. By 
highlighting the degree to which we valued this experience and thus the importance of similar 
opportunities for other teacher-scholars, I do not mean to suggest that creating the 
opportunities for and engaging in these intellectual conversations is, in and of itself, the end 
goal. Rather, it is important to keep in mind that in addition to offering participants a much 
sought-after opportunity for intellectual and professional growth, these conversations become 
the fertile ground from which advocacy can grow. 
 Ultimately, for me as a researcher and more importantly as a still committed 
collaborator and advocate, the most surprising insight this project revealed (and consequently 
offers others like me) is that advocacy can and must be so much more than pointed research, 
eloquent legislative testimony, and sharp business attire. Furthermore, it is not only protests, 




both start with and simply be community. That is, the kind of community we developed among 
ourselves along with the community we worked to create through the development of CSEC 
was, in itself, advocacy.  
Adler-Kassner argues, “when we make alliances through our disciplinary identity to 
advocate, we can make a difference” (335). While I think all of us in this study would agree with 
Adler-Kassner’s claim, we might also argue that our experiences suggest that as advocates we 
perhaps too quickly focus on the difference making. Like me (and perhaps Adler-Kassner, too), 
Kathleen reflected that before our project she also “saw advocacy as making these big changes 
and being face to face with a senator.” Now though, she feels “advocacy isn’t always that way” 
and instead, as Meg also came to see it, it can “involve a lot of talking and a lot of face-to-face 
meetings.” That is, as Kathleen put it, “it’s OK to take small steps.” 
This is all to say that building and participating in a particular kind of teacher-scholar 
community, like that I describe above, can be both a kind of advocacy in itself and be the 
jumping off place for other “big change” oriented advocacy. As the other group members 
reminded me both in their interviews and throughout our work together as they talked about 
their work in their classrooms and schools, some of the most important advocacy we do 
happens at the very local level. Through bringing together teacher-scholars from a range of 
teaching contexts, the kinds of community groups I am suggesting allow us to learn from one 
another’s experiences and local advocacy efforts and potentially apply similar strategies in our 
own teaching contexts. Kevin’s interview reflection on Annabelle’s idea to develop an after-
school center for her reading class students is a perfect example of this. Though his students and 
the classes he teaches are very different from Annabelle’s, through a conversation about how 
we each imagined advocacy, Kevin found inspiration in both Annabelle’s solution (developing 




never need to advocate for a reading center at his school, his memory of Annabelle’s experience 
may shape how he advocates for something else with his administrators or might encourage 
him to be a better ally to another teacher in his school who works with reading students similar 
to Annabelle’s. For me as someone in a postsecondary system, while I do not have the same 
kinds of interactions with administrators and community members that the other secondary 
group members did, hearing them frame their classroom teaching, work with administrators, 
and other community interactions as advocacy, made me more conscious of and deliberate 
about the ways in which I do and can serve as an advocate for my students through my 
teaching, within my larger institution, and within the community.  
 Along with offering opportunities to inspire members’ individual local advocacy efforts, 
teacher-scholar communities like those I call for also hold the potential for becoming the 
launching pad for the larger change-oriented kinds of projects we more typically imagine as 
advocacy. As members, who might otherwise have never met due to institutional, curricular, or 
disciplinary boundaries, have the chance to engage in open and rich conversations, they may 
very well find overlaps among their experiences and concerns. Those with shared experiences or 
concerns then have the opportunity—either with one another or by recruiting the support of 
even more members of the larger group—to collaborate on a larger specific change-oriented 
advocacy initiative. Fostering this kind of advocacy was our goal in developing the CSEC 
sponsored happy hours. The hope was that informal low-commitment gatherings like these 
would provide educators at a range of levels an opportunity to network and find connections 
among colleagues in different institutional and disciplinary contexts. Ultimately, given the 
potential these kinds of teacher-scholar communities provide for inspiring local level advocacy 
and fostering larger-scale collaborative advocacy projects, it is imperative we work to develop, 




Fostering Advocacy Through Building Bridges to Span the Secondary/Postsecondary Divide 
 While perhaps a bit less daunting than the prospect of initially attempting to organize 
and enact a formal big change-oriented advocacy project, the kind of communities I call for also 
do not simply form out of thin air. They too require time, some planning and organization, and 
most of all, bridge building among our curricular levels, buildings, districts, and institutions. 
Though the creation and support of these communities can be part of this bridge building, we 
will be better able to develop and sustain them if we simultaneously work toward more and 
better ways of systemically building these bridges within our institutional and disciplinary 
practices.  
 While Kathleen, because of her already deep involvement in advocacy- and policy-
related activity systems, came to our group with a fairly rich and extensive understanding of our 
state’s policies, policymaking systems, and some of the mechanisms by which she could 
intervene in those systems, the rest of us seemed to know only bits and pieces of the larger 
picture. Given this, one way we might begin to build these bridges and encourage collaborative 
advocacy is by, as Fleischer (2018) suggests, helping “new and practicing teachers recognize 
connections between advocacy and their own professionalism” through our English education 
and professional development programs (67). In order to aid in the work of “preparing a new 
cohort of beginning teachers who enter the profession seeing advocacy as an integral part of 
their role as professionals,” the ELATE Commission on Everyday Advocacy (the English Language 
Arts Teacher Educators arm of NCTE) strives to develop and share “a robust array of materials to 
support methods teachers in introducing advocacy into their classes” (ELATE Commissions). In 
addition, Fleischer suggests offering advocacy-centered summer workshops for practicing 
teachers, teaching advocacy focused undergraduate or graduate courses, or incorporating 




however, before jumping directly toward change-oriented advocacy teachers may need to learn 
about the policies and policymaking systems that will structure their future careers. For this 
reason, I propose, in addition to integrating specific everyday advocacy strategies into our 
English education courses and programs, that we begin by introducing teachers to the structures 
through which policy is made in the State and in various districts. Because of state-based 
licensure policies many of the teachers in a program are likely to begin teaching in the same 
State as their program. Moreover, while teachers in a given program will (or already do) teach in 
a range of districts, having the opportunity to learn about decision making structures within 
even a few key districts in the State will allow teachers to learn generally about where and how 
policies are made and help them understand how they might learn about these processes in a 
different district. Thus, learning about State- and district-level policymaking mechanisms would 
enable educators to be better informed both on the policies they will (or already are) working 
under and help them to understand the existing means by which they might make their voices 
heard.  
In addition, as Fleischer’s body of work implies, we should not and cannot expect 
secondary teachers alone to be everyday advocates. Instead, through our teacher education and 
professional development programs, it is critical that we emphasize how the university—
composition and English education faculty—can and want to support secondary teachers’ future 
advocacy work. Shockingly, even after participating in this project, when asked in their 
interviews where they would turn for support in future advocacy concerns, not a single 
participant said they would think to turn to the university—composition and/or English 
education faculty—as a resource or potential collaborator. Joe most clearly pointed to the heart 
of the issue, explaining, “it was always my understanding (and I guess it was really an 




touch.” This at the very least, highlights the limited connection secondary teachers feel to those 
who should be their postsecondary colleagues; and at the very worst it reveals the lack of 
support and the depth of the gap between secondary and postsecondary teachers. Given this 
sad state of affairs, it is vital that we not only remind those in our English education programs of 
the ways we can serve as their future partners in advocacy, but that we also demonstrate these 
possibilities on a regular basis through building and participating in teacher-scholar communities 
like those I propose. Moreover, as we build these communities, we might also invite our 
preservice teachers to join these groups in order to not only learn from and share what they are 
learning with other secondary educators, but so that they might also meet and begin to think of 
others at the postsecondary level (besides ourselves) as their colleagues and potential 
collaborators.  
 Given the unfortunate but somewhat unavoidable hierarchy that seems to persist from 
the postsecondary to secondary levels, finding ways to operationalize this bridge building at the 
postsecondary level may be even more crucial. Just as we might better help those at the 
secondary level learn about education policymaking, so too might we do similar work with our 
graduate student TAs. The place-based policy education that we might focus on at the 
secondary level is indeed a bit more challenging at the postsecondary level because those 
working on doctoral degrees are significantly more likely to end up working in any number of 
states and institutional contexts due to the nature of the academic job market. However, 
broadly exposing graduate students to the processes of education policymaking (both at the 
secondary and postsecondary levels) and the systems that produce the secondary students they 
inherit is nonetheless beneficial. Ideally, we might do this through programs that partner TAs at 
some point in their graduate teaching career with secondary teachers and their students to 




University of Nebraska-Lincoln’s Husker Writers programs). Alternately, as part of the TA 
practicum course we might assign students to interview a local secondary teacher about their 
experiences teaching writing. Both of these opportunities would provide graduate students a 
chance to learn about and become more sensitive to at least one version of secondary 
curriculum and one teacher’s experiences. Additionally, either of these strategies would give 
TAs—those who will ostensibly become the future of our postsecondary discipline—the 
experience of collaborating with those at the secondary level, an experience which might model 
for them how to and encourage them to seek out other secondary collaborations in their future 
careers.  
Less-involved approaches might include asking graduate students to simply reflect on 
and discuss their own experiences as high school writers and how they imagine these 
experiences might be similar or different from those of the first-year students they will be 
teaching. Another option might involve asking them to explore NCTE’s Policy page, as well as 
NCTE’s and the Council of Writing Program Administrators’ (CWPA) position statements. 
Reading and discussing the resources on these pages would allow new TAs a chance to gain an 
understanding of some of the national policies shaping ELA education and the official 
statements NCTE and CWPA have crafted with the hope of influencing or supporting policy 
choices at both the national and local levels. Moreover, experiences like those I describe would, 
as Stenberg (2015) notes, help graduate students understand how “our colleagues at the K-12 
level have more experience navigating—and challenging—neoliberal assessment practices [and 
policies], and [how] their views are vital to enriching our own” (136). Through approaches like 
these, we then encourage postsecondary teachers to become everyday advocates as well.  
Over a century later, Edwin M. Hopkins’s assessment—in the pages of that first issue of 




“valuable teachers [being] worn out at an inhumanly rapid rate” still rings comically and 
painfully true (1). It is worth noting, however, that amidst the same dire context in which 
Hopkins wrote that teachers were sacrificing “ambition, health, and in not a few instances even 
life, in the struggle to do all the work expected of them,” James Fleming Hosic, in June of the 
same year (1912), proposed “that each [(teachers from various levels and regions)] has some 
portion of the truth and that wholeness is to be attained only by putting together the 
contributions which all can make” and that it is collaboration among these teachers of various 
levels and regions which can offer us “promise [for] improving the conditions of the workers or 
of increasing the effectiveness of the work” (1, 375).  
The truth is, advocacy is hard. Collaborations are hard. And cross-level, cross-
institutional collaborative advocacy is even harder. Moreover, our current systems and 
institutions offer few rewards for this work and often perpetuate barriers and hierarchies that 
reinforce the structures of the secondary/postsecondary divide. However, as our project 
demonstrates, it is work that is possible and it is essential and deeply valuable work that we 
must do together. We do not have the luxury of waiting for the perfect circumstances in which 
to do this work. If we do, we may in another hundred years find ourselves again repeating 
Hopkins’s words. Instead, let us heed Hosic’s call to learn from and work with one another 
toward improved English education policy at all levels. While this will undoubtedly be hard work, 
the findings of this study hope to offer a few pathways for increasing the odds our work will be 
rewarding, successful, and sustainable. In the years to come we will need more teacher-
scholars—at all levels—to not only engage in collaborative advocacy, but also document their 
stories, so that we can continue to learn from one another and grow collectively stronger in our 
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Informed Consent Agreement 
 
Study Title: Getting our Act(ivism) Together: Understanding and 







Principal Investigator: Nicole E. Green (n.green.unl@gmail.com) 
    PhD Candidate and Lecturer, University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
    Assistant Writing Fellows Director, UNL Writing Center 
 
Please read the following information carefully before agreeing to consent to this study. It is 
important that you understand the purpose, procedures, benefits, and risks before participating. 
 
Explanation of Study 
By bringing together practicing secondary teachers and herself (a postsecondary teacher) in 
order to collaboratively explore shared concerns around education policy and advocate together 
for policy reforms, this study aims to investigate the processes by which this collaboration 
happens (specifically as it occurs outside of other existing programmatic structures) and develop 
an understanding of the institutional, professional, political, and interpersonal benefits and 
challenges of this work. Specifically, this study will focus on questions such as: what we (the 
research group) determines “counts” as advocacy and how we come to that definition? What do 
we define as “successful” advocacy and how do we come to this definition? And what, in the 
end, does “advocacy” look like and entail? Ultimately this study intends to build on the limited 
existing knowledge (within the fields of Teacher Education and Composition and Rhetoric) about 
cross-level collaborative advocacy and its effectiveness, in order to argue for the importance of 
creating such collaborations.  
 
Participant Requirements 
In order to participate in this study, you must be a practicing secondary or postsecondary 





The project is anticipated to last from August 2017-March 2018. Given the intentionally organic 
participant-driven nature of this study it is difficult to fully predict the time commitment 
necessary for each participant and will depend greatly on your chosen level of engagement with 
the project. However, a rough (and generous) estimate of the time commitment involved would 
include approximately 5-7 group meetings lasting no more than 2 hours each, an additional 4-6 
hours of engagement in the advocacy project, and a 1 hour follow-up interview (totaling 
approximately 15-21 hours over the course of the study).  
 
Data Collection Procedures 
Phase 1: Inquiry Group 
During the first phase of the study we will meet to collaboratively learn about potential models 
for teacher-led advocacy, discuss our shared education policy concerns, talk about agreed upon 
readings, brainstorm what our own advocacy project will involve, and plan for that advocacy 
project.  
 
Phase 2: Advocacy  
In phase 2 we may continue meeting while also enacting our chosen advocacy project. Because 
the nature of this group in general, and in turn the advocacy project, is intended to develop 
organically from group members’ interests and needs, it is impossible to predict what form the 
advocacy itself will take.  
 
 
All group meetings will be held in a quiet private location and video recorded. Selected portions 
of the audio will be transcribed for analysis. At the time of transcription, you will be assigned a 
pseudonym and this data will be accessible only to the researcher. 
In addition, the researcher will analyze documents or materials created throughout the process 
of the entire study, these may include, but are not limited to: group e-mail conversations, any 
collaborative writing (e.g. group notes, drafting of advocacy materials, group brainstorming, 
etc.), and/or final materials created for the group advocacy project. These written materials may 
also include individual reflective/brainstorm writing or individual e-mail exchanges with the 
researcher. In these cases, however, the researcher will obtain your additional written or verbal 
consent for each individual piece of personal writing she wishes to include in the data. 
 
In the final phase of the study, with your additional consent, the researcher will conduct a 1 
hour audio recoreded interview with you regarding your experiences in the project.  
 
Benefits 
While there are no direct individual benefits to participation in this study, by participating you 
will have the opportunity to increase your knowledge of various education policy issues, engage 
in meaningful collaborative policy advocacy, learn from and with other dedicated and talented 







There are no known risks associated with this study. 
 
Confidentiality 
You will be assigned a pseudonym to protect your identity. Any references to individual schools 
or districts will also be replaced with pseudonyms. Any information you provide that has the 
potential for identification will be omitted from data reporting and kept confidential in a 
password-protected laptop folder.  
 
Freedom to Withdraw 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You are free to withdraw from the study 
at any point in the process without penalty or prejudice. Withdrawal will not impact your 
relationship with the researcher or the participating institution(s), and will not result in any loss 
of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. 
 
Questions 
You are free to ask questions about the study before consenting to participate, as well as at any 
time during the research process. Please contact principal investigator Nicole Green at 
n.green.unl@gmail.com or (402) 740-4481, or the research supervisor Dr. Debbie Minter at 
dminter1@unl.edu. Additionally, you may contact the University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Institutional Review Board at irb@unl.edu or (402) 472-6929 with any questions or information 
regarding your participation in this research.  
 
The University of Nebraska-Lincoln wants to know about your research experience. This 14 
question, multiple-choice survey is anonymous; however, you can provide your contact 
information if you want someone to follow-up with you. This survey should be completed after 














Participant Solicitation Email 




My name is Nicole Green and I'm a Ph.D. candidate in Composition and Rhetoric at [the local university]. 
My research focuses on collaborative work with secondary English teachers, teacher development, and 
educational policy. 
  
I am writing to see If you’d be interested in participating in a project I am trying to get off the ground. As 
part of my dissertation research, I am hoping to bring together a group of outstanding local teachers who 
might be interested in working together to do some education policy advocacy. ______ suggested you 
might be someone who would be both interested in participating and who would be an outstanding 
potential member of the group.  
  
My hope is that the project and whatever work or advocacy the group decides to do will develop 
organically and as result of the members’ interests and concerns. The idea is that once we have a group of 
interested participants, we’ll work together to identify policy concerns that we share (be they at the 
school, district, state, or national level) and investigate various approaches to advocacy. Then, we'll 
decide together how we might want to try impact policy or advocate for reform. We'll likely meet as a 
group several times throughout the early Fall to get to know one another and discuss what issues we 
might want to focus on and to decide what “advocacy” might look like in relation to these issues. From 
there we'll decide, as a group, what needs to be done, how we will do it. Then in the late Fall and early 
part of the Spring semester we'll enact our various advocacy project(s). 
  
Again, the plans are fluid as I truly want the group's structure and work to develop organically from the 
members' interests and availability. In case you are interested, I'm also attaching a copy of the informed 
connect form for the project which outlines some more details on the project and what would be 
involved. 
  
Right now I am just trying to gauge potential interest. Does this seem like a group you might be interested 
in? From ______’s glowing recommendation, I think you'd be great voice to have as part of the group. As 
we know, teachers’ voices are the ones that need to be heard by policymakers but far too often seem to 
be the ones not heard. 
  
Please don't hesitate to let me know if you have any questions at all. I can't wait to hear your thoughts on 
this and if you might be interested in participating! If you could let me know if you are interested 
by Friday, September 15th, I would really appreciate it. 
  








Interview Questions for Participants Who Stepped Away 
 
Subject Name:  
Interview Date and Time:  
 
Reflections on Advocacy:  
1. What drew you to the group initially? 
2. How would you define advocacy now 
3. How, if at all, did you understanding of advocacy change?  
 
Reflections on our project: 
4. What factors led you to step away from the group?  
5. Is there anything that would have kept you to stay involved with the group?  
6. How would you describe the work we were doing to someone else? How would you 
describe this group to other people? 
7. How would you describe the group dynamic? 
8. How would you describe my role? 
9. How would you describe your role?  
10. What, if anything, did you take away from the experience? 
11. What, if anything, could we do differently if we were to do work like this again?  
 
Reflections on secondary/postsecondary collaborations and policy concerns: 
12. What role do you think a someone from the university can or should play in supporting 
or collaborating with teachers in advocacy work?  
13. Aside from this experience, have you collaborated with anyone from the University to 
do work you would consider advocacy?  
14. In what ways do you feel like you are currently able to have your voice heard and/or 
engage in advocacy?  
15. In what ways or how do you wish your voice could be better heard? On what issues? 
16. It’s been a year since we started this work. What concerns do you have now about 
education policy? What do you see in your classroom/school, or your work as a 
professional? That is, what changes do wish could be made?  
 





Interview Questions for Long Term Participants 
 
Subject Name:  
Interview Date and Time:  
 
Reflections on Advocacy:  
1. What drew you to the group initially? 
2. How would you define teacher advocacy now? What do you actually picture teacher 
advocacy, what literal images or actions come to mind?  
3. What community or experience do you think most strongly affected the way you 
thought/think about advocacy and/or our project? (Experience Teaching, in a 
professional organization, taking classes/grad school, reading, etc.?)? 
4. What experiences or communities have influenced your thinking about what you want 
to advocate on or for? 
 
Reflections on our project: 
5. How would you describe the work we were doing to someone else? How would you 
describe this group to other people? 
6. Would you say we have an identity as a group? What kinds of things contributed to that 
identity or how would you characterize it?  
7. When you think back over the work, what are the moments or memories--good, bad, or 
indifferent- that stick out to you?  
8. What are the challenges we faced, either as a group or just in doing the project, over 
the course of the project?  
9. When you look back over our work, were there moments where you felt frustrated or 
challenged or disconnected from the work? 
10. Were there any interpersonal challenges? 
11. How would you describe the group dynamic? 
12. How would you describe my role? 
13. How would you describe your role?  
14. What, if anything, did you take away from the experience? 
15. What, if anything, could we do differently if we were to do work like this again?  
16. Would you consider the work we did a success? Why or why not? 
17. What would you say makes advocacy work successful or not?  
18. How do you feel this kind of work--advocacy--is responded to, validated, or rewarded by 
those around you? How did colleagues, principals, instructors, friends, etc. respond to 
you doing this work? 
 
Reflections on secondary/postsecondary collaborations and policy concerns: 
19. What role do you think a someone from the university can or should play in supporting 
or collaborating with teachers in advocacy work?  
20. Aside from this experience, have you collaborated with anyone from the University to 




21. In what ways do you feel like you are currently able to have your voice heard and/or 
engage in advocacy?  
22. In what ways or how do you wish your voice could be better heard? On what issues? 
23. It’s been a year since we started this work. What concerns do you have now about 
education policy? What do you see in your classroom/school, or your work as a 
professional? That is, what changes do wish could be made?  
 














PARTICIPANTS’ TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND SCHOOL DEMOGRAPHICS 
 













English 9, Band 
Books 
● 2,218 students 
● 21.9% free and reduced lunch 
● 0.54% ELL (NDE) 
● 82% White, 7.4% Hispanic, 2.3% 
Black, 3.5% Asian, 0.4% Native 
American, 4.5% two or more races 
● 21.8% Gifted 








● 2,304 students 
● Free and reduced lunch 60.1% 
● 14% ELL (NDE) 
● 30 Different languages spoken by 
students  
● 46% White, 21.4% Hispanic, 11.4% 
Black, 10.2% Asian, 1.5% Native 
American, 0.1% Pacific Islander, 
9.4% two or more races 
● 17.4% Gifted 
● Highest mobility rate in the high 
schools for the district 
● Houses the districts only IB 
program 






English 9, and 
Reading 
Investigations 
● 2,202 students 
● 55.5% free and reduced lunch 
● 57.3% White, 20.8% Hispanic, 
7.9% Black, 6.5% Asian, 0.8% 
Native American, 0.1% Pacific 
Islander, 6.6% two or more races 
● 10% ELL (NDE) 
● 9.1% gifted 








regular 8th grade 





● 508 students 
● 66% free and reduced lunch  
● ELL no data reported 
● 61.7% White, 14% Hispanic, 7.8% 







English 10, and 
Yearbook 
American, 14.2% two or more 
races 
● 13.7% Gifted students 
Ryan: 
● 2,054 students 
● 35.9% free and reduced lunch  
● 1% ELL (NDE) 
● 73.3% White, 10.4% Hispanic, 
4.5% Black, 1.8% Asian, 0.7% 
Native American, 9.0% two or 
more races 
● 19.7% gifted 




















Eden Middle School 
● 838 students 
● 49% Free and reduced lunch  
● ELL 6% 
● 61% White, 15.6% Hispanic, 6.9% 
Black, 3% Asian, 0.6% Native 
American, 0.8% Pacific Islander 
5.9% two or more races 
West End Middle School 
● 493 students 
● Free and reduced lunch 16% 
● ELL no data reported 
● 86.6% White, 4.2% Hispanic, 1.4% 
Black, 2% Asian, 0.2% Native 
American, 0.4% Pacific Islander 5% 
two or more races 










● 2,462 students 
● 8% free and reduced Lunch  
● ELL no data reported 
● 87.7% White, 4.5% Hispanic, 1.5% 
Black, 3.2% Asian, >.1% Native 
American,>0.1% Pacific 
Islander, 2.8% two or more races 







Writing: Uses of 
Literacy 
● 20,830 Undergraduate students 
● 4,426 Graduate students 
● 74.4% White, 6.6% Hispanic, 2.7% 
Black, 2.9% Asian, 0.2% Native 
American, >0.1% Pacific Islander, 
3% two or more races 
● 72.5% pay in-State Tuition 




● 54% of graduates took out loans 
and graduate with an average of 
$22,676 in debt (Fact Book) 







PARTICIPANTS’ ACTIVITY SYSTEM CONSTELLATIONS 
 


















Activity System Constellation  
 











Nicole’s Activity System Constellation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
